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What 'kind of publication wilt be uspful to k busY elementaryor middle
school teacher? That was the questan that CESI's"Board of Directors

.

discussed in 1978. The answer, mre concluded, would beta sourcebook
describing vractical and exciting actiVities to supplement and:enrich
science Orograms.

Here is o r first occasional Sourcehook--we hope the firat of. many!
This one fbcuses on using outdoor school sites as laboratories.
"Occasional" rather than "annual" because we are committed to quality
rather than to the pressure of an annual deadline. Scliool site labo-,
-ratoriesbecauserighl-tAvre,.whtre you. -are, are oppoxtunities-to study
the environment whilp practicing investigatory skills.

Chief organizer, editor, and author of many of the activities was Alan
McCotmack, who accep.teethe responsibility with grace and pursued it
with vigor. We ara 'grateful to him for his'dedication to this project.
Special thanks Are due to Alan's wife, Susan, who drew most of the
illustrationd.

Without authors, there woUldn46 be a book, and we Appreciate the fine
effortsof the twenty people who contributedlmanuscripts. Nor is
there a book:without a publisher. ,Stan Helgeson, Bob Howe, and Pat
Blosser of ERIC/SMEAC made it possible. We offer them our sincere
thanks,

-t

% Having completed our firist effort, we dre beginningto think about the
next one. W need your ideas! Send us coMments on this book, sugges-.

tions for themes of futuretSourcebooks and offers to author'activities,

-.

II

/ Beth Schultz
President, CESI 1978-79,
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1111AT THIS BOOK IS Abl, ABOUT

by Alan McCerMack ,

0.

How mUch.of the "real" utorld 'can be, studied effectively Ln classrooms?

In indoor schoof Ifettings we often :resort. to vicarious learning by
way.of films, booksolnd just: plain talk. We as teachers tend' to-,
.forget that .what is really intbresting te youngsters is what they toan
directly touch, see and .exploretfor themselves. -To rephrase an Old
"Saying, "The real thing is Forth a. thousand pictures!"

To get to interesting "real"- things you don't need a fat 'school budget

and a nearby pristine wilderness. All you do is step outside with
your class, and use whatever "is there as a leerning laboratory. And

really mean "whatever" is therepavement, .city streets, muddy
schoolyardany.outdgof site can be used as a' place for exploration

and. learning. All you' need is a little courage, a lot of enthusiasm,
and a few ideas about hew ta geC7Stavted. -Once you try but a feiq

. activities and see how easy the whole thing is, you'll be hoeked!

The trick is to find some interesting problems that kids can investi-

gate in their local environMent ThingEOlIce playground- puddles,
melting snow, and reflected snntifght:,4m6 'Ozt -be -EDAsinetingto.

study. Common plants' andanim4lv..*:0Q07,-,a4W'grase, and.,city
_

pigeons cdn be approached%.in _a :genuAlesciOntific- way...Vrake _it
challenge for kids and you'll be surprised_ whatnefA,-learnittg

ties can develop. In addition to learning SaMe sciiflc
. .

principlesâj
,

kids can also learip much about how to"do invedtig40.4nav- sOve proh-
lems, and Make decisions. And, they just may develop_ a-little better
attitude' about learning, more' curiosity about every!slay things, and a"

healthier respect fo r all environments.
3

.

) The nice thing abo t1e approach we are suggesting:in this book is
that we. condider.any science activity to be only. a starting point,
Much like a small seed that can eventualli grow; into a-huge tree.
%A scientific investigation of snow melting can easily move from the
science of lighe7 water, and heat into Eskimo cultuTe (social Studies),,

\' snow sculpture (art) or 8 now synth poems (language arts). A,ny activ-

ity inAhis book can help kids develop a richer voeabularand more
interest in .reading. When you 'get some genuinely challenging outdoor
activities going. with a gro4 of yo6ngsters, it soon becomes .obvious,
that "everything is connected to everything else." ,So, we strongly 7

and enthusiastically endorse cutting 'across disciplinary lines. You

imisilt call it. a "trans-disciplinary" approach,

.
This book is intended to be a gource, of ideas for outdeor learning

'- 4tctivities appropriate' for youngsters in.elellientary, middle and junior
. J

.: :Iligh Schools, It -also may be useful for anyone .who works with children

,--. in outdoor settings: camp counselord, boy/girl scout leaders, park 0

N
.. xecreation specialists, nature interpreters. We have' not attempted'

to "peg" most of the activities aS being dppropriate for.,any limited

0

#

-



_pse group q childreA:. We feial fhat moit.of the activitAes can Be-
used over'a wide range cif age levels, so' we leave de'cisiohs about.
What mighi be Appropriatia for any group of children to he..teacher,''

. .Wrjeader of that group.

Chapter One'of this Souraebook presents a variety of neral, approaaes
topaing the outdoors for'learning. Also,\strategies for developing. .

_sehoplyarde 'as learni4 laboratorieS 'are suggeoted;
.*;!%

.."

Thi remainder of the Sou.rcebon ia a collection of.kld-teSted activi-
4.es good for outdoor..,settings. Many of the /activities are syitabre
.for usec'in-almost;any outdoor environment, even a paved parki4 lot.
'.Otht activities todus'on tise of environmental sitiii; that may be .

availtibIe near yout Saho6-1-suat.as streaMs, peas, or vacant Iocs:
Oyr attémpeIap been to de,gcribd activities that dre.liZciting,
Usable, and designed Strictly-for ottdeor use. ...

Where possible, aCtivitihave been cast into'bhe folldOing format:.

Title7: 'We have tried to inventtitl04.that reflect both-the fu
.Of.the activity and its learning focus. In many instances, o r hope
is that the title44tself will pique a .youngster's mitiosity. -For:
example, "Worm Grunt"'is-.a-gOod, solid, ecological sampling actiVity
of mom populations. 'The "grunting,' it turns out, is dotu by kids
rather than the worms as kids need to xped quite a bit of physical
effort to Coax werms out of hiding..

Focus: This is 'a short description of tlie concepts and/or dkills
developed by the activity. It also provides a quik capsulizaiion,
of the activity to assist the reader in rapidly understanding wha't
the activity is all about.

or

,x rqb

Challenge(s): Using a_ challenge or problem-oriented approach to activi-
tie4 IA one good-way-to stimulate youngsters' interests. We have tried
tostate one or more crucial challeues for each activity. These can
be used by teachers as."bet-you-can'tk" motivators, or simply as
succinct sfkements or problems to orgalize investigations around.

.
Materials and Equipment: glist of everything needed.is prOvided wifh
each activity. In cases where home-made apparatus-is requAred for an
activity, construction plans are,provided ih the.S.Tir,cebook's Appendix.

.Hew7To-po-It: These are suggestions for planning, organizing, and
actually implementIng the Activities with youngsters. The authors'
prov:ide tips regatding appropriate study sitea, how to Motivate young'.

'-..Eitexs, ways of collecting data, and how to "wrap.up" the experience. .

D.,Enefa.411.eng.s: One solved cbailenge alwayd-leads to new challenges
(and those tb. new learning activities), .Here can beifound a few ideas

. for related, but different, learning actIvlities. These, challenges are
entirely &pen-ended, and solutions are left to youngsters and their'

teachers. .

a) r

4
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Rekerences: Articles 'and bookS to give both teachers and students
useful information related to" the aCtivity.

l

We 'hope 3
a

41p will give some'of these, tivities.a try. And-, moie,
than that, WA hope you may thinloof i e outdoors around your school
'iii; nat a noisy and distracting-place, but as a genuine laboratory
for learning. One final warning: Caution--:these activities may be

,

habit forming!.
.k,
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HOW TO USE OUTDOOR.ARFAS AS LEARNING LABORATORIES.
A DOZEN DIFFERENT APPkOACHES

by EZvin EAst

II

Thete are as many approothes.6). an 6utdoor learning experience 46 there
are different.cladtles goinvoutside the classroom to ',earn. 'All !

approaches should be delected, developed ankd impleMenta:d accorOing
the needs and chaeacteristiFs ofjhe class iovolved,; Teachers, in '

maktnedcisions about whirch approach_to use, must, consider che ages
sof Staents, their experience lwsiels, and the ecnArol-ability of-the

-- '_
fbllowing are twelve different Approaches to Ottdoor learning. Descrip-
tions are brief, but I hope sufficiont to Convey.ideas abo t when and '

how'to use each apprekach. Where possible, references are included to
allow you to trIck down more cemprehensive inforMation abent anapproach.

.111tIlmEtxrAmITLailluttz: This app oach is.very simple and involves
a minimum of planning. The idea is simplç to integrate short outdoor
activities with usual classroom lessons. A teacher prepares a number
of questions that areassigned to individuals or paira of students.
The students have appmximately 30 seconds to go out on.the'schoolyard
and visually find an answer to the question. The questions can be the
same or different; FolIow,-up discussion of the questions gives all
students an opportunity to report.their answers. Thio activity may be
repeated .a number of times during 'study of a single science'topic or it
may be used occasionally as part of lessons in virtually any subject
area. *

.

-Examples'of this:activity are: in'lauguage arts, ask students to find
, dbiects beginnIng w h partidular letters; in science, to spot some-

thidg alive (in Dece bar); in sociak studies, to determine the oldest
object in the schoolya in art, to.lobate a particular texture.

This approach is inexpens4;ive and is an excellent .method of introducing
your students ..to outdoor learning. It works well' with any aie level'
arid can build experience and positive attitudes leadinvto more exten--
sive oUtdoor aetivities in the future.' The teacher and the 'class can.
use these brief experiences'to develop'rules for acceptable behavior
in outdoor settings.

References:

Barge,.D. "Thirty-Second.Field Trip." Connections, 3(4): 11,
Yebruary,.1979.

'7

Jones, O. E. hand Swan, M. D. DlasEnslagEnimment: Danville,
Illinois: Interstate Printers any Iublishers, Ine.,.1971.

A
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The en-Minute Fie &Tri tr The schoolyard or school neighborhood are
hem ;base for thts approach. You.adapt your activitiewtb your grounds
or mMediate surroundings. .Whether you have a well-landscaped yard br
palieMent, thcre are a multitude of activities you can undertake iseten
ii6tes. Unlike the thirty-laecond trip, thia approach requires consid-
.erable planning. The ten-minute'limitOtion necessitates careful plan-

-
ping as does the group work involVed. °Students can be.intensively
/involved in. the planning,tend these activities can be used to practice-s

./and develop akills that are required for amore -extensive,subsequent

!, //activity.
4. \

.1%

Also different frqm the thirty-second trip is the con'tra aimect. A

If

4

lot ofsatt:ention skould be given tp development of control procedures
and-ereation-4-good-outdoerldbartavrelationahips,-

4

Examples of-ten-,minute topics might be: .for a primary class--to draw,
in ehalk, the outline of a DC-10 on.theschool parking lot, or to stomp
it out'in the snow on the playground. A middle'schoel class mighldkgo
4out weekly to make observations -o,f a square meter plot. Daily willhor
measurements could be an activity for a fifth or sixth grade. A high'
school class might triangulate the height of.th9 school or the width
of a gully. '1

4=r

References:
6

Couchman, J. K. et al. Examining,Your Environment Series, Toronto:
Holt, Rinehart & Winston of'Canada, Ltd., 1977.

Russel, H. R. .T.e.n.:±1kLuss.1121112.122.. .Chicago: J. G.' Ferguson
-Publishing Co., 1973.

School Gardens: Many.schOols are reviving the schoel garden approach,
partly 'due to recent popularity of. cost-consciousness, health foods,-
and home gardening. This approach should involve students in both
planning and impleFentation. It is akvery.easy area .in which to fail,

. as any gardener can testify, so great care should be taken in planning.
Students involved in maintaining a garden may.develop a sense of
responsibility and skills of, grOup cooperative work since everyone
must carry his/her load in order for a garden to Succeed.

Many disciplines can be integrated 114 school garden activities, Soil
, studies can be done for geoldgy, panting with food dyes for art, area

calculations, and production projections for mathematics, cultural and
historical studies of specific plants for social studies,.finding
different names for the same plant for language studiesi,and nutri-
tion and diet planning for health.

.. Reference:

Comstock, A. B. Handbook_of Naturd7Studv. Ithaca, New York: Comstock
Publishing CoMpany, 1911. (AVailable in Many.reprinted editions and
still one of the 'best sources of ideas for optdoor'studies.)

t .
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Schoplyard Learning Situatigns: With a little imaf3inat on (and lierh fit;
some perspiration) teachers and students-can develop o tdoor learni6
statfons.in almost any schdp.fyard. 176r example', weat er stations ean
be built bykids,-or may be donated to schoolq/by iol weather bdreaus.

outdoor.learning'-Monitoring weather dan be a
program.

regular 1)art of a'class
/ .

,

stationp cen be set up ln vivinal/y any schoolyard. Simple .

air pollution monitorin statio& can alA be d veloped:. If unpaved
laind ia'available, small temporary pendsi,ean b dug hod; studies.of

' biological colonization of these ponds kan be onductpdi. Tempor ry
"blind-walk" trails cap be set up in a':achoe yardwhehlblindfol ed
kids can fellow a Ope directing them throu a series 6f sensory
experiences.

; .

p.- ' ' I /
,

. .

Schoolyard flagpoles or Aunglefiyus provide ideal. Outdoby stations for
shadota studies. School!rooft s ean sometimes be good sites for simple
astyonomy observatorie$ An outdoor puppet theatres and arv-tsketching-
"studios"-can be plelant-p ces during warm weather. -

/
,

Referen'ces:

Couehman, J. K. yWcBea
Examinin Yo r Env

11., MaWater, anossa
polls, Mbnesqt

/
. .

, J. C.,'Stecher; A., Ana.Wenorth, D. F.
ronment Series; (Al.t.s111921m,.Bii.d.s, The Dandelion,

1 Places, Mini-Climates, pp_Ilutiori, Running
tures, Snow and Ice YOur Senses.) Minnea-
Mine Publications, 1972. 4

Im act a d Envi'o mental Action'Pro ects: *.IlOact studiep, modeled after
-those do e by\,Rt fessional ecologistd, can be mnlighteni'g long-term
project In me statep', most notably California, lawsj require major ,

land d elopei. to have ecological impact studies done o futitre develop-
menta sites.
livin on th
tiond. and
due. o deve
,d tsion

plac

The impact study involves eensuses of plants and animals
development site, water quality And drainage determina-
edictions of ecological changes that may result in the site

opment. This information is then used in arriving at a
a to. whether pefmits will.be issuedallowing construction to

1
.0

/intermediate and higher levelk-elasses of'youngsters can-conduct iiapact
studies in their own cemmunities. When a new paved parking lot, housing
development-Aor road.is proposed.foetheir locale, kids can do their own
plant,.animal and water'aiirveys of the development attes. They can then
'grapple witW the probleM of trying.to predict,what ecological changes
May result dne to the:proposed construction. Then they can try to
decide whether or not the construction seems justifiable. They guickly
will learn that a jbb of compromising goes on in the "real" world.

Another land of,impact dtudy kids can conduct would'be the after-the-
fact type. Sekect some building, road, forest clearing, or other
significant environmental, change accomplished by human efforts. Then



have kids survey possible emcironmental e
partieularL"development" project.,

V

Environmental action prpjects directly invol
to.make.improvements in thetr local environme

cts 'attributable to the

.

youngsters in
(
trying

ts. "Litter Brigades" .-
of sudents Can collect debris from roadsides or-parks and,try to get
9ublicity calling attention to people's carelessnese with trash.
"RecyclineRegiMents"Ican be organized tp collect and.recycle aluMinum
cans, newspapers, or belierage bottles. "Pollution.Patrots" can involv'e
kids in Ilutting some.prespure on industrial and automotiye sources of.
air and water pbllution., 4

-Refertneel-

Amidei, R. (editor),
Nationaa Science

Env ironment: The Human Im ac
Teachere Association, 1973,

-4-- /
r

WalihIngton, D.C.:
1 V

Mature Trails: Nature trails can ble.set up on a scheis?..yard, in a
nearby local park, or on public wilderness lands. .1rAis can be 4

%

organized by a teacher or stedents: occasionally a'prepared trail can
be used. If a prepared trail is useq, the teacher should ueview it
to be sure it will achieve the results deWired. Some preRgred trails
are quite elaborate with booklets, station signs,, even tape recerdings;
others are simple and are equipped only itith a Sheet of. instructions.
A nice quality of .many nature trails is their self...guiding organization.

Studeas can often follow the trails by themselvei; and benefit greatly.
from them. This takes careful planning by the troll builder, so novice
outdoor educators may want to use prepared trWs_lapd practice produc-
ing their own trails... When making a nature crap.; remember that a
trail becomes permanene (right oryrong)iper)Leasily, SQ it should b'e
carefully planned.to cause little damage.to the environment.

Many nature trails have a central topic, which is either extended,
clarified, exemplified, or practiced at each stop along ,the trail.
A very common, and sometimes overworked,,trail is the blindfold trail
where' senses other Oran'sight are stressed. Opher good trail topics '

are estimations, calculations, animal Ogns aed homes, poetry, history
bf an area, local insects, and trees. Nature trails Can be dishn-
guished from field trips in that a-nature trail's.stops are always
specifically located and showcase Rermanent,things re be observed.

References:

National Audubon Society, Inc. TraIl Planning and Layout. New rorkt
National Audubon Society, 1971.

1

-*
. Sharpe, G. W. Inter retin: Your E viroiiment40,4 Newrork: John Wiley

& Sons, Inc., 1976: Chapter *.
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PrevioUsly described /Approaches niay or may not rnvolve
taking the class away,from the school grounds. Field triPs frequently
do requiie thith, and so additional problems.need to'be considered:
transportation, ,expenses,-and permission forms. Most schools ha;re
policies regarding procedu'res for field trips; and these should be
catefully followed, .

Where a nayure trail consists of-a seri6s ofinterrtla.ted stops, a
jield trip is usually a journey to a single l9cation at which'a nurilber
of a ivities may be undertaken. Though these activities may be inter- \
reelate by t6pic, they sometimes are not.- Field trips require good .,
organiz tion and teacher control. A lot of pre-trip preparation' and
ft:410 up should be included. '4%

Natural aettings, such as farms, forests, or rivers ar good destine-
'tionslor field trips; so are-museumei and,zoos. If ativer is visited,
some activities might be: plant and,animal populatiOn counts, water
tests, profile drawings, water speed measureents, Whter voRfme
mates,'river history studies, erosion obserVatiens.- and pollution
tests. At a zoo, students mightjlessify animals by geographic origin
or biological taxonomy. Or they could examine cage construction,inter-
view keepers or' vdterinarians, or do indepth studies of specific
animals.

References:

. Donaldson, L. and Donaldeen, G. Field Tripp--How to_Plan_.and _Use Field
E. eriences in Conservation and Resource4. ci cation4. Austin,
Texas: Texas Education Agency, 1963.

Swan, M. Tips and. Tricks in Outdoor Education. Danville, Illinois:
de Interstate Prilloeys and Publishers,,Inc.,. 19'70,4,

. 0

Urban Stddies: t'am identifying this approach separately from field
trips because it has been fgnored for so long by outdoorseducators.

not'necessary to visit a natural or pristine xurail setting to,
have a good outdoor education experience. Urban settink,s have much
to offer. This appro ch atteMpts to give stutients a different view
of things they see ar und them every day in cities.

For an urban studY'trip you aed not -*yen ;save your schooli d A trip
to the boiler room for a study of hoW th4chool is heatedcan be ah
enlightening experience. Most goverumeilt agen e and many private
induAtries, welcome well-ylanned 7isits from s uden . Many urban
institutions have guided tours, but these Sho ld be supplemented with
preplanning so students come prepared with questions and things to
look for during the tóur. Classes of older students mighit take trips
in smatler groups, without a teacher, to a lawyer:is office or to inter-
view a .chiropractor. Others might visit a bakery, a haedware store, .

or a,pilot's.schpol. Unusual occupatipns and everyday activities -are
.equally.interestingAto look at very closely. Many of thel.activities
in this Sourcebook can be done in urban settings.

i

1.
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References:.

Wurman, R. S. (editor). Ye.,1.123.t,Se_kof_l_ilrninUisEia,u_ei. .Phila-
delphla:_ Group for Envivonmental Education,*Inc., 1973.

Hester, R. T. al,wilaatimiuma.1. Strousburg, Pennsylvania: Dowden,
HUtchinoOn Reed, lnc.f 1975." .

ill . EatSITkirag: Similarities exist between this approach and the field..

.

,
.

. trip approach. lidt, the stress of this'approach.is So'different it
deserves separate tat6gdrization. Teachers, in'planning day camping z
activities, normillly stress camping skills: Studedts:take on tespondl-
tatty fer weparing mA'als,'and-organizing at ',past part-of-the -day'a

.
outdoor activi.tidg. Social interaction and.deyelppment.of responqi- :

bility are main concerns foi this ppproach. Students share with.peers4 .

and teacher the daily functions they usually Aly expetiencx with their
families. This approach is often good for uniting a class/Tato a more
cohesive group or for preparing youngsters for overnight camping expe-

d Ariences. ,

a.

The Same types of !activities may be used for-both field tripe and day
camping. Some day camp programs, however, ate quite Unique. Por
example, some recreate a day 'fn the life'of a farmer or pioneer.
Students might spend the day helping with chores on an old-fashioned ,

faim or werking in_various stores in an old restored town and sharing-
a_meal around a big harvest table. In the'evening kids learn what it
was like befofe television or electricity'was invented:- They learn how
to quilt, whittle, tie .knots, or enjoy soAgsaround a campfire.- Time

'

spent in a teepee or in an old bunkhouse will be etched in students'.
memories for a long time. ,

References:
c

Van Der Smissen, B: and Goering, 0. H. Nature-Oriented Aciivities:
Ames, Iowa: Iowa State University Press, 1969.

1

Marks, V. Cloudburst: Acit2c2.1AHzcoiRt_2/2..L.LIcillsandTechno1o,,
Seattle: Cloudburst Press_of'America, ,Inc., 1973., .

. Outdo(or Schpols: An outdoor school usually la;ts three to five days,
using half or all of a regillar school week. SpIdents ptaY in sdme
sort-of'pe'rmanent buildings of under p'ermanently located canvas teepees
or tents. All'or mist fOod aN other services are supplied for them.
Their schedule rung mucli like at school, with morning and afternoon
activities balanced.with recreational time. Unlike regular.sctlool,
tMy are involved with evening and night activities. .

A week's activities might be organized arounda theme such as: ."What
does the.future hold for us?" Interdisciplinary proj6cts can be encour-

, aged: design furniture thatuseS less wood, make a trail.that does not
damage the environMent study forest 6uccession, look atthe life cycle

1120
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of a tree, calculate the amount of lumber in.a forest; or play games'
that'do not %.160 materials or harm Ole environment..

\

References:

Hammerman, D. R.
'Minneapolis:

Shoreline School

tic4LIKUME:

and Hammeyman, M. rittIiin.te_ciashe0. -

Burgess Publishing Co.,'1971:ChapterIV:

Diótrict No. 412, An Into disci line Outdoor uca-
Seattle, Washington: Shoreline Public Schools 966,

,

_S.1.22,92104g: Teachers interested in stressinlk bdcial aspects of
-outdoor fiduca-tion-en-erielcces Atm ithoosb app-roathT As -thJ:C -title

."amping" implies; this experience usually involves sleepingounder can-
yas or in handmade shelters. Students are responsible for their own
meals and for'pmttingtup,or conseruCting.t4pir own shelter. Amy camp
"(Allis are taughtand practiced, and careAs taken net,to 4amage the
environment. Many activitles similar to those of an outdoor school can
-be used, but the central theme of the week ox weekend is the survival
'of the class.

.

Student responsibility is often extended to include most of the plan-
ning for-a school camning experience. At a winter camp they might study
animal tracking, camp cookery, snow prdfile studies, igloo building,
snoWshoe construction, snowshoe gates, plant winter endurance adapti:-
tions, and hypothermia problems of people and animals.

Referehtes:

MacMillan, D. L. School 'Camping, and Outdoor Education. Dubuque, Iowa:
Williem C. Brown Go 1956.

Thurston, L. A. Complettit Book of Campfire Pre,grams. New York:
Association Press, 1960.

Adventure Programs: -To many, this approach is the ultimate in an out-
door experience. The goal of this.approach is to Provide students
with an excitins outdoor phyaical challenge or adventure, Expertise
is required on the part of leaders of these activities: ,Many schoola
have developed their own adventure programs, but many others use
expert-led "outward bound" type schools. A lot of pretraining is
-required for students and,teachers, including emergency and first aid.
technie Very careful and detailed planning is required to ehsure
the sa ",.. y of all invçlved:

Advenylre programs vary in'length from a-vew hours to sqveral weeks.
Often, brief outdoor experiences are used to develop necessary physi-
'cal and group participation skills before a major adventure is under-
taken. Examples of this txpe.of approach are canoe tripping, white
wilter kayaking, extended backpacking, saifing,.ski tripping; .caving,
and mountain climbing.

129
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Referacev:

Foam, G. Survlvirij the Unex ected Wilderness Emer enc Tacoma,

Washington: Survival Education Associat en, 1975.
1

Osgood,. W. and Hurley, L. Tile Stiowshee Book. Drattiesboro, gtah:
-Stephen 'Greene Press, 1975.

All of the varipus apftbaches to o4tdoor education r171i described can
provlde-exciting, worthOile, and.Mombrable experiences.for kids.
.activities included, in this Sclus0_94:1 can be used witThwhichever
-approach yoll chbose. The impqrtant-.thing is to'set your youngsters
outdoor's and engdge.themAn diallenginglearning episodes.
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HOW TO DEVELOP YOUR SCHOOIYARD FOR OUTDO6WLEARNING

by Ellen VandeVisse

'All too frequently schools* are constructed on sites'that have been.
,I leveled, drained, and denuded. Wetlands are rilled,'or Massive erosion
:r prevails. Finally, a fpw scOiwny trees and a sparse lawn are'planted.'

i.
Indoors, there is design to.maximize education. Outdoors,'there is 4
etological and educational desert. The vast expanses are only 61)nven-
lent for rows 4f lawn mowers. A feW pteces ,of coll.,metal.playground
equipment are eventually.plunked down in aTrecise row. Chilidip 4re
never asked what they would.like to have,on their playground.

.

Yet that site could be a vibrantjearning facility, replete'with.pond,
comPost bin, nature trails, weather station,.habitiat plots, and arbore-
tum. Enriching dull,school sites can generate as much excitement as
being the season's champioi in football--and maybe'moret If the under-

-taking7truly.CaPitalizes'Oh th4.spectrum of esoUrces a school community
has, school site-enrichment betemes a próject to which everyone Contri-
butes. When students,teachers, admini tratprs, parents, and community
people team up to.fashion play equipment or beautify a courtyard, a very c
real "school spirit" results. Planning, scrounging materials, hauling, . .

planting, and building begin to spark a team pride that goes,deeper than
an athletic campaign.

t'?k' Step 1Initiating the Action: AnTene can initiate the ac ioh. A
p rent was the motivator at one school; the student council startled
ac 16n at another. Sites have been enriched because of a single
teac r.or class. Others have been initially triggered by.an interested
citizen or principal. This person simply needs to be someone with
vision and interest. The important path to'Step 2 is to share that
vision with a wide circle of people. The initiator must see that a

%committee f.s organized. .

Step 2-7Set Up School Site.Development Committee: Buil'd on the nOtion
of"The more involved, the better." Invite a wide representation of,
people to your first meeting. Incluqe parents (mothers and fathers:), -

neighbors, administrators, teachers, students, groundkeepersi andother
resource people. Explain the general vision of.this site enrichment
venture. A motivational fili, filmstrip, or slide bresentation tan
help at this stage. Then walk your group through your outdoor area.
Aseess what )1ou have, good and bad. Braitstorm idpas and record them.
goe't dwell on practicalities or probrems just now. Encourage dream-
ing. List all ideas.

Two other things need attention. First, set a date for-the next meet-
ing of the committee. Second,, determine who else should be involved
in this potential enrichment project and hew to.involve them: e.g.,
resource people., staff, and students. Plan a procedure for enlist1ng
their interest, support, and ideas before the meeting adjourns.



alea=tEmatstial: The entire schoolstaff needs to feel a part of
these beginning stages. They Tided to.see potential benefits to their

'teaching. (Fgs instance, rave art studies if the courtyard is land-
seeped; more inspired writing after a walk on the nature trail.) -Gear
the staff presentation accordingly. Stress the educational values for
students in such an.undertaking.

Remember that the custodian And/or groundkeepers are Part of 'the staff.
Without their support, tree seedlingodo not get watered and'uill prob-
ably get mowed down over the summer. Ask for their help and always
involve them. 0 rI

te 4- E and and Formalize the Site Committee: Initial meetings are
just_that1 They_never_have all the pftople you4 like-to have involved.
For this next meeting, seek out.resoilrce people such as soil conserva-
tion specialists, local nature center perponnel, environmental and
outdoor education coordinators, Cooperative Extension agents, land-
scapers, landscape ar.chiteCts, foresters', Department'of Natural
Resources or Conservation biologists.

/

This stage Assumes a rising level of taterest and commitmeni. Projects
and leadership have started to emerge. Choose a chairperson, secretary,
treasurer, and photographer. Before adjourning, establish dates to tour
other sites that are exemplary and to meet With an outside.expert,
Determine 1164 to gather student ideas. Finally, se P. a date to estab-
lish prioritibs--after site visits and further brainstorming.

Step ,..7-Gather Student Ideas; The guiding princiPle,is: remember
students are, the ones who play on the school grounds. They are the
ones for whem any development is done. School site enrichment that
is done'strictly to look impressive to the adult eye completely misses
the whole goal of schools: education for children. Children are
rarely asked what they would like to have on their playground, yet
they're expected to love and protect it. And. as adults they're also
tweeted to know something about land-use planning, public participa-
tioq; realistic budgeting, etc.

Site 'enrichment projects can provide that training in the school's
backyard. The planning process must involve the recipients of those
planwif student interest is expected.

Gathering input'can be done in various ways. Teachers can have indi-
vidual classes submit ideas by drawings or lists.. A film 9r filmstsip
could be rotated to .each class for reactions, discussion, and suggeb-
tions. The principal and staff could plan an asseMbly to introduce
the idea of impAovingthe site. Or, student representtitives elected
to the S.chool Site Enrichment Committee could submit models, sketches,
and master plans. In'short, teacherb simply need to ask what the
students would most like to.see on their school grounds.

The coMMittee xan then sort through them for common denominators and
realistic projects: Expet that four basic requests will surface
whether the school is urban, rural, or suburban: wgdlife, water,
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contour, and trees/flowers. Among play equipment tiO,e-most popular are
the ones that move and havd challenge.

ap.2.17.:Loar..91.14E514:srl: Arm your committee with cameras., and go visit
some other playgrounds. Watch your youthful members-.rsee which equip-
ment. sustains"inerigue after initial eXposure. Take prints and slide
photos if Possible. .

Arrange to have someone from.that school,orTiark meet you at the site.
Find out theirproblems, :costs, and maintenance. Ask what areas hold
student Interest the. longest. Ask for his/her help in your planning.

.1Report-till this.back to your.school as soon as the photos are ready.
Share your findings at the next meetings

§m_2:12.0.11..ps: At the next total committee meetingi sort
chrough all the ideas submitted. Whittle down your idea lises.0 Choose
ehe mopt feasible and popular suggestions to do first. Remembethat
momentum and credibility Ere at st ke: It is wise to mak(A.your first
project(s) short, highly visible, nd easily reachable. Don't burn out
the workforce on'a three- .ason g cabin-raising on your first round.
Choose one small project the group cap. do well. Assume that good media
coverage and esprit de corps will propel your committee through your
other priorities later.

Remember, too, that group decisions take time. -Pond proposals trigger
fears of safety and ;mosquitoes. Wand-made play equipment raiseis imaged
of slivers and aocidte4s. A broad-based committee rppresents a wide
range of concerns. This group's debate and eventual resolution will
.determinesthe commitment for or against the above. Most groups finaily
decide that children are educated to watch for street traffic and should
learn water safety too'. The edusational.value of A shallow pond out--
weighs the hazards. Most groups usually decide that improvised play
equipment can be sturç and yet large enough to be challenging. Good
hand-buiXt structures are rarely less safe than swings from a catalog.
Ultimately it is the group's decision that trill determine the go-ahead
and that will deal with any later complaints.

It_qp_12:Deve: First, find out 'what the future plans
are for the site,and immediate surroendings. Ask what is below ground,

-too. Second, adsess the existing trees, con ours) ball fields, and
.foot traffic patterns. Draw4th'ese inlo a n land-use ma Call
upon th'e.talents of parents and resouvce pe

Now, try placing priority projects in variOus A
cuss the alternatives. Choode the best and have
plan drawn up ftr.further presentations, hallway
reference.

,on the,map. Dis-
our proposed site
displan and Comptant

Includea maintenance plan folleaCh prbject.. Too Many groups plant
trees or dig ponds sn4.then neglect. them. They look hOrrible later.
And all too_often platy equipment is erected and no one'is rpsponsible .

for replacing ropes or bolts later., Plan that each project NUJ need
repair. Enjoyablethings are vulnerable but valuable. There.is

4 . 16



tremendous preperati89., care, and hand,labor invested, and such commu-7
Oty cooperanron deserves 14egular-upkeep. It.is better to.,plant one

-qowering shrub than a:whole 4rporetum if that is the limit of the time
and care Vat clan be giVen. .Simply designate who will maintain the
improvement before you breakAround. Master planniq 1.0.aften dis7
carded in the.haste to getstSrted with a task. Madter plans cio take

. time and are frustrating. Yetylunging ahead wrth.a school garden,
for examplemay prove to be right in the way of a-futnre jogging '

.trail or a new undergound vipe.route: The laboriously Constructea play
equipment may be preciaely where the new clabsroom wing will be built.
It mpy mean falling into the same traps cities do--lack of planning
means constanq.y digging,up and iearrangingo.

Furthermore; a .sudd&-i flurry ol.projecti-withoUtmlanning ,anA 'broad
input makes administrators.reluctent. A irell-414 plan assures elsier
funding .than impulsive hedge-podge.

Put,youi matiTer plan in a time frame. The
top pttority project becomes Phase, One. The secoiid one becomes Phase.
Two. Decide who is in chargepf each.- W'Ork with a chatt,like this
one:. -

PhaSe LE9.19.a L119.19.s.LCAP.Utt!
4

1 Outdoor classroom Leah Bernstein lit61. 1st

2 Tire tower Dick Merritt October 15th
3 - Pond- . Ralph-Lazlo . JIext pring .

.
. , .

Step 107-Identify the Resources Needed: ,Draw up a lidt.of thekinds of,
people, materials, maintenance, and costs anticipated. Lookfor talents
among yoyr parents and community. Materials caniften be found in your
community. Publicize what you n6d donated. Scrounge: Follow up witit,

- thank you's every time. One school painted a *iante-"givine tree" for
the hallway. Each new donation of time, materials, or money warranted
another new leaf .on the tree'with the donor's name on it. Studdnts .Who

,

did any work on theirnatnre trail could bring in a T-shirt or sweat-
shirt and hsave it silk-screened to read "Greenridge Trail Blazer" on ,

a trail logo. The 1og6 was also used on titationery to thank each cOn- .,

tributor. '', '

,
As stressed, plan on.maintenande. .Listreach,long-:range maintenance need
'anticipated. Establish who is in charge when the construction fun is
over. Whenever possible, make structures permanent. Don't wait to 'see:' ,

if flosts will be pulled out of the ground; set.them in cOncrete ini-
tially. Use treated lumber or plenCy.Of wood preservatAre on wooden'
parts.

Estimate costs for materials. .coo0-sized tree saplings and treated
lumber will probably be the most costly., Other.materials can nsually
be afforded or donated.

ll-7.Design A Funding Plant Note fhat this worry-is..at the bottom5
of the list.. First decide what is-w ntedt don't act:bogged down in
"How do'we raise moneyr discussions;.

,N
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.Plan finances for each phase. Look for a variqy of funding sources
feor the different components. InvOlve the chilaren as much as possi-
ble. The more effort they invest,' the more protective they feel. \

S112_11=atantlhe_IsiaLinAa: Present all these components:
educational value, costs, safety, materials, maintenance, funding
plaw,:commiAee composition, procedures taken, Master plan, etc.

.Good ealeimanship means using graphics, practiCing beforehand, and
selecting convincing speakers. 'Emphasize how that group win, benefit
from the venture.

\\
Present the plan to each group that grants permission and/or mar-con-
tribute or cooperate: student council, school board, parent group,
maintenance personnel, boy scout troops, etc. Solicit support, per-

--riliasion;- and enthueiasml gr-n,

atp_jj=los_w_61.111102.121!_c_Sat: Planning and preparation for such
a'project as installing numbered nature trail posts or a play equipment
coMplex may take months. A calling _committee can be'soliciting dona-
tions by telephone all winter while planning proceeds. Donatid .

matexiale.am,stockpiled as they come in

The actual construction party May only rake a weekend or two. If the
project captains are well-org d a personally line up their work
crews and tools, structures t ke shape quickly. Often wives are.hammer-'

sillg awl sawing right along wit husbands, or preading a lunch feast
for hungry (and thirsty:) crewb,

.4

loInvolve'the children s much as p ssible. ,They, can prune trlils, spread .

woodchips, dig post ho es, tamp p sts, paint, haul materials, etc. The
more sweat and involveme ore pride in the finished product..

Following is a brainstormed list of some possi ilities for schoolyard
development. Does it give you some ideas?

4.
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Possibilities for Your School Site:

Brush piles

Food plot for animala

Weather station

Trees 4

Flowering shrubs

_Organic.garden

Compost bin

Arboretum..

Sand bo-,

Nature trail

Outdoor classroom

Pond /

Glacial boUlders

Geology area

Wild flower and natural field area

Deca9ing logs and.trees

Stumps

Graftiti bo'ards

Stage or amphitheatre

Outdoor 6Doking and camping area

Telephone cable spool stack

Obstacle course

, Log roll

Tripod "crow's nest"

Jogging course

--Tire swing-

Culverts

Balance poles

14

Paint on asphalt.

AdVenture playground area

Water Wheel

Christmas tree plantation

Shrub nursery

Old cabin cruiser.'

Plant succession models

Baseline, benchmark

C9

Shrub snow fence

Solar system model

Maple syrup tapping demongtration

.Hopewell Indian mound model

Mounds and hills Pioneer cabin nd garden

Bird feedert;, baths,.houses Old,fire engine

Footprin.t patfo

WinOmill

Soil profile

4 Puppet theatre
Jsr

19

Oar. .evora 11.-+ p. 4
Add your own ideas!
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CHAPTER II

_ANIMAL STUDY ACTIVITIES



THE' GREAKIANG GRACkUS AND OTHEljt ODD CREATURES

b*Alan McCormack

Activity #1

Focus: Biologists believe that animal.Species have evolved through long
periods of time to Adapt to quite specific environments and ways of life.,
Specific characteristics of animals enabling them to get food, move, pro-
tect themselves from enemies; and survive adverse conditions are ge eralsly
classijied as biological adptations. You can approach the.study
of analal adaptations in two ways:. 1) the cdnventional wayfhavestuden
observe actual instances of adimal adaptations; or, 2) the creative
approach--have youngsters consider an enVironient and invent creatures ,

with adaptations suitable to the situation,' Both methods have merit, and
both :should be used. This activity issAn example of a creative, inter-
disciplinary approach to the topic.

Changan: Create imaginary creatures bio1ogically suited to a Specific
environment. Write a short science fiction story about the creature.

Materials and Equipment:

Egg cartons
Toothpicks or twigs
Plasticene tlay'
Tempera paint and brushes
Rubber cement:
Scissors
String, pipe cleaner's, cotton, othetl miscellaneous'construction
amater/als (optional)

How7Te-Do-.1t: Divide. your class.into 2-4 groups and assign each group
a different outdoor study area. Each group sholuld be instructed to care4
fully explore the assigned environment, and consider the following ques-
tion*:

1) What might an animal.use for food-in this environment?
2) Where might iu live?

How would an animal that lives here move?
4) Howyould an animal living here protect itself from enemies?

. 5) What sense organs might.the animal hilve?

Aiow, each boy hnd-girl is invited to build a model-of a creature they
feel would be suitably adapted to the environment; The only rule is'
that thyr should use some portion of an egg carten for the .majil body
of the animal. Other pieces of egg carton,,paper, small sticks, etc.
can be quickly.attached to he tgg carton body with quick-drying rubber
cement. Pieces of plasticene clay will also stick'to the egg carton'
bodies, and can be molded iinto various shapes. Finally; the entire
creature can be.coated with tempera colors to makb a finished treature.

23 30
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When creature-construction is finished, and while cement and paint are
drying, youngsters can writt a brief.story.or poem about their crea-
tures. A list of questions like the following will help them organize
their thoughts:

4

1) What is your creaturet.s name? ,(The "Greakling Gtackus" was one
name suggested by a youngster--thus the source of the name for
this activity.)

2) What does it eat? 4

3) 'Where does it spend most of its time?

4) _Favorite-act1v1ty7--

5) Bese friend/ .

6) Unusual abilities?,

7) How does it protect itself?

Now,tkids .can place their creatures in the environments they were
"adapted" for. The entire class can tour each study area and share
their creature st-Ories. Or, you can invite angther class to vis
and see how many of the animal-models they can find. This wou d.
provide an.idea of how well the "animals" were camouflaged..

kathtE-g.hailtNMP.:

1) Invent a home for your animal. Build it!

2), Now observe actual animals (or pictures) and list all the adapta-
tions they exhibit.

213i.



Activity

WHAT IN THi WORLD IS THAT DOG DOING?

by Ronald E. Beiswenger

Focus: What in the xidtad is that dog doing? If you hdve a pet dog you
have probably said sometthing like this mor,ghan once.4 Delis have inter-
eating behaviors and It can bechellenging And fun tomAtd-what they do
and try to figure out why they are doing it. This is more difficult
.than it sounds. Dog behavior is really quite complibated. Some of the
things that dogs do are a carryover of behavior which was, important to
their anpestore, the wolves. Other behavibr patterns have developed
during ,the longer period .of time dogs and humans have, been associated
(at least J0,000 years). Humans have also deliberately produced breeds
of dogs which are very diprent in appearance and behavior. Thejleryous,
yipping Toy Poodle-is quite a contrast to a calmt,r.slowmoving Bassett °
Hound or a lumUeting Saint Bertywd. Some dogs are great,hunters, while
others are better at being watchdogs or playing with children.

Studies of dog behavior tahbe used to developkills of Observing,
recording data, making inferences and experimenting.

Challenges: 'Find out if a dog can communicate with people. Observe
dominant and submissive behavior of dogs. Study the behavior of a stray
dog. Train.a dog to do something. Compare the behavior of a dog in its
home territory to its behavior in a strange territory. Give a dog an
intelligence test.

kitasafja...491.11.1.212sca_t:

Does) to observe
Paper and pendils

How-To- o-It: These activities are best.jon'e as Independent.projects byl
in ivideal students or small groups working outside 'of formal school
hourh. Studies of dog.behavior cail be excellent "take-home" challenges
for kids to use in extending a larger Science unit on animal behavior.
Here are ideas for investigAiOns. If mote extensive information is'
required, it can be found in the references included below.

/

1) Does 'our do "tale?- Witch your dog carefully, for a few days. Make.A

a li:t of the things your dog "tells" you. For example, how do you
krlo when it is aftaid,:happy, angry, sad, hungry, or when it wants
to go outside? Describe how it "tells" you these things. . Does it
wfine, bark, jump, vg its tail, lift its ears? Watch carefully and .

rit down as many details as you can.

2) Who's the boss? Carefully Observe your dog, and other dogs you see,
'and take notes describing mtat they-do when they meet other dogs or
people. Do they show dominant or submissive behavior? How does
your dog react when you scold it? How does it react to members of
your family,,your friends or to strangers?

25
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3) amA2a.....91.921,y_. Follow a stray dog. Take riotes on where,i goes
and what it does (you may need a bicycle for this one). Alan eck
studied the behavior of stray dogs in the city of Baltimore.
wrote an article about some of his observations of a dog named
Shag. (Reference is included below.) Kida may want to read it
get some ideas for their studied.

IIain.4211E_A2A. Read a library book-to learn about dog training.
Train your dog and take notes describing your training methods and
how your dog.reacts TO them

Home Sweet Kome. Find out if your dog behaves differently on its
home tefritpry than it does in other area's. Arrange for your dog
to meet anatber dog in a neutral area like_a park, Have.themaleet
again in your yard (your dog's territory) and in the other dog's
yard (the other dog's territory), Observe how both dogs behave end
take notes on what you see. Both-dogs should be on a leash whenyou
do these experiments. If your dog or the.other dog is a known
fighter, it might be wise to skip this activity.

6) .9.1mysm_rAsa .98_a_a_ltelaelice_sms.. Kathy Coon.has developed an
intelligeme test for dogs (see Refer#noes for a source of this
test). The test is,made up of ten separate tests to show how well
your dog remembers, solves simple problems, and reaetsto certain
situations. Results can be.compared with how well other dogs haveI

. done on this test (see list of References).

References:

Beck, Alan M7 The Ecolo v of Stra Do s. Baltimore: York Press, 1973:

Beck, Alan M. "The Life and Times"of Shag, a Feral Dog in Baltimore."
Natural History. 80(8): 58-65, October, .1971.

Coon, Kathy, a22.1.)ogil_nitellistence_.,..... New York: Avon Books, 1978.

Fox, Michael W. -"Does Your Dog Talk?" aner Rick's Nature Ma azine.
11(6): 35-37, June, 1977.

Fox, Michael W. UnderstandYour Dog. New York: Bantam Books; 1971.

Kohl, Judith and Kohl, Herbert. The View from the Oak; The Private
World of Other Creatures. - San Francisco: Charles Scribner s Sons,
1977.

Lorenz, Konrad. Man Meets 04. mBaltimore: Penguin.Books,11964.

Roeder, Kenneth D. "A Dog's World View," .NALuraLliEtam. )1482(7)':
12-18, August/September, 1973.
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COURTSHIi AND MATING.OF BIRDS

by. Alan McCormack

-

. Activity 1/3

Focus; Many different types of animals exhibit complicated courtship
and mating behaviors. Biologically speaking, She intent of thine .

behaviors is to insure that healthy male and female members. of the '
same species form reproduct&ve paira for.conception, birth, and nurtur-'
ing of a new.generation of the species. Birds are ideal animals 4for the
study of these reproductive behaviorst They are large enopgh to be.seen ,

easily and have well-developed courtshiv,' netting, and.care-ofryoung .

-be-I-leviers.
.

.212.111.2.: Observe and record the reproductive behavior of a pair oE
bitds. I"(

IllatsEala_saLagiunat.:

Binoculars or telescope
Notebook and pencil
Tape, recorder and 'camera (optional) .

IyyytTorr,pd7It: This activity must be conducted during the gpring, the
normal mating season for most'birds in the'United States. Very early
in spring, have youngsters start lobking fdr possible mating pairs of
birds. Different specieq exhibit'somewhat different behaviors, select
different nesting sites, and establish-territories of different dimen-
sions. But whatever the species,:thp birds exhibit an unusually high
level of actiVity And can be observed in the same location for several
day.s. .Most birds take themselves very .conspituous by loud, prolonged
singing, 4hasing other,birds aqd animals'Imay, and in general "staking
out" 'their-own territory for nesting: VAI.don't'need to visit a pris-
tine wilderness.area te observe nesting birds. Trees of ckty:streets,
parks, and school yards are frequent nesting sites, as are the haves
and crannies of urban buildings.

When se'veral reproductive pairs of birds have been located., a group of
yeungsters tan be farmed to study each biid.cociple. The observers
should,be cautiohed to maintain enough distane from the birds-so'they
do not frighten them. Each group of observers might make a rough map
of.the area where the birdb are nesting, andtry to estimate the size
of the territory the birds have "staked.out.1'. Then, they tan try to
answer questions such as thebe:

1
1). When were the maleAend female first observed together? -(Keep

records oi dates.)

2) Which is the male? The female? Do they behave differently or '

appear to have ifferent roles?

3) De these birds rotect their territo*?? If so, how?



Id

..

ttr, 444

,4) On what date did nest-building begin? What materials do they use
to build their nests? Do both birds help build the nest, 'or
just one of them? .How long does it,take for the next to be
completed?

sy When werd the eggs laid? How are they cared for? How long does
.it take them to hateh?

6) Do both parent birda bring food for-the young? What kind of food .

is brought?

7) How long before the young,birds leave the nest? Does the bird
"family" stay together after the young can fly on their 6wn?

If ea0 group of kids can borrow a pair of binoculars or a telescope
for observations, their studies will be greatly facilitated. If equap-
ment is available, kids mkght try to photodlaphyarious parts of the
birds' reproductive cycle and tape record sounds made by the birds.

As a wrap-up for this activity, each group can preSent a report of
their observations ,to the entire class, to another class, a Parents'
group, Or even a local bird club.

IMISASK.212.41.1.11129.

1) How do bird's eggs-develop? Try to incubate some fertilized chicken
eggs in a homemade incubator.

2) Make a collec.tion of birds' nests. (Do this n autumn after-leaves
have fallen,) Try to fill out the type of bird responsible for
building eadh nest.

4
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THE MYSTERY OF THE GOLORED BIRDSEED

by Alan MeCormack

Activity #4

fa

Focus: Do birds pefceive colors? If so, are they more attraated by
some colors than by others? This activity is aimed at.finding answers
to these questions by investigating the responses of feeding birds to'
colored birAseed.

Chall n e: Find out if some:of your local birds nre ;attracted tol4speci-.
fie lors'of ar-titteally -eplor-ed birdseed.

Mater als and E u ment:

Box o birdseed lr

Set ofjood coloring dyes
Old bed sheets or large pieces of cardboard
'Severn jars or tin cans .

a

How-Tp Do-It: You might-begin this activity with a diseuiSion of color
vision and color preferences of people. Point out that people become_
accusto ed to certain colors bel:ng associated with their usual fpods.
For exaple, maphed potatoes are always white, scrambled eggs are yellow, '
peas are\ green, etc. Suppose quit mashed potatoes weresuddenIy greeh,
scrambled eggs-red, and peas were white:. Would you still eat them? Or .

would your dietary preferencestegin to change?
a

These interesting questions about the influence of colors on-people's
food choiee6 can be equally interesting when applied to the behavior of
birds. Do you think birds can see colors? Will their fop(' preferences
be i luenqed by colors?' Try this investigation and find out.

1) Obtain a bcix' of birdseed. Have youngsters sort.the seed into piles
of the same seeds. Keep only the two or three piles of the most
common seeds, remove-the smaller piled of uncoiron seeds (to be fed
to bikds at some later time).

2) Place on-e or more old sheets or large pieces of cardboard in your
. school yard, a park, vacant lot or any other convenient 'place you

kn6w to be visited by groupd-feeding birds. These sheets or card-
board will form feeding Surfaces for the birds. BeLsgre to stake.
them down securely so they won't blow away.

3) Count out4i00 of each type of birdseed you will use for the inves-
tigation, Spréad the counted seeds over the feeding surfaces.

1 6.1

4) After one or two days, collect and count the seeds birds have left
on the feeding surfaces. Record this information.

5) Now, repeat the experiment using dyed birdseed, For each 100 seeds
of the same type, dye 25 blue, 25 red, 25 green, and leave 25 natural.

30



vits.

The seeds can be dyed by dipping them briefly int& food-coloring
dye. After the dye has dried, spread the seeds out on.the,feed-
ins surfaces as before.

6) ATter the same time period as. was used in the first part of this
investigation has passed, again collect any seeds that remain on
the feeding surfaces. Count and record.

Youngsters should then be encouraged to consolidate all data in'simple
bar graphs and Interpret. Do the birds appear to select any color more
than others? Do they tend to reject any color(s)? 1)c) they prefer
natural to colored bird seed?

1) Try a similar experiment using a bird feeder.

2) Try a similar experiment using dyed bread crumbs instead'of bird-
seed.

3) Does the color of the feeding surfade make any difference in
attracting birds? 'Design an investigation to find out.

4) 'Does the taste of birdseed make a difference to birds? Coat some
birdseed, with honey, some with alum solution, and leave'some
uncoated. Do an investigation to find out if birds prefer or,
reject any of these birdseed types.

-
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Activity #5

THE GREAT INTER-ANIMAII SPEED RACE

by Alan McCormack .

12221: Which moves fastec--ant or ground beetle? Can a centipede out-
race a spider? !bare is an enjoYable game-like,activity suitAble for
any outdoor learning iaboratory--even pavereas.

Chillaags: Capture surface-moving small animals from y911 local
environment, and race them to find wbich ones move fastest.

V

..11.01,11.41E-MUIEWEVIL:

CESI Bug Catchers (see Appendix)..
Sweep nets (optional)
String
Chalk or marking pen
Large'cardboard (ifyavemeilt is unava ilable) ,

Air-ve.pted holding jars
Gardeh trowel for digging up earthworlis (opt ional),

How-To-Do-It: Select an outdoor study area and have kiiis use CESI Bug
Catchers, netd, or other devices to capture (without injuring) any small
animals present (spiders, insects, worms, larvae). Temporarily store
the captives in jars or other containers; be sure air circulation holes
are made in the containers

9

Now for the race. Make A race track-by drawing a seried. of citcentric
circles with chAlk and string.on pavement or With a marking pen and
string on a large piece of cardboard.

RRCE.

Tie one end of the string to the writing instrume,pt and hold the other
end with yawr thumb to draw the circles. F9r each râce,:place.the small
animal contenders at the "bull!s-eW tenter pf the race track. _2he
concentric circle.arrangement.of the 'track insures that each animal will .

3 40
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travel the same distance.to the finish line (outermost circle) no
matter which direction it,starta off. Set a time limit for each
rAce--about.hree to five minutes is right. You might want to run
several "heats" before having a "grand championship" final event.

Flittam_qhslltagsm
4

1) Keep records of times for varidus animals to traverse the race track.

2) Determine speeid-rates of the various racers.

3) Try to see if speeds can kbe increased ty.usingtait, noises, or a r
currenUl- to stimulate the animals.,

Vote: -Return all stainals-utthwrroad to thelr nallrouThabitat,Wthe con-
clusion,of the activity.

el
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Activity #6

THE GREAT INTER-AND-1AL WEIGHT-PULLING CONTEST. .

by Alan McCormack

Focus: Which has more pulling power--grasshopper or cricket? snail
or earthwork? Is it really true, as some books-insist, that An ant can
carry a load 50 times itti own weight? Kids love a good contest, and
this one is almost certain to please. 1.

hCallealKs: Find ways to campare,the weight-pulling abilities of small
animals that live in your locale.

pitasaa,mxiluipmat:
Spool'of thread
Pieces of. cardhoard (30cm x 15cm or larger)
Quick-drying'epoxy cement
Watch or clock
Lettuce sgraps
Metric ruTer
Large supply ef.same-size paper clipO
Sweep net (optional)
CESI Dug Catchers -(see Appendix)

4N

S.

Hey-To-Do-It: Go to an outdoor learning area such as a vacant lot, or
park. Divide youngsters intogroups of four or five. Have the groups
capture small animals such as earthwormsc, snails-, and varipus insects,

-A homemade sweep net might come in handy for capturing flying or=jump-
ing insects. Caution the youngsters ndt to injure any of .their
captives.

When each group los captured at least one-contender for the Weight-
*pulling contest, discuss how.thread may be attached to the Varicius
creatures. Gently tie a thread loop around insects or worms (not on \\

legs); use quick-drying epaxy cement to attach thtead to shelled,
animals such as.snails. Naw you are ready for the main eVent.

-

Kids can'place..their thread-harresseanimals bn flat pieces of card-
board, anV attach paper clips as weights.to the threads. Lettuce can
be used as an inducement for.snails and vegetarian insects. Decide
upon someminimum pulling-diatance (example: 5 cm) 'and timt limit
(perhap.s 5 minutes) and-have kids obsvve the animals pulling paper
clip loads as shaft:

tft
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Crtidually 3.ncrease the number of paper clipsuntil the animal is unable
to pull the load. Keep a data chart like the following:

-If -you-have.--a-seale-sons-itive-eneugh-o-weith-the-sinall-animele, sove
kids may be able to calculate body weight/pulling 'power ratios. Or,
they might estimate how much each of the animals could.pull if they
weighed as much as a 100-1b. person. -

r

follow-updiscussion might be built around the question: "What makes
small animals.so strong compared to larger animals?" Or kids might
write short science fictidh Stories with titles such as "What I Would
Do if I had the Strength of a Snail."

Further.Challenges:'

1) Which animals are best at pulling weights up AL inclined surface?
Try to find out.

2) Have animal tug-of-war contests. Be sure you don't injure the
animals.

Note: When these contests are finished all animals should be placed
back into the environment they came.from..
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TREASURE BUNTS OF DANCING BEES

By Irwin Sleznick

"s

I.)

Activity 1'7

Focus: Comunication plays an important part in any societyinsect as
17

m
Tras human. Karl von Frisch, a European b4logist,has. done exten-

sive studies of honeybee communication. He observed that,bees communi-
cate to each other-through a series of dances. When workei bees find
nectar-laden flowers, they return to their hive to direct the other
workers to the food.

-When-the -nectar-souris-near thtilive, the-bee does a figu e-eigbt
dance, with the middle straight "run" or the figure eight pdinting.in
the direction of the food eource. The scent on the bee's body informs
the other bees wbat-type of flower she'has found.

If the nectar is 80MR distance from the hive, the bee does a "waggle"
dance,in the straight run of the figure eight.. (She Niaggles" her
abdomen from side to side.) The time taken in the waggle danc9/indi-
cates how far away is the fond source.

..chte: Quickly locate a "treasure" of aromatic food by observing
the dance of a "fellow worker bee."

Bt,t_sT1412....ELL.KaaispasIL :

Aromatic eandy or %on (spearmint, peppermint, cinnamon or clove)

/ Food exttacts.of sc nts to match'your aromatic candy or gum
Candy bowl . ,

Dance music on cassette in portable tape player
1

How7To-Do-It: Begin by asking children fiow they would tell Someone
where to find a hidden treasure. Note that direction and distance
from reference points are important parts of any communica ed-instruc-
tions. Then explain _how a worker-bee communicates the lo ation of
nectar to other worker bees by .performing a dance in the ive. Demon-
stra_tellow the bee might communicate through a dance as follows:

a) Move in a large "figure eight."'

k

b) Mark your middle run in a direction pointing to a "treasure."
To

.o
c) Make as many short steps in the middle run a§ there are step§

'from the end of the run to the "treasure."

38
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Have several kide try to see if they can understand your communicaeion
'and find a previously planted "treasure" (piece of candy,_gum, or
Koól-4id dtink).

If you wish, you can make the communication dance more authentic:

a) Have the dancer 'waggle" a number of times during the middle
run to indicate how many treasures are to be found (i.e.,
two waggles e two pieced of candy).

*IN

b) The dancer might have sceet of the treasure on his hand
(peppermint extract).

c) The dancer can designate other "bees" to go find the treasure
by immang Thom with 41-einttelhael' tIong pipe Cleaners).

After some practice with basic rules of the dance, kids can try using
, it in a large outdoor area. The steps of the.midOle run can be used

in a ratio'of 1-10 or 1-20 steps taken in actual* moving after the
treasure. The teacher can have treasure hidden at-various places with
treasure locations written on cards to be communicated by the "dancing
bees."

children who are able to han'dle an4additional variable may recognize..
alat the dance of the bees is not performed in the open room or field
in which the treasure is hidden. Bees-waggle-dance on the inside walls
of their hive. -The-locatioe of-the-food is tommunicatedvith reference--
to the position of the sun in the sky. When the run ie downward,
workers must fly from the hive away from the sun. When the run goes'
up the wall, the food is on the sun side of the hive. The upward and
downward angles of the run communicate the exact tourse a worker must'
fly after it leaves the hive.

To play the game with the sen and the hive as points of reference,
proceed as follows:

1) Designate a point in the field as the door of the hive. This
point may be an object such as a flag pole or first base in a
ball field.

2) Hide the treasure. Notice how the sun shines on your body as you
move from the hive to the treasure.

3) Set up the dance' circle in the classroom. Assume that the sun is
in one position in the room.

a) If worker beesaust fly away from the sun, make the run of
the dance away fro6 the sun.

b) If worker bees must fly into the sun to find the treasure,
make the run of the dente tawaNd the sun.

c) if the treasure is to the rieht of ehe sun about 30 (at one
o'clock) make a run of th 4aggle dance equal to 300 to the
right of the sun. -

3946
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Keeping other factors the same as above, release students from the
classroom hive to seek out the treasure in the field.

Discussion following these activities might examine differences between
human and honeybee communication systems or children's ideas about how
other animals pommunicate.

Imt11191_2111144alm

1) Observe eats, birds, or dogs and look for evidence of communication.

2) Ftnd out what "triggers" a worker bee to sting another ahimal.

\r'x,
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Activity 1/8

TAKE A FLY TO LUNCH

. by Beth pchutz

Focus We usually say "Ugh" when,We see flies because we associate them
with garbage and filth. They irritate us when they walk on our skin and
they are known to carry germs on their hairy legs. We hate to have them
walk on our food because they contaminate it.

But flies do have some ecological value as scavengers, and they can be
fascinating to watch as subjects for study of insect behavior.

sauglmast: Watch a fly lay eggs.

Materials and E ui ment:

A small pie'ce of raw liver, fish or other meat
Hand lens

How7To-Do-Itv This is best done on a warm sunny day during warmer months
when flies are prevalent. Find a quiet and undisturbed outdoor location..
Put a piece of raw meat on a flat board or stone in a Oace where you
can conveniently watch it. Check the setup every few minutes to see if
flies have found the meat. When you see a fly on the meat, sit nearby
and watch. Does yhe fly eat the meat? If so, how does it use its mouth
In doing this? es the fly lay eggs? If so, how? Bow many eggs are in
a cluster? What color are*the eggs?

After.observing flies' behavior consider this question: What role *do
flies play in an edbaystem?.

1) When a fly egg hatcheif, what emerges from it? Set up an experiment
to find out.

2) Are flies attracted to certain food substances more than others?
Set up an experiment and investigate this question.

Reference:

Dethier, V. G. To 5pow a Fly,. San Francisco: Hol'den.4Day, Inc., 1962.

c
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Activityq/9

SIMULATING VISION OF SLUGS AND WORMS

by Alan McCormack

Focus: Many invertebrate animals, lite snails, slugs, worms, and many
insect larvae, have visual systems quite different from those of verte-
brates. Their ,"eyes" lack lenses and other complicated parts: they
consist of a relaftvely simple group of light7sensitive cells. It iq
highly unlikely these simple "'Ives" form images at all. Biologists
believe they only function, in giving the invertebiate animals informa-
tion about relative intensity and direction of light.

Challenge: Experience what it might be like 0 have the limited visual
abilities of slugs, snails, or worms.

Paper bags (larger than pupils' heads)
Waxed.paper
Masking or cellophane tape
Pieces of rohgh cloth (burlap)
Flashlight(s).

4r (. .

How:Tp-.DerIt: A verwlgood way to provide a simulation of the limited
vision of siMplereye&inyertebrates is to build a simple vision simu-
lator as follows:

1) Cut a Window ih a'paper bag approXimately 1cm long by
This wihd6ow should be placed on one side of the bag so
located.at eye level of a child when-the bag is pTaced
child's head.

10cm wide.
it will'be
over the

2j .Tape.a Sheet of waxed paper over the window and.you've got it--
a vision simulator!

50
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.When this device is placed over a youngster's head you will be able to
see_his eyes and facial features quite clearly,-but the outside world,
to him) will Wear as a blur of light and dark Ratches--very likely
qhat a snail sees.

ggylmmukuumapta4: Pair children up and show them some small .

pieces of,rough burlap (or other available rough-textured Tateria0 to
be usell to represent "food:" Scatter the "food" around a lawn or other
outdoor area. Then have,the kids take turns beiqg "slugs"- and "safe.
buddies." The "slug" wears,the vision simulator and tries to find
"food" with his/her sense of touch and limited vision. 'The 'safe"
buddy" eimply stays by the "slug" to be'sure he doesn't wander into
some-dangerous situation or away- from the study area. If you wish,
this.could be made into a game With "AloweL_compatingigitilLI.
a team of "snails" to find the most food.

. ,

Isal.n rjLjjrtiction'2L,kts,ht_.'LS1Aia.t_th_e.)Center": Do this ivtIt'hady
or relativdly dark area. Have kids form a I.rge circa 'AO ett on the
ground. One youngster is placed at the,center of the cirat:Owith a
vitaon simulator over his head. A flashlight is then ppitiliod.quiefly
around the circle. At a signal, one pf the youngsters tn the circle
may turn the flash4ght.on and shine it directly on thivflIper bag
vision simulator. -The youngster wearing the bag theWies to point
in the direction of thP 11'ght, If he is successfne-takes the place
of the child with the flashlight, and the youngstegiving up the light.
becomes the "slu n in the centey.t. eg ,,,v4.

.

Movin Awa From Li ht 'Worm in the Burro-4" 4 .tarthworms, slugs, apd
snails.ard illotigactirs7.-they are repel4A ,y bright,light You.can

'

simuiate ttlis with'another game. Do thWtn,a shady of dark area, or
"in the evening after sundown. Ask f4T,pfferliairet. of kids to take part
in a "Worm in Ole Burrow" game. OfAVa4h'pair, one youngster eleets to
be the worm (wears the vision sim44-or) and the otherlis the light
beam director. Identify a tree.:qr s4e other (Meet for each team as.

its "worm burrow." Both ebaWAtitr:t in the same place; the light beam
director triesto steer his xiattma.tii its burrow using the light beam'
alone (no verbal coaching :0414wed). Kids must keep in mind that the ,

war% always moves away fp*.-0-16 light beam. First worm to hip burrow'
. .

ol , ft %.,
wins. . , . A

. .

6 4

ImxI1191_,SatIlkaw

1) Invent othpr;:sames using the vision simulator.
0

sffi
2) Replac,04e,:waxed paper window in the visipn simulator With trans-

parx,polored cellophane or. plastic. See what experiments,you
c40Ase'this for.A. the area of color vision.

4 v'S
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THE WORMS CRAWL IN ...

by Alan McCormack;

1

Activity #10

Focus: Even apparently."simple" animals such as earthworms have built-in
mechanisms for sensing and reacting to environmental cues. Activity #12,
WORM GRUNT, provides evidence that.earthworms arti sensitive to mechanical,
vfbrations of-soil. The following activities encourage y9ungsters.to
explore mechanisms of earthworm-movement and their reactions to touch,
light, and moistUre.

21.4.1/91189.1:
an earthworm
to light. F

. their enviro

Materials a

ind out how an earthworm is able to move. Investigate how
reacts to touch. Dethonstrate that ealthworms are sensitive
nd out if 'earthwormh prefer a specific amount pf moisture in
ment.

d Eiui ment:

Earthworms .

. .

Large shee of'rough paper or cardboard
Smooth sheet of glass or.plastie . .

Shallow box with.opaque covering 0 .

A long (2-3'meer) wooden or metal trough filled with'skiwdust,
vleaf mulch, or-loose soil

Small transparent glass or plastic tubes or pill vials,.

H9ur7Tb-po-4t: V number of interesting .investigations can.provide infor-
matUo concerning .0e senses and moveMent abilities, of earthworms: -lere

are a few, suggestions:
,

Eartlyworm Movement: Collect sonte darthworms,anA keeythem in moist%soil.-.
Select a single earthworm and.wash itilioMwfthean, reom-teMperature'
water. Place the.worm on a large sheet of rough paper. At'first-it wt1l
squirm about. After a few_ minutes it will begin -tomove forward.' Have
children observe the alternate contraotions and extensions-of each Sag-
ment of the worm as it moves. Waves of contractionp can be observed

. ,

. 1
passing down the worm.

- Children can listen cldsely and hear a faint scratching.noise as the worm
.'moves. Have' the youngsters feel the worm's surface--they may be able to

(14tect small'bristles sticking out of each segment.' These bri;tles act
as anchoys fixing one part of the worm to a surface ()hap the other part
is drawn up tp if. A test of the limportance of the.attachment of the
bristles.. to arough surface can be done by placing a worm pn smooth,lass
or plastic :. the worm slips ond cannot Move'forward.

,, .

.r ,

ReationtoTouth: Kids can Use a piece of stiff grass or .a weed stem
to stroketarious\parts of an earthworm to find where it is most senai-
'ave to to ch. -They can draw.a "reactions;to toueh" map.on paper show-
ing the mst sensielve portions of the worm.

F

./
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Than place a number of worms in an open box with some small, transparent
containers (plastic tubes or small pill bottles, for example). The
worms will be likely to crawl into'them-athey normally live in situa-
tions where their bodies are totally in touch witil solid surroundings,
Whenever they are not in maximum contact with their environment, they
keep moving until they find a plece offering maximum bodily contact.

Reaceions to LiTht: Earthworms are very lighe-sensitive. Though they
lack eyes, their'skin is studded with light-sensitiveoorgans. 'These
organs are most concentrated on the surface of the worms' front ends,
and if a light beam is aimed at tWese regions the.worms invariably Make
a quick retreat. Thus, earthworms are strongly ph2121ssatly2.--they tend
to avoid light and seek darkness.

^
To investigate this light-avoidance'behavior, place 5-10 earthworms:at
the center of a large tray or.box. The bottom surface of the bo* should_
be rough and moist. Cover one-half of the box with opaqUe paper,, alumi-'
num foil, or some other material to form a light barrier. The idea is
to set upa situation where the worms have a choice between distinctly
light and dark.areas.

/
C..Covq_C n5

WorriN

41 co.41i-mr

CUT-AWAY VIEW,OF LARGE MAL* BOX

Observe the earthworms at five-minute ilitervals., Within 15 or 20
minutes they likely,will alI.ba in the dark area ef the box where
they will'remain indefinitely.

.Reactiens'to Moisture: Dead phrthWorms are often observed on the ground ,

after eheavy,rainfall. This happens because the worms begin to suffo-
cate in their flooded burrows., and they squirm up to.the surface. If
the ground Surface- is else fleoded with a layerpof. water, they die'frow
lack of oxygen. To remain alive, earthworms must have at least small
amounts of gaseous oxygen in contact with their moist skin. They
!'breathe" by taking in oxygen directly through their skin.

On the ott?er hand, insuffiCient moisture also results in an.earthwormis:
demise. If its skin is not sufficiently moist, oxygen cannot be absorbed

,6
'and asphyXiation occurs.



S.

Itecause of these respiratory problems, earthworms tend to seek environ-
ments containing just the right_ halarice of water and air for effici,ent
respiration. To investigate this behavior, fill a long wooden or metal
trough-with sawdust, leaf mulch, or.loose soil. Keep the material at
one end completely dry, the other end totally water-st!turated and the
center slightly motet but not wet. Introduce a number of worms.into .

the center of the trough. After one or two days, locate all the worms.
You will very probably find all worms within a narrow section of the
trough where the moisturelevel is optimal.

01.1(

_frou_9h
.5430) cluAT

or lea maid.>

4-174.)
ow' store

tilociercatz.
mot Si-urtz. s oz.

1) Are earthworms sensitive to different coloracf light? besii.A.:a

way to find out.

.2) How fast can earthworms move? Conduct an investigation of their
rate of travel.

3) Xan earthworms detect air currents? Try to determine if they can.

4) Can earthworms climb,an incline? Find out.

48 .
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Activity #11

THE WORMS CRAWL OUT

by Alan McCormack

Focus: Pew people realize that earthworms do much of their feeding at
night on the surface of the ground. The worms glide part way'out of
their tunnels at tight, leaving their "tail" ends firmly anchored in
their burrow openings. They then 'ptobe the surface in search of dead
plant material. When Worms find suitab4 food, they pull it down into
the burrow These dead plant fragments are then coated with a slime
which helps decompose and ldbricate them for ease of swallowing.

JChalleue revidence that earthworms feed on dead plant Materials
found on the surface of the ground.

Materials and Equipment:

Woi culture'
P er and pencil

Hpw-To-Do-It: Culture some earthworms in a box or large bucket of soil.
Use soil that does not contain discernible large fragments of decaying
plants. Collect some partly.decayed plant parts (leaves and stems) and
trace outlines of these materials on a piece of paper. lben'place the .

plant parts on the surface of your worm cul,ture. Leave overdight.
Observe in the morning. Retrace remaining plarkt parts and compare with
.original tracings. Also, look for evidence Of slime on the plant parts.

ZaILIAtE_Clialknat:

Do worms prefer.one type of plant part to others as food? Devise a
method to answer this question...

$7
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WORM GRUNT .

by Alan McCormack
§-4

%Activity 1/12

Focus: Earthworms.are an important link in the natural balance of
naturq. One professional soil ecologist maintains that earthworms do
more to-constructively alter the nature of soil than all other soil
animls combined. These master,excavators create thousands. of miniature
mine hafts, allowing air to circulate in the soil. These phafts also
allow water which would otherwise be lost as runoff to enter the soil.
The famous biologist Charles-Darwin was much-impressed by the materials-.
-tyclItgattivitIts-bi-iworms.- H70,estiillated that-the acre may cont4n
as many as 50,000 eafthworms and In one year these may bring 18 tons

.

of eioAl to the surfacer,. Thus,-if earthwAme ever stbpped burrowing,
the top lams of soil bight become,exhausted-of certain minerals
essential to plant growth.

In which .cypee of soil are earthworms most.common? In which soile are
they absent? Sampling populations of earthworms can be fun and au-

.instructispe experfence.

.0.411ftLitag: Sample a population of worms without harming them.

Materials and Equipment:

.Hamitair4-

String
Meter stick or tape
Old automobile leaf spring or a one-meter-long rigid wooden stake

°YP

How-To-Do-It: 'To sample populations of earthworms in different soils,
borrow an old fisherman's technique called "worm grunting." Thrs
approach is based on earthworms''extreme sensitivity to soil vibrations;
low-pitched vibrations tend to make them uncomfortable and send them
wriggling to the soil's surface:

An idea tool for.providing wori-annoying low-pitched'vibrations is a
-long' leaf from an,old automobile's rear wheel leaf spring. You can
obtain one of these frpm a junk yard or auto repair shoP. (Be sure to
remove and use only the longest leaf from the spring--don't use the
entire four- or five-leaf spring)'. If you cannot find an automobile
spring, Substitute a strong wooden stake 116out 1-411 meters long.

Now for the grunting: Hammer the spring into the soil you wish to
sa4le for earthworms. About 30 cm (1 ft.) of the spring should extend
downwards into the soil. Now, take a wooden stick and repeatedly pull
thpw-upper end of the spring, causing a series of regular vibrations in,
the soil below. These vibrations will..cause any earthworms within about
a peter's radius from the spring to rise.to the surface.

51
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To do a quantitative scrUple, use string and a meter stick to make a
one-meter square area. with.the Spring.embedded at the center of the
square. Do several samples of a.large soil study area, 4Alculate the
average number of worms per square meter, and then calculaee or esti-
mate the number of square meters in the total study area. Simple
multiplication will ehen give you.a good estbiae-of the total number
of worms in- the entire study area.

Compare dry and wet areas, grasslands, lawns, torest floors, denuded
land, etc., 'to find which soil types are best for worms.

1) Invent another technique to bringlearthwórms.to the soil surface.
,(Hints: try water pr:electricity from an automobile battery.)

.

2) Earthworms sometimes leave 'depasits of digested soil on the ground
near openings to their burrows. These.are called-"castings." .

Organize a "treasure hunt" for worm castings. 'Have teams of
youngsters map the location of castings in an area, and estimate'
the numb r of worms present from the number of castings found..

3) How (application. of manure or inorganic fertilizdr to a study .

ar a affect the size of.the underlying earthworm population?
Design an investigatien to find out. ,

4) How does applicatid0 ot pesticides aff'ect populatgons of earth-
' worms? Design an investigation to find out.'

52
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Activity #13-

SNAIL AND SLUG STUNTS

by Alan McCormack

Focus: Snails and slugs are Molluscs--a diverse group that also contains
oysters, clams, and octopi. Both have soft bodies empported by a single
muscular "foot." And, they both have two long stalks on their heads
that are used as feelers. .Slightly behind tIlese are two shorter stalks
which each bear an eye. Other Sensory organs are lodged at varibus
places4in the skin of these animals.' As-a result, they are sensitive
to light, sound, and smells. The only major difference between dnails
and slugs is -that -enaila have a shell-end-slugs do -not:.

21.2112ma.s: Find out if snails have a home territory. Observe how snails
and slugs are able to move. Observe the feeding behavior of snails and
slugs. Determine-the responses of these animals te different surfaces!

IIALIK.141.32.120Et:

Nail polish or oilpaint with small paint brushes
Large paper for a map
Cardboard
Glass jars
Lettece, minced meat, Chocolate, onion or other foods
Materials for surface textures--rough sandpaper, smooth cloth,
rough gauze, plastic, etc.

How-To-Do-It: Snails and slugs are common in most damp areas of North
America. Since they aremost active at night, however, they may not'be
obviously apparent during daylight hourslso kids will have to hunt for
them under rocks and rotting logs and other damp nooks and crannies.

Arlsiljikailklg,iquat: You might begin by simPly -having kids map a study
area and note eir-thk,map the locaelons of all snaiks and slugs they can
find. Look for frelatib-nships between where the animals are fo,und and
envirónmental factors such as dampness,-Idarkness, decaying vegetation,
etc':

Next consider the question: "Do-snails have a home territory?" You
can investigate this problem by marking shells of snails with numbers
applled with oil4ased paint (nail polish is ideal).. Place snails back
in exactly the same spots they were found, and note their locations on
your maps. Return seVeral times to relocate the snails on subsequent
days. You will be likely to find'your snails in the same locations.
Snails eand to establish "home" areas where they remain for life.

k1.914u2s_tan-nt: Snails and slugs mov9 by usipg the large, muscular
'foot' at the basp of ,their bodies. This can be observed by watching
ale of these antmals.creep along the inside of a glass jar. Watch the
movements of thel foot from the underside. Ripples of contraction can

54



I. be seen moving from back to front. Where thp animal's foot is attached
to the glass it appears pale. In betlken the ale areas are dark-
appearing areas which are arched up and pushed forward.
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Igegaz Behavior: 4 Snails and slugs are normally vegetarians,
various types are known to eat just about any eclible material
able. They usually move about at night in search of suitable
When they find some, they eat by scraping the material with a
tongue (the radula) attached to the bottom of their mouths.

but
imagin-
food.

rasp-like

Feeding can be observed by placing one or mOre of these animals in a ,

jar with some,lettuce. Observe In a shady or.dark place as light tends
to irritate snails and slugs.

A food preference experiment ,can be done as shown below:

COr8 oo.rJ
"runway"

walls

ft

Li

Be sure to conduct several trials with different subjects in experi-
ments like these.° Results of any onv trial might happen simply due to
chance.

5 5
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allamsa_tajAyAqt_ITimut: These land-dwed.ling molluscs have a
slime-secreting gland at the front of their bodies. They glide on a
slime layer whiO prevents abrasion by the undv,lving surface,

1s the sltme protection system effective enough that jlgs.4jI snails
can move over any textured ,surface, or do they prefer certain surfaces
to ot ere To find out, kids can set up an investigation as shown:,

4

You can, of course, vary the selection oUsurface textures according
to what you have available or would find interesting,to use.

1) Devise a mepod to determine snail and/pr slug responses to light.

2) Try to measure how fast slugs and/or snails can travel.

5663
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ADOPT-,.A-WEF.D

by Alan McCormack

a

Activity #14

N

Foci's:. Wild plants, often referred to as "weeds," can be found most
ailywiiere. When they happen to grow on a manicured lawn or in someone'e
flower garden, they are considered poats--something annoying to bp,
destroyed. If you take a more comprehensive view of nature, howAver,
you begin to realize that the gardener's weed may plair an important
part in a meadow or forest ecosystem. Wild plants form links in food
chains, prevent erosion, provide habitats for small animals,,and'even
-heautify-naturel Maay wild-plants Ale every-bit-asbeautiful
and interesting as the gardener's' prize 'rose bush--if you take the time"
to really observe them.

Challenge: Select a wild O.ant and learn'as much as you áan about it
through direct observation. /,

_Mats17,1429.,4Lraletpmen_t.:

Tape measures
Notebooks and pencils .7

Paper and crayons for ribbings (optional)
Cameras--instant or standard (optional)
Hand lenses.(optional) '

.Masking tape,and indelible marking pen for plant labels

4c1w7TO74,PP7It: This is a good long-term outdoor act,ivity best.started
in.-the early spri,ng. Take your class to visit a vacant lot,.a weed
patch behind a parking lot or service station, -or an uncultivated field.
Try to find a,site not likely to be mowed, tilled, paved or otherwise
interfered with during spring months,. You may have such "wild" area&
on the borders of your schoolyard and be.able to arTange withjour
school mrAintenange department to leave them untouched for a month or.two.

1
1

Have each-oungster select one wild plant toadop as his/her "very own"
fof elos study. Pravide masking tape and an indel le marking pen so
'kids ean:place.tape labels bearing their names around stems of plants.
they adopt

First ObservationsEncourage kids té start a notebook or diary about
their adopted plant. They might make entries regarding'.the following
questions:

1) Describe the plant as it appears today (color, shape, location,
injuries, general health).

2) Measure everything you can with a tape measure (height, greatest
. width, dimensions of leaves, circumference of.stem, etc.).

3)--Count all plant parts--stems, leaves, buds, flowers, etc.

59'65
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4) Does the plans have any odors?

5) What textures can you find on various parts of the pl.ant? You may
be able to record textures by making crayon rubbings.

6) Does the plant make any sounds?

''7) What other plants are the neardst neighbors of your plant?-

,8) Do any anfmals live on or visit your-plant?

You may want kids to sketch or photograph their plant.

Subsequent Visits: You will find it worthwhile to have kids visit'their
adopted plants every two to three weeks_and repeat their initial obSer-
vations. They can then, consider questions such as':

1) HoW much has the plant grown?

2) Has it changed 'in appearfnce?

3) How does it.reproduce? If it has flowers, how are they pollinated?
How are seeds or spores dispersed? How many offspring might this
plant potentially have?

%.

4) How.long does it live?

5) How does it affect other plants,and animals living nearby?

6) How do other plants and animals affect your plant?

7)1 in which ways has the plant remained the .same?

8) What is good about this plant? Bad?

e,

Ntw drawings or photographs can be made at each vis so eventually
kids might.develop "This Is Your Life" posters or torybooks about
their plants.

Furthei* Challenge:
Of

-1) Predict what your plant may be'like'in one en return after
a year and check to see howyclose your predictio came.

2) :fry to firid out,the official scientific.name of. you plant.

Reference:

Palmer, E. Laurence. ael.d162,TEL91NatarAllklexy.. New York: cGraw-,
Hill Book qompany, 1949.



: BAG-A-BRANCH .
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ActivitY -#15
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by Dorothy 'Alfke 4
41. 1,er

; i.
P.

Foous: Plants give off large quantities of water into the atior4her;.
Most pf this waR3r leaves through minute openings in the leaves. These 4
openings are called,-stomates and, for many common plants,A,they are
located on the under surface layer of the leaves. This-p6cess of water
loss is called "transpiration." Most of this water was originally
absorbed through theroots from.the soil. The soil water contained
Alssolved-minerals-whieh are-useillry-the-plent for-growth-and-otbtx----
metabolic activities. The quantities of water teleased by **plant are
so'great that botanists have notpeen able to completely explain why and
how iteall happens.

Challenge: Find evidence of water Viven off by trees. Make inferences
about this process.

klAtttiala_alLERalmalaL:

Large plastic bags (one-gallon capacity or more)
Cord or heavy string,
Measuring cups
Heavy paper for tags

,1ow-To7Do-It: This actiVity is appropriate in late spring when leaves
are well-developed, throughout summer, and idkearly fall befere;leaves-
begin to change \color.

(
The possibility of vandalism or mischief to the project should be
considered, so either locate the bags inconspicuously on the trees, or
prepare tags for the bags indicating an experiment in progress.

Take theaclass outdoors to an area where leafy trees can be found and
Where the branches of the trees are low enough for,the children to
reach. Shpw the youngsters how to carefully enclose part of a leafy
branch in a plastic bag. Tie the open end around the branch with some
cord, enclosing branch, leaves and air.

4
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After the,demonstration, divide the class into groups of fo tO

- five children. Provide each group with.* bag and string, arti have them
bag-a-branch. Encourage them to select,varied kinds of treip: (If
possible, ,include.Norway or sugar mai. and ash, as these produce-good
results.) 'Leave bags Overnightor langer 1141ecessary to collect
water.

When water has collected, have the children s.sr.sL111 remol0 the bags
soles not to lose any liquid. Empty the Liquid into measuring cups.
(As much as half a cup has been collectad from one bag overnight.)

Have the,kids Cry to answer muestions that may coMe up:

1) Where did-the,-water come from?

2) As it-water or something-else? (Hive them feti it, and if you are
,sure no sprays ar%involved, taste it.).

3) Did the water collect during the 'day
/

or hight, or both?
.

4) Did the'water come from theiair or eree?

5) boes the water come from the leaves or twigs?,

6) oes,.temperature mpke any difference in- moisture .collection?

7 Does the water come from the top part of the leaf, the bottom, o
both? °

8) Would more wat'r collect when it is rainy and the gr
1 0

Further Challenapjl:'

1) Find out if water comes from leaves or twimby doing an experimept:
tie'one bag around a branch with leaves and-pne around a branch'from.
which you've removed the -loaves.

2) Vaseline smeared on a leaf seals the stomates. Using this idea,
devise a method to determine whether the wciter comes ftom the top
part of a leaf, bottom, or both.

0
3) Devise rur own experiments to answer some of'the questIons posed

in this exercise..
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LIGRTBEAMS AND LEAVES

"by Alan tilcCormack

Act vity 1/16

Focus: Green plants constitute the basis'for all life on earth due to
their ability to capture light energy and convert it,to chemical energy.
This process, known as photosynthesis, prqyides,the food for the first
link in all food chains. Withbut green plants, all animals would even-7
tually die off.

thAt-faiIs. on green'platit-leavesas actually a mixture.
of all colors of.light. And not all of these colors can be Used effi.a
ciently in photosynthesis. Red light.fp otróngly ab'isorbed by plants for
photosynthesis, while green light_is refleeted by the leaf and essen-
tially cannokbe used for photosynthesis. When athite or.red light-is
available, green plants stay green and phototiYnthesizei- When light is
absent, or only green light is available, these-plants.tend to turn
white, become weak and spindly, And cease:photosynthesizing..

Challenges: Find out what happens to green.tree leaves.exposed to white,_
red, green, or no light for one week. 'Canpare. these 'leaves with those :

kept in darkftess.for the same time period.
4

'Materials and-Equipment:

Transparent cellophane or'plastic in the fellowing colors: red,
green, clear (tcolorless)

Opaque cellophane or.plastic
MaskingLor cellophane.tape
'Paper and pencils
Scissors *-

\

liow-To-Do-It:' Select one.or More trees withaarge' leaves children can
. . . ,

easily.reach. Organize youngsters into groupS of about three or four
members.- Show kids'how.tomake small envelopes out of cellophane by
folding rectangular pieces over and taping the edges together as shown:

+4:4,4114
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Eackeellophane. envelope should,be large, enough so a leaf from your
selected "tree,can-easily slip Inside. Have each group make four
envalopes:- ; each of red, green, colorless, and opaque. They then
ean'attadh a small Identifying symbol on, each envelope so they can
later .tell their..group's envelepes-apart from the othei;.s. Now,.haVe
each group select four-leaves of about the same size and vigor. De

leana_amatt. Slip one envelope over each
leaf and tape in place as shown: -

CZ.

Aftex 7-10 days the groups can return, remove sthe envelopess, and observe
the leaves. A recerd Chart such as the following tan be Ipmpleted:

Leaf.Treatments

\

4

Leaf Characteristics
_colorless red green opaque
envelo e .envelo e envelo e envelp e

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

IIIIIIIINIIIIIMIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Coler ,
.

Size and Sha.e

Stiffhess of tissue

Other \ \ \ AIIIIIIINIMIMMINIUNIM
It is likely the leaves in green and colorlesa envelopes will be nearly,
normal, While those in green and opaque envelopes will,be\light,greeu
or Whitish In color. Have the youngsters analyze their findings and
relate-to the process of photosynthesis.

Further Challenges:

1) Try the same experiment with other colors.

. . Try this type of investigation on weed leaves.
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Activity 1/17

PATTERNS OF GROWTH IN TREES

by David.t. Stronck

Focuil: Observations of some differences in the sizes of trees can be
used to interpret growth patterns.

Challengea: Measure the ratio of the height of a tree divided by the
circumference of the same tree. Explain the growth pattern among trees
of the same species. Interpret the pattern of growth when trees are
growing CIO-8(31y together.

Tape measure (or string with lengths 'marked)
Masking tape
Height measuring instrument (hypsometer)--see Appendix

poi-lAmpk:EL: The study site requires several trees, preferably of
various sizes and.ages. Ideally only one species will be considered
in the initial measurements. Tell the explicitly the area
and the species.of tree which Will be stud ed. You may mark the
boundaries by setting up stakes with flags.

The basic assignment is to measure the circumference and the heightsof
three different trees. Ideally, the study site willittlIow measuring-a
big, medium, andsmall tree of the same species, Have the youngsters-
describe byiefly eafh of the measured trees,with a few descriptive .

words for clear idehtification. A descriptive statement may be "the
old giant with only branches near the top and located near the stone
gate." After each descriptive statement, tabulate the circumference
and the height.
at

The youngsters should work in.pairs or, if necessary, in groups of three.
Each member of the pair or group should take each measurement. If the
measurements differ greatly (by:10 percent), they should.eake new
measurements. If the measurements are similar (within 2 percent), they
may be averaged.

First measure the, circumference of each selected tree by running the
tape measure around the base-of.the tree. If,the trees Are small, you
may instruct the youngsters to Place the tape measure qne foot or 30cm
above- the ground level while measuring the circumfereece. If all of the
trees are large with broad bases, you may need_to measure ,the circum-
ferences one yard or meter above,the ground- level.

The hypsometer is used for measuring the height of a.tree. The.young-
sters should understand that-they will be working wit4Na.right triapgle
having one angle of 90° and two angles of 45° eadh, 'The shape of'the
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triangle can be illustrated by folding a square piece of paper. Fold
the paper along a diagonal line from opposite corners of the square..
Have the youngsters recognize that two bides of this triangle are
of the same length just as all sides the square are of the same
length. Using the protractor, they may observe the. degreesi of each
angle. . Explain that they will tii2 using the hypsometer to cireate such
a triangle. The right angle of 900 will be formed by the tree trunk
and the ground level. The child can\walk away from the tree trunk°
until heYshe can sight the top of the tree through the drinking straw
while the weight hangs the string across the.450 line of'the protrac-
tor,. The distande from this point t) the base of the tree is equal to
the height of the tree.

The data from:thls actiVity will usually demonstrate TheToirowing
patterns in the growth.of trees:

1) Older trees tend to grow taller without the same relative growth
in the circumference of the trunk.

2) Trees growing in groups tend to grow taller without as much rela-
tive growth in the circumferen6e of the,trunks.,'

Younger children can observe these patterns in their tables. Repre-
sentingthe measurements on hidtograms will,help them to visualize the.0

patterns. Older children should calculate ratios'by dividing the cir-
cumference into the height of each tree. These ratios allow an easy
comparison,

Discuss w4th youngsters the patterns in the.tree growth which they have
discovered. Ask some of theSe questions: .

1) As trees grow older, what happens to the lower branches? Describe
the usual shapes of trees of one species as.theY age.from young;

t to middle-aged, to old.

2) When trees srow.$1oselyd6gether, what happens to their branchee.
0

3) What type of tree is in greatest danger ef being; blown over by a
_strong wind? How do some trees protect themselves from being
blown over? Does man sometimes remove pretections from trees?:

slitE....ghjahapiv..

1) Compete trees of different species'or diffetent types, e.g.,,coni- .

1 fers contrasted with broad-leaf dqciduous trees.

' 2) -Using a tree boier, remove a sample core fvom each tree tif the
study. By counting the.tree rings, tabulate,the age of each tree.
'Interpret the growth pattern of the trees according to-their ages.
Discuss which locations favor the most rapid growth of,the trees.

Reference: .,-, , I)

Knappl Clifford C.- .Outdoor Acti ities forljnvironmental StUdieb. gpans
. ville, New York: 1:11structor Publicattoi731;',. 1971,

0
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TAKE IT og LEAF IT!

by G. Sue McCormack

Activity 1118

V

Focus: Somewhere near your school there is probably atlealt one tree.
And, where there are trees, there are leaves,. If you've ever watched

- young children walking home from school, you'll know that conveniently
low branches are irresistible to kide--they strip the leaves or tug on_
them as they go by. In late fall, kids shuffle and scuff through piles
of leaves.. Leaves seem to have a natural attraction for,kids.

. 4
CliakEems: Arrange,leaves by-hues. - Make clay leave's using real leaves
as guides. Mitke leaf boats and havd a contest.. Learn to identify local

. trees by the shapes of their leaves. ,Clagsify leaveSaccording to
shapes, edges; and arrangement.

.1.1ALAYII1LAILTIVIZE9ati

Any clay that will harden well
Old rolling pins or heavy sticks with bark off
.Fairly sharp knives
Toothpicks'
Small pieces of clay

HoF7To-De7It; If you live.in an area withOeciduous trees, fall is a
treat for ihe eyes. (This is also a geod 4pertunity to discuss-:.
chlorophyll, leaf pigmentation, and photosynthesis.) ,An interesting
activity,wilh-art overtones is arranging leaves by their hues, Have
children gather many leavesentourage them to get brown6,- reds, oranges,.\

: yellows, and greens. This can be a big.project, SQ perhaps several
groups doing the same thing would work .better than trying to involve
the whole class. Arrange the leaves in a line (indoors, if it's windy!)
starting with the Oeens and ending with the brownsr. Each leaf is

,,placed in sequence according'to'hue.,.teacher arbitrates-artistic
disputes!

To make_claY leaf modelb, first roll a Malleable piece pf-'61ay,about
one-third of an inch thick. An old rolling pin or a .heavy stick wd,th
no bark works well. place a leaf vein-side_dewn on the clay; roll over
it. Remove the leaf. Cut around the tnpression with.a knife. Let.the'/':
clay dry ana you have clay leaves frn different trees ii yealK area,'

I'm suie there.are many teAers who spent their early childpood "TV-
less." It was,amazing the simple things,you could-find to occupy tipe.
Leaf boats were a favorite activity in my neighborhood. .

After a rain, when the-sidbwalk gutters are running full,-or.the schoofl-
yard streams are 'trickling, try, making leaf boats and haying centests.
Have students 'choose their own leaves and make.toothpicks ana.clay-avail-.
able. Thill kida can experiment with sizes'and styles; ont example folloWs:

,
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The race can be simple choose a start and a finish and see 4hich boat
,makes it. Not as.easy as it sounds--many run aground or capsize. Per-
haps different size or type boats could run in different "cla es."

Leaves are fun, but informative ideas can be discuErsed during these
activities. Teach children to recognize local trees by eheir leaves.
Leaves are quite distinctive and can be classified by shape, edges, .

and how they are attached to the branch.

Have students collect various leaves. Hold each leaf up and ask for
a one-word description of its shape (leaves such as hard maple\are
usually classified as "round"):

Examine the edges of e variety of leaves. In what categories ar they?
(Smooth, lobed, etc.) How many differeilt kinds can yod find2

Point out leaves still attached to trees. Are they on exact oppostite
sides of the branch? Alternating--one above the other? All aroupd

' 7,the-branch? What advantages are there to leaf placement?

gaarlsKslailma: .Learn to wax leaves or dry th9m properly for decor-
ative"purpoaes.

Al
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Activity #19

WHERE Dogs rT HURT?

by G. Sue McCormack

FOCUQ: Althougkthere are such things as "tree doctors," they don't
usually go around forests treating trees uhless hired to do so: There-
fore, in most treed areas you will be able to observ.e injuries and
scirs on the trees. Theymay be mechanically-made, results of storms,
or the work of animals (remember, "animals" includes insects and
humans). When young trees are badly injured, they may keep growing
due-to-their-resiTiente,-but"the gradth pattern may be greatly altered.

gianwi_l.e: 'Locate injured trees and Make'inferences about the causes
of their injuries.

118Aariala.Aailuienntiz

Sketch pads anctpencils,
Instant cameras (optional)

How-To-Dp7It: Take.the class to an area with a variety of trees.
Divide the youngsters into groups of four or five 4nd instruct them
to sketch the injuries or scars they see on trees, and discuss what
could have caused thfm. Perhaps you could point out a few injuries
and scars to get them started.

Trees often heal themselves hy producing a, sticky, liquid, inuch as a human-
reacts to a cut and forms a scab.. Have thq;children look for evidence of
the healing .process in trees. Why would the sticky substance arOund the

.

wound help to"heal it?

Have each group show their Sketches to the rest of the class, and put
forth their theories on the injurieS and scats.

1) Invite a "tree doctor" or forest conservation expert to your class.
Show him your sketches, and ask him to 6omment on tree inju4es
and healing. .

2) Heal trees yourself. 'With the permission of theproperty owner,
locate,injurefi trees and apply tree sealer. '

alb`
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ctivity #20

USEFUL OR USELESS? IT ALL DEPENDS ...

by Audrey Tanner

Focus: The Veed Society of America defines a weed as "a.plant growing
where it is not desired." Thus; the same-plant could be useful to soma
and useless to othaxs. A man with-a well-kept lawn would be trying to
stamp out something thet would be gourmet fare to grasshoppers or goats.
Deciding what's what can utilize the- following skills: observing,
classifying, describing, collecting and ranking information, and draw-
ing conclusiens.

ChpAliange: Classify plants as Useful or weeds according.to the needs
a person:or animal has for them.

Meter stick
Cblored markers
Large sheets of white paper
Resource books for lawn plants, weeds7and herbivoroè animals
Portable writing-surfaces using heavy cardboard and elastic bands

(as shown tel(ow)

ruO)et- oar,Ai

Curd boarA

Par

How-To-Do-It: As a class, decj.de what your,working definition of
weed" will.be. Divide \the class into small teams and provide each

r;

with a portable writing surface, paper, and various coloredmarkers.

;

Each team should chóose irl area.about three mfters square at-the site
-toibe studied. On a sheet of paper, have the team draw a map of the'
.area; use symbols for plants or groups of plants (e.g., % 0

it P - goldenrod;..,

- thtstle; 00 -Aaisies). -'
ova

i
..
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Now imagine that you are a:

1) lawnkeepercircle In r d plants useful to.you; make a red "x"
on weeds.

2) goatuse blue marker fcr circles and x'.s.

3) bee--use yellow marker for circles and x's,

4) a human or animal chosen by each team---use a green marker.

Make a color key for each map and identify the symbols used.

/._....

1) Identify species of plants in the area mapped. Use an edible
weed chart to determine if any are ediblel Researckrecipes for
edible weedp. Prepare and eat them. (Cautpn: the teacher must
be final authority on what to eat and what not to eat.)

2) ASk a local.soil c servation 'person to speak to the class about
wegds--theit pro's nd con's ahd the effect.of weed killers on the
enVironment.

References;

Bernath, Stefen. ComnatiftellSolar1ng212.2k. New Yorkt Dover
-Publishing, Inc., 1976.

#.

Martin, Alexander. \Weeds. New York!: Golden Press, 1972.
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IT'S THE BfiRRIES!

by HAma J. Smith

' Activity #21

IS

go.grxs: The.phrase,"It'a the berrINs!" at one time meant that-something
web really neat, wonderfUl, the best. Berry-gathering also used to be
something really great for kids to do. Now it seems that most children
consider berries something that are frozen, come in a can, or are
little things that grow on bushes ttlat your mother doesn't wtant you
to touch. If you know what you are doing, berries are still just as
-neat.- as they -tised- -t-e -be ... -and -kids -may -fled -things to --do -vith thuut
that their parents never thought.of.

2221.1AwIt Learn te identify the safe_sumae berries and make a drink
from them Gather berries for, and Cook, an,eld-fashioned "slump."'
Dry berries to -use at a later time.

kylati411.14acligt1Timamt:

Pans or pots for collig berries

Fyst activity:

cheeseclotIZ and large rubber band
Paper cups' or do-it-yourself cups (instructions included)
Large spoon
Sugar

ter

Seconcl, activify:

kcooking 'source (stove, fire, hot plate)
Large pot with'ltd orpil to cover
Mixing bowl and spoon 1.J

Serving bowls and spoons,
Ingredients'as necessary to make 'slump"

Ihialtqat:E;

Large screen or tray )
Cheesecloth

#

How7-To-Dp-It: .Sumac berries Are-a good source ,of vitamin C. .Non-,
pdisonous.sumac berries are red. Teacher: MAKE SURE YOU KNOW1YOUR
BERRIES! Staghern Sumac berries are better thp those fidm the Sma*th
sumac'es you need fewer ofthem. Gather a large 'aMount pf berries for
your class. You Are_now ready to make,"Sumac.rade!"

a

1)* PuIl berries apart, removing.largest piecOa of stems and the obvious.

bugs" ,..lIalaJkl_tils_turatt.
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2) Cover the.berries well with water St-ir and mash them freauently
while the berries -Soak; at least one,-halt hour, but the longer
the beteer.

3) liked cups? Make your own while,the berries are soaking. Take-a
square, clean piece of tiaper (typIng paper works . The piece
must be at least seripn inches'square.* Follow .the diagrams and

P

4

2.

,

Step. 1 - Bring .6 up to and crease.

Step 2 Bring,B.across, makiug arrisosceles triangle at the top.
.1)

Step 3 - Bring across-to the right. .

Step 4 Foitd C into front "pocket." Fold A to the back.
4

. 4) Fasten:cheeseclipth over an empty container with a rubbr_band.
Thep strain the berries 'And Water into that container.

A'
-5) Add Sugar. tp.taseef, If too weak, find more berries. If too

Itrong, add more water.
.

-"Slump" ifithe name,given to a dessert wide by dropping sweet dumpling ,

dough on top of boiling fruit 4nd sugar mixeQ. J,omisa May Alcott,
Author of Little.Women, reported?.y was ao forld.of a particapr-dessert,
that she named her Concord,Massachusetts home: "Apple Slume!.

Children will have af,ine time gathering, and "snitchitYiberries to
make this old'New England favorite. -The recipe,calls TOT blackA.asp-
berries, but almost any berry can be substitutedt You will need:

. .

1/4 cup of berries per person .

.Sugur to,sweeten.
,

biscuit Iiiix with a recipe for dumPlinga -(and anything
that recipe calls for).

a littlelemon juice is nice but not 'essepti4al

Wpsh and sort berdea, -t,heh,place them in a large poi *with 'a small-
amount of water. Mash b9rries te bring.out ?ice:. took five minute

.

e. ' . .
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then sweeten to taste. Mix the dumplings as direpied and drop on top
of boiling berries. Cook accordig to package directions. eool
slightly before eating. (Can alse be serVed with cream, whipped
topping, or*a sauce made with milk and confectioner's sugar.)

i3erty season is short but a yen for berries isn't limited to several
weeks in late summer. Why not dry some for later use?

Simply spread.a single layer of berries,on.a screen or tray. Cover
with'a layer of cheesecloth to diScourage hungry: birds and creepy-
crawlies. Place in the sun todry. If your climate is hot dry and
WAIMI Arigaigh_ to _dry _tye: berries xmit400r-s-T-0 the berries
oven with just the

,pilot
light on or.in an electric oven set as-low

as possible. If adehydrator is available, use that.

I.

) .

1) Indians used-berries as dyes. 6cperiment with differentberries
to make dyes of various colors kInd strengths.

2) Make your own dehydrator, using the following materials: card-
board box,- foil, porcelain fixture with lighOulb, a clew dowels,
paper clips and rubber bands.

-sk

3 Make hot sumac tea by steeping the Safe sumaelberri6s in boiling
water.

4) Dry sumac berry bunches.(stems too) in paper bags in a clyplace
where air can circulate. tile ate. later time for tea and Sumac-
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Activ.ity #22

WINTER WHEAT STUDIES

by Patricia Chilton

Focus: Winter wheat is an important grain c'rop in northern agricultural
regions. It is An unusual crop in that seeds are,plantea in fall and

harvested the following summer. In regions where winter wh9at is grown,

it can be used as an ideal crop for small school gardens. It can be -

grown in a small,plot, requires little care, and .can.b'e used as the

basia for-learning'in,a-niMiber of school.,subjects.-.-

; -

Challenge: Plant and harvest a small c,Op-Pf vIlit4*,;wheat. Use the
winter wheat plants and seeds for a var4W.Wint,001sCiplinary studies.

. .

Winter wheat seedd
Garden tilling toola
Small (1-meter square) garden plots
Fertilizer (optional)

0:to,

How-To-Do-It: Dig up a one-meter square area: n a place that won't be.
trampled or mowed,. If you wish, a handful OU'garden fertilizer can.be
mixed with the .soil to help promote better irowth.... Sprinkle winter
wheat.seeds over the soil so they, are about'six to eisht cm apart.

Cover with three to five. cm 0f-topsoil. Plant the seeds between
October 1-15 for best results.

After planting, little care is require0. In winter, keep the garden ,

plots covered with snow. This-insulates.theadeds and keeps'them
properly moistened. During spring and summer, Wateririg isrequired
only during.a drought. The wheat takes Care of itself:

Farmers harvest the wheat fh July. They loqk forsigns that the wheat
is'ripe: wheat kernels get hard and they turn liglA brown and begin

to droop. At school you can wait until early fall to harvest your crop.
Cut.the grain-beating parts from the plants and rub the seed heads
between the palms of your hands. Lightly.blow.across the wheat zind '-

pie chaff should blow away leaving only the kernels.

The experience of planting wheat help§'youngsters learn about the fife
cycle of plAnts, requirements for seed germination, and'the "fruit"
produced by mature plants. But lots of other learnings can occur-in,
many subjects as indicated below.

Science ,
1). Plant 2 plots of wheat 1.n different.areas (i..e.ifferent soils,

light conditions or moisture cAiditilms). -Compare results.

Sro



2) Plant 2 plots of wheat together so the'ycare affected by the smile
conditions, except keep one,plot free ot snow and leave the other
plc4 alone. Compare.

Mathematics

3) Measure wheat plant growth from the time it can be seen until
harvest. Graph.

4) A'farmer plants about two bushels of wheat o'n an acre. MaNk off
an acre on the school site. Show what two bushels of something
would look like.

Language Arts

1

5)' Research and write pipers on the origin et wheat.' methods cif
planting, and/or uses.

6) Keep a journal on the progress of the wheac.

7) Use the following.words as part of a vdcabulary lesson: crop,
harvest, chaff, grain, kernel, germinate, fertilize?,.herbicidet
thrash, straw, disk, plow. 4

Art

8y Have stu4nt8 make drawings or take photographs of rowirtg wheat.
a

,o .)
9). Use harvested wheat in 'winter ffower'bouquets.

10) Use the collected grains to make sed mosaics, You can color
'grciins in different hues by soakiilg them in'foOd colors., ,Make
mosaics by gluing these colored seeds-on.to cardboards

Career Education

11) Invite a farmer to talk to the class.

o 12) Think about all the ways people are involved wish ..the producticin
and use of wheat. What careers does this suggest?

.

r.

Home Economics

- 13) Study the nutritional value of' wheat.

14) Make breSd out of wheqt flour. Grind your own flour, if possiblk.

Social.Studies
,

15) ,Study tge economics of wheat farming. What expenses-does a fartder.e
have? Whatyrofits can a farmer.expect?

v A
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16)." Ffnd .sorlie reason for the decrease in small farms in favor of
larger- _farming operations. What does this mean to us?

:
,

'17) Look :it an aerial:photograph. of' your community 'hatk in the 1930s
and tempare it to .one xaken i .the 1970s. What changes can be
seen in theuse of the' land?

.'4kt
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TREE NIG PUZZLES

by tilen .yande,, Viese

-FocuS: Twigs of various trees Are very different.' They can be used
- to :identify xickia species much like fingeirpt'ints can be used to' identify

peeRle.'-` Matching "mystery" twigs with schoolyard tfrees tan be good fun,
add' anthcceljelt winter outdoor activity encouraging children' s-observa-
tion.and inferenele%skilis.

Ch 1' t 4,earn, t..he paqs ofi a 'LltRystery" Find a-
tree bavig branches 'Chat matc.h, youemystery Mg.. Learn the names of
your schooelyard (or, 19c0.) rtrets,

./.;

. ss Activity 1/23 -

a '77'

, 1

14 ;I a..

Mate 'ials and* E ul
. . .e I* 1..

fe %I* ' t. 4t4f i4 *. p
I or

Wige.,fror ii.schodly ard ,or ,l.ov,441eme's '
Hand - (optional) r. .

" . '*. - :il:1- ek '11*/ * , . . .

Ho -To-:-Do-- t..',-, '-.13.qo're yomr clElts, .ime If d'UA'rvitti, )i ..kset . latjr4.- Collect ..

.,

some ern s .o. br.tilthes from la varlert'y .. nearby:trete: Ilsebroken or
i . ir

fallen- briulchig Nihere potiSittle ;I ...but 'a re,,,..;,,,t,to,..,:::::,..c.g,kt. 4.,EN". 9y. 1 ivi..9s

, Nranches . can be t Like\-k without .kiiirm-ingl,-.ftilkkeli,;;.M.C,411/4Rittlfe`t.t4-4,4i4.-P,Pits.,,' .'
.: ,

.. proceduria fp rlinilN3..'!) . ',:i3itet sollitti'ypif,:11tife\lo. i1,61,tiii"iFiga so evet,Y1' elini.00. t-
e'all . have .one tor'',Wei-k Witil i 11 . '11,--- . .. '-' A ',2,......4...,t, ;.;-..11,..01:

vv.

.r 1 '. -,. i''.".' '. '

P,eoceed tts' follows: .,, ... .' "\ 1 . , ''..;-',!..:-'.. -%. . '

. ,.,.. ': ..,-..1,,, ,,t,.7.,....,,4.:)..,...A.....,-,': T.
, .. ..., ,

. ..,,., ,
, , ,

1)-..'ProVide each \'41 tud en t wit.ii ^ a .tfv. ' ' Osic.,hlozikho.t.,,...07.'10:4'.(44:i5.. IA-4; -.411..'i3-'
. .-

fi,:..1y noting' buds, :' leaf, s\aiiNN, c .101-'..lig.xte'rxi.,. nqd bianching / .

Provide hand Is304.150f..aNdilable.". 'Afyor 4 . '.,y.* ..,:
. iide" inspection. 'of th,e oqiik,1 Ailicip:Icati s't,..0 fiyiliidtOlif ;1(c'is.:4 ik'.(in,. ., . .

'ai,ia.y bark, witheir..5Yintf;t1Tiaq,.ti::;.... T147 iir,clitxtlobit-for interior : . /
v . ,oharac,terikilticii Like ',odors ..y4r.;tute, baric,,ilaycerp, pvick epl9r.A.. ,,....,4-, :,,..'

. .-,:. ' , .,.4 .',7. -.,...,74;.'-;.-1,':..:;.-...--,..:.,,,:.,:v'..: , l ' : 1.
.1
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GUESS WHAT'S.COMING TO DINNER?

by Mary K. Bowe

F-

Activity 1124

k

/

' Foc us: Many wild foods are nutritious and tasty; they have meant the
difference between death,and survival to knowledgealAte people lost in
the wilds. Howev:er, some of these edible plants have look-alikeé which
could cause discomfort 'and possibly death if accidentally eaten.

Challense: Learn to identify, cook:and eat wild foods.

Mc4s0.21.21±2.1mULT,Liammt:

Books abbut identifying WIld plants
Recipes using wild plants
Duplicated copies A 131.ant appearances (optional)
Coleman stove and fuel 0
Pots, preferably enamel -

Water-
Seasonings
Paper plates, plastig utensils

4'
a

IN:ow-To-Do-YU There are two ways to ge on thta eiercise: Arm the
P

students.vith the appropriate identification books, some words of ,

caution, and then turn-them loose to see what they can find (you hayed
ti.1.141 say on what they cook); or, you scout the area aheaa of time

. .,.%. ,..----
find what's out there and seleCt the safe plants--then 4uplicate .

pictures of what the'y look like and.allow the students to bing back
tonly. t5'oseolants.

More words of caution: find_outlf the area has been sprayed for
pesticides;,and, clenotii.-muAttnalpi? even experts run into
dthiculties iantifying them. I

.

Some-cppmon and easily recognizable plants are arirowroot, bracken fern,
bull thistle, burdock, cattail, dandelion, Indian cucumber, Jerusalem -
artieh9ke, milkweed, sassafras, and .yellow dock. There Should be an
attempt to gather enough of each variety so everyone mhy have a taste.
Put ene type in each bag as you ctli*t..-it ill avoid sorting them ,.

later. Same will freed to'.0e cooked, others just washed co peeled.
The key to full takritional value is.to avoid overcooking.m.

4,y

hs,thiEshgltmt: Learn tO identify and find (don't pick!) some
pOisonousjpok,-alike plants or other harmful plants. .!
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EVERYONE NEEDS A THNEED ....OR DO WE?

by Ron Beiswenger

Activity #25
a.

Focus: This activiity is based on the Dr. Seuss story, 2.,119.2.2aFAI.

The story is available in bOok form, and in a Tviemade for television.
Some teactkers have developed their own slide-tape presentations based
on the book.

-The -atory -describesthe growth of- an-Industry-Whichlomes-jruffula-Trees-
and makes Thneeds (which everyone needs). A thneed is a'sWeater-like
garment that can be used as a sock, shirt, glove, hat, carpet, pillow,
sheet,.curtain, or cover for a bicycle seat. An industrialist, the
Once-ler, begins cutting Trutfula Trees an0 udes them*to make Thneeds
in a factory he'has built. His factory pollutes the.air and water and
he destroys the habitat of the wit

.Bar-ba-loots, Swomee-Swans, and. Hu
going on, a strange creature cal
ler to stop his destructive acti
the last Truffula Tree, the fact
landscape ishleft behind.

A ring of stones, one.bearing t
remains among the ruins. The s
boy of middle school age the meani

life of the Trnffula Forest (Brown
ming-Fish). All the while this is
d the Lorax is implering the Once-
ities. The Once-ler finally cute down

or loses and a barien, devastated

e werd'"u
ry ends'

less" imprinteci\pn itt alto

': "Unlessith the Once-qelelling a
the word "unless"

someone like you cares a whole awful lot, nothing is going to get
better. It's not." He then tooftes the last Truffula.Seed to the boy'
and.tells him to plant it and grow a new Truffula Foeest. Students
are usually imPressed that'a young person is given the oppertunity to
start over and correct past mistakes.

\Teachers use the story as a starting point fo& a number of activities.
Seuss'. word usage provides wonderful opportunities fOr language

arts activities, discussions of the role pf industry in'our.society
and studies of environmental Vsued in general. Students'can be
challenged to invent machines like the Super-Axe-Hacker.and'ot,her
Seusdian creations.. -Some .teacherl ask their students to elassify the
animals in the story". . The possibilities are endleds--limited only by
the .creati'Vity of teachers. One of the more popular activities using
The Lorax involves retekling the story so thac it has a "better" end:
ing. This is often done with calored markers and butcher paper.
Students suggest ways to avoid environMental problems,4,have fun, and
learn a great deal about how we can manage our environment more -.

intelligently than the Once-ler managed his.

Challenge: -A_Truffula Foradt:has been discovered near ybur to
The Once-ler wants to build a.Thneed factorY one block from-y
school% Should he be allowvorto, do What.rules and regula ons
should he have to follow? Plan.en environmdntal 'study to decide
these things. .

89
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The Lorax story
Paper
Pencils,or colored markers .

A

itazzalTazIL: There Are several ways to develop this activity.. To
answer the question about building the factory, students could begin
by examining the eUects of cutting the forest.. How will it benefit.
or harm people? How will it affect the Bar-ba-Uots, the Swomee..,
SwAns, and the HummingrFish? What2sou1d be d?ne to avoidthese
effects? ksummary.chart such as the one shown below could be used
teAielp the students organize their analysis:

Living things
affected by
cutting trees

How the living-things.
are affected by

'cutting the treeS

WAys to avoid the:
1,-tici elfects of

cutting the trees

Humans .'"

.

, .

.

Truffula Trees .

.. .
.

...

fjrown Bar-ba-loots
.

.

.

Swome e-Swans.
. .

.

-

Humming-Fish , . . .

Another aspect of the challenge-involves the building e4 a factory near .

. the .school. .Students could.carry &Wan environmentcal study of a hypo-(
-:thetical site for the factory, This,could range'frorea general discus-

...

sion of a selected area, to an elaborate study involving field trips to
the.area.to take environmental measuremehts. Some of the th,ings that
might be included in an environmental study are outlined below.

." .

I. Description of the.dite selected for the faeto 7

, A. . Present Land use (housing', vacant lot, ets.).

B. Biological andphysical environment

1., Ground eover--soil, grass, doncrete, etc.
2. Terrain-41at, hilly, et.q.
3. Vegetation
4. Animals

\

\ :

k
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\

. Environmental Impact'

A. Benefits .resulting from the project

B. Problems caused by the. project

..

1. Pol1u4oxi
. .

.2. Effect on plant6 alld Imimalp
3. Change in human udageincreased traffic -loss of

a park,ietc.
4. Other effects

This outline would beve'io be expanded or modified to correspond to
specific areaa.

Reference:

It

Geisel, T. (Dr.-Sevss).

41.

The Lorax. New York: Random"hoube, 1571.
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Activity #26

1 MAPPING'THE GUAT OUTDORB

by Joseph Abruscato *

Focus: .The earth sciences bear a Considerable relationspip to that
portion of the social studies called geography. Children. studying
earth science are typically expected to become aware of distinctive
features on a portion.of the earth's surface,'make car ful observa-
tions of such features (i.e., streams, hills, valleys, mountains),
and_in eeme. cases represent in. a _graphic_manner thatlaticiia they_
The construction of maps is an activity that integrates the earth
.cgciences and geography.:

.40al1enges: Learn the meanings of various symbols found on road maps.
llearn to estimate distances on maps. Draw a simple outdoor site map
to scale. Learn to find directions using a compass and communicate to
others directions-for getting.from one place to another.

t

A road map of your region per group of two.or three students
A package of crayv.is._ or colored pencils per group
Package of blankspaper
A compass per.group

How-To-Do-It:

1) . Prior to/ e class expedition from the school to an outdoor study'
area, have groupi; of children study read maps to establish the
actual/"as%the crow flies" distance between school.pd thee outdoor
area And compare it to an estimate of the distance to be traveled
usi4e roads. Children should also make estimates of'the time it
will take to.get to the Outdoor area and retain these estipates t

to compare with the actual elapsed time for, the journey.

. kilis use of a road map prior to'the outnor activity will provide
you with an opportUnity to have childsen learn the meaning of ;

-"scalp" as wall as the multiple symbcils listed in the legend of the
map. The directions North, South, East and West on the vip,sholild-

/ -also be 44sculped with respect to orienting the map proper17.

2 'ex&lent initial activitY to do at the outdoor aite is e 41ave
. each child create'a map of the area.. -ay constructing a map ut thd

beginning ofT an outdoor experience, the entire group of children
can potentially grasp the."bigTicture" and will hopefully gain,An
appreciation of the many-and diverse.land features they can study.

3y At the site teach-the children how to use a compass. Ihen have ,
them draw.the,compass-direction points on their maps.

4'
at ,
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After initial activities, you might cOnsider some of the following exten-
.

sions: . %
.

.

.
.

1) Have each group of children draw a scale map of a very pall portion

k,
.of the outdoor site. ,Ask al. th'the groups to use e same scale. The

culmination.of this activity an be the full class experience of

taping Maps created, by the respective groups together so as to
create a giant map of the alea.-

4

. . .

2) Treasure hunting can be done by having one group hide gt treasure
(a pretty stone, the day's snacks, etc,) somewhere at the site. Then

the group doing the Wing can create a list of'directions for find-

, ing the treasurs,from ad agreed-upon landmark. The directions may

be stated.in this manner: -"te 15. atepa wear-from thb 'dead oak-tre-e.

.Then go 30 steps south, etc."

A variation of this activity is to place each direcqn at a different
il

e
location--then the chdren discover a new location en they successfully
follow a given direction.

Further Challeil:cm:

. .1) Hd6.4 can people tell directfons without a compass? Try out your

ideas.

2) D;71.se a way to make a map that'shows how higWvariowl places are.

3) Find out what the "grid" of a map is. How could you use the grid
of a map to tell someone where a place is"located?

4

.
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Activity 1127

LIFE.IN A:MINI-HABITAT

by Mary.R..Bowe

14
Focus: Mdst people are aware that animals and plants form ass9ciations
so that groups of living things liVE5 certain habitats. For example,
squirrels ,494 deer live together ins..ad-leaved'forest habitats.

Unfortunately; it is,not normally possiblwfor school groups to Study
at first-hanl the typical habitats of larger animals and plants. But
olAervationsIbfllant-anlmal assocliitIons can stal-be me near Almost
any school. Vacant lots, edges of-parking lots, and law,ns all have
small areas--mini-habitats--which are homes to small plants and, animals.
And, observations of these small orOas can be just as instructive as
observations of the more Impressiv4 large habitats.

2.2A11.e.a&t: 'Estimate the numbers and variety of organisms populating .

a square meter mini-habitat.

Materials and E ui me :

Sticks
Metet sticks or measuring,tapes
CESI Bug Catcher,
Hand lenses

%

Transparent plastic bags
Garden trowela or old spoons
Plant and animal.identificatidn references (optional)

11ow7Tp-Po-It: Have youngsters stake out square meter s udy ereas in
as many different lavn vacant lot, or achnolyard areas as you have
available. -Sticks can be used to mark the corners of t e plots.

4

Students should-try to remain outside their Andy plots s much as
possible, but tr7 to observe as many different plants'an 'animals as
they can that live'in the plot. CESI Bug datehers may -b4 helpful for
capturing insects and oth'er small animals without injuring them:
These small organisms can be kept in a clear plastic bagfor temporary'
observationelibut should be released unharmed back where 'theY were
captuned. Encourage kids to make a catalogue of every.liying thing
found in their square meter.Where names7of_organisms are 'not +MDWU,
have kids-siiply invent,nam6s to descilbe creatures they find. If

hand lenses are availaike, they can make Close"-tip vi44ing 4 the
organlisMs that much.more interesting. Garden trowels or old spoons
.Are good for digging in to the study plot to search for underground
organisms.

Havestudents estimate:.

1) What is the total-number of living plants in your plot?i 1
i

.1
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2) What is the' total atmbek of animals (insects, worms, centipedes,
etc.) in your plot?

How many.differentttypes pf aniMals are there?
.

4) How many =Eant types of plants are. there?'

Some students will want to make a map of:eheir..plots showing the dis-
tribution of or ganisms. Others maygwant to cansult reference books to
try to find scientific names for the creatures they observe.

As a culmination for this activity, kids can compare catalOgUes for
the various. plots.. Which types 'of areas .haye_midi-habitats_richest..
in life? In which types is life scarcest? What factors may account
for these observed'differences?

.1.11E.thsE.C.1141.11..impa:

1) Try...Co figure out food chains or food webs for yourimini-habitat.

2) How could'the number of living things in.your mini-habitat be
.increased? Do an exgeriment.to see if you can bring.about an
increase in Plant and/or animal populations.

References:
<

Any refer,ences on common weeds, grasses, wild flowers,, insects, and
invertebrate animals will be useful.
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CLOD CREATUKES

by David R. Stronck

Activity 1/28

Focus: The roots of plants hold soil together in clods which include'
various small animals.

.10 .

Challenges: Identify some of the plants apd animals in soil clods.
Classify roots as tap or fibrous. Obser*the contents of the soil.

Clods dug fro:1i lawns or weed patcfies, approximately 25 cm 'square
and 15 cm deep

Cardboard box or other container for each clod
Shovel or gaidtn trowel
:jars or cups tor storing animals .

Magnifying lens (or low-powe'Yed microscopes) /

How-TO-Do-Lt:

1) At a convenient study,site area, dig up enough clods to prolade
ope for each pair of students. IdealI)p the soil should be dry
enough and riot muddy although the clods.could be stored in open
boxes for a few days to dry out excessive moisture. If the soil
is somgwhat sandy, it will allow tasy eAaminati9n. f'the sampled
soil is too hard, it may require soaking with water-on-Previous
days tQ allow use of a shovel and to increase the nil:fibers of
larger animals near the surface.

2) Wmngsters stiould work in teams of two or three in observing each
clod. Some teachers will prefer to give each student,a small'clod
of only a few inches in a large plastic cup.

3y% Each youngspeF'must have the opportunity to bredk up At le t'part
ofthe clod in order to exdmine.how the roots hold the soil

t togethert The, teacher should demonstrate how the,librous roots
bind the soil together as if they were a tan*ed-mass.of strings'.

.

4) Ask the students to find' different kindS,of 'giants in the cloas.
Seientific.names are Apt important althougkcommon W.ants may be

yAad,ily identified, e.g.', thistle, clover, aid dandelion. Help
the youngsters to recognize that each.of the pladts has a greeri
.top and white or brown roots._ There are two types\of roots: tap
roots and eibrous roots. Tap roots are long and large, usually
without branches, as in dandelions and thistles. 'Fibrous roots
are small but form tangled.masses as in grasses. ,

As (the kids examine root sy8tem8, they may suddenlysikinto find
. , .

animals which will probably quickly distract them. ,These,earth

1 1

.

*
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creatures may inclkade worms,,slugs, isopods (sometithes called
pill bugs or wood.14ce), mfllipedes, and spiders. Encourage the
youngsters to place 'these animals in a jar for óhpervation. A
magnifying.lens will 4sist in-studying.details of small animals.
Older students may wisqjo use low-povered microscopes.-

6

The students should begin\to recognize that the-green leaves and
stems of plants above the grpund axe-only a part of the life in
that areh: .In the soil, these are roots, decaying plants and
animals, and lAving animals. The underground world of,life'has
the means by which-dead animals and plants are broken down to
,provide water-soluble nutrients which will be;absorbed by roots.
.he-fertility-o.f-the soil dependdgrestly upon this proaess
decomposing materials. .

4 A

5) After examining the clods,-have kidsreturn all the daterials of -
the clod to the place where it came from. There may be suffi-,
cient interest to dig up. new Clods At this site'or to take clods
from a differeht site. Adddtional new diggings should be done .

.by the youngsters themselves.

Some appropriate guestions for discus8ior.1_,Ix'e;

1) What happens to the soil on a slope if plantsAre removed from
its surface?

'2) What:happens to that part of a lawn:where peol3le oftep walk?
Why did this happen?

3) Where will you find most of the animals in xfie soil? What type
of soil has the most number of animals byweight'4

4
4) Aat do the animals in the .soil eat? pp we, fInd healthier plants

growing in the-seil where there.are more animals? Why?

Further Challenges:
.

. 1) Using a shovel, carefully extract an entire tap'\root from a
'd4ndelion or thistle. Usually the long tap.root',Is bro4en in
the process of digging out a clod.

2) Soak an'area with yater to note differences in wet clods as opposed
to dry clods. Examine clods at different tiv of the year to com-
pare ttie numbers of animals, growth of pla tc.

2 1 r0

I

3) Set up funnels and fill them with soil. A 1'v ter until it drips
through into-a dish belbw the funnel: Exvine the drippings for
'very sball animals.

eference:

alAdoor
.\

Biology-instructioeal Strategies, (OBIS). Lawn'Cuide. Berkeley,
California:4 Lawrence kall of Seience, 19741.
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SHORELINE LIFE ZONES

by David R. Stronck

,
.

. ,.

T Focuea, Observe .the zones of different.communities of plants and,,
.:

,,
animaW,which liVe near'and at-a.shoreline of a sea, river or lake.

/-= .

''',
.

.: 4 . - 14',,c' . .

EALI2nTI.1' 'Identify the spgeles.of planm and animals which are.

most eharaCteristie of.spedific zones near and at the shoreline.
Observe variations in the water levels which create these zones.

,

Activity #29

tl

43

Màtoriali ind ERuipment:

Paper and pencil
Modeling clay
:Yard or meter sticks
Drinking straws
Large plastic cups or small pails
Magni*ing lenses

ann.

1) Te study site muic include some shoreline area where the water..
level changep peri6dical19.. Ideally the study site will have the

, rocky tidepools of a seashore.. Nevertheless, many lakes.and e'Ven
broad rivers'have seasonal varlations which will allow-a.Study.of
the same important'conc'ept: as the quantity-of available water
greatly changes,the types 'of plants and Animals will radically
change.

II

At ocean seashores the-variations.in water level depend on tatides
which are well predicted. By consulting the loCal tide tables, one

4 ,can plan.to Vislt ehe area at the lowest convenient water level.
.

Before going to a seashore, the youngsters-must understand that.the'
water level may rise rather rapidly while theY are viiiting the
site,. They must not become trapped on islands createll by rising
waters. .Safety precautions at rocky seashores require that the \

youngsters always work close]y tegether in pairs. Some important
rules are the following: -

Never turmyour back to the waves while looking down at a
rocky ar&a. If hit by a strong wave, try to tie face down-

' ward and to ,grasp the rocky 'surface tightly. Beware of
slippery surfaces., especially where there is muA seaweed.
Wear s6ong boots or shoesphich.can withstand the very

i4 014rp abrasive surfdces of barnacles or coral.

Some lakes and broad rivers may have shorelines where the water
, level has great spasonal variations. Such fresh water areas Will

demonptrate5different zones of life depending Upon the duration

'0
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Of high water levels'. Seek 4 study site where.there aie obvious
gradations.from the usual highland vegetation to shrubs needing
much water to plants wh'ich live ,exclusively in the water.
Usually dams do not provide adequate."living" shorelines because
their levels change too frequelltly1

It is dangerous at seashores 'to' allow a youngster ,to wander off'

lone. Establish liMits to the.study site by setting up poles
th flaga. *Require the students to remain within anares where

yo can easily dee them. Because "the,study sites are stretched
alo g shorelines, anticipate that soMe youngsters will be inter-
ested in.exploring beyond the defined boundaries. Clearly elcplain

to them that.the goal is to interpret the lite. in the stpdy'site;

thiW-4tUdY fli tequire their attention to small plants arid
animals.

. .

3) Older youhgsters can use yard or meter sticks with drinking straws'
to measure the height above the water line for .the.various_zones7

of life which.are observed. . Begin by holding the meter stick
loosely between thimb and index finger. The full length of the
meter stick should be allowed to hang downwards as if it were a
weight at the end of a plumb.line. et the,stfck on the ground
levet-at exactly this angle, i.e., vertical. An assistant will
be needed tip guide the setting correctly. Then place the.drink;.-

ing straw on top of the edge of the meter stick, Sight,through.
the sfraw'to the nearest high grounO. The assistant will walk

.
to tAis peint and mark it. Theodlevation of this point will be
one Meter higher.than the original location. If the shoreline

-:area,is steep, several such meliurements can be made'. If the
is relativep flat, elevations of less than a meter can be

siiilarly measured, e.g., by using a foot-long ruler.

The mo.deli. clay may'be use'fill for making impressions of interest-
ing hard plants or animals. At the seashore, clams and snails will
provide gOod'subjects.for such impressions. The impressions in the
clay may tater be filled with Plaster of nris to give models of__
the'outsge Sigrape of these shells.

.A second.Ose for modmAng clay is to build temporary dikes around
some animals or pl.ants.-The area may.then be flooded within the
.dike by.using a cup'or pail. In tidepoolti, the barnacles will
extend their .feathery feet and the Anemone, their tentaeles when

:they are under:water. ThO(e aniMals are relatively drab when theY
-arta.px6tecting themselved from the drying effect of air:- Dikes
built at freshwater spots may encourage worms and isopods to leave
their hiding places.

4) The youngsters should observe sharp changes'in zones of living
-

V organisms at shorelines. The plants and animald en the high- :
,gyound beyond fl(ood or tidal waters should be recognized first,
preferably before making a trip to a ;shoreline. This study con-

. centrates.on identifying some organisms which are rarely.covered
with water and others which are usually covered with water.

A.
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At seashores, these ig.usually a "dead" area of aiMost no con-
spicuous life forms at the upper end of tidal washes. The
upper limits of sea life are resqicted severely by the physi-
cal environment which alleWs dryiAg out auring long periods of
time. The lower limits of, species are constrained by predators
and bi4ogical competition for the'same ecological niches.
Usually the tidal communities of plants and animals are in
distinct zones or bands which can be easily noted at low tides..
The youngsters should concentrate on the most common organism(s)
of each-zone. Have them draw,and map these organisms.

'Along freshwater'shorelines,.many shrubs and trees often flour-
ish where their roots.,can atain ahundant.water. ..ahese
usually differ from the plants of the highland. A third type
of plant ts found exclusively growing in the water. At least
these three freshwater zones should be noted and idenLified by
their most characteristic or cOmmon species. .

5) (Leave all organisms undisturbed at the study sites. Using draw-
ings, maps, and clay impressions madeby youngsters, discuss some
of these questions:

a. What causes the water levels to rise and fall?.

b. What is the.total height of the intermediate zenes) of
organisms where the water levels fluctuate?

c. Which zone(s) lipports the greatest tmount of life by wtight
of organisms per square meter? Which support the least?.

d. 'Name the most common species which characterize each zone.

Further Challenges: Visit the study site reveatedly to measure changes
in water levels. Take a relatively'large rock, Waghing at least 15
pounds, from the highland area to the 1(7*-water level. After a few
months, record changes in the organisms growing on the surface of this
rock.

References:

Outdoor Biology Instructional Strategie9 OBIS). Pond Guide. Berkeley,
California: Lawrence Hall of Science, 1974.

and Ingle, L. Seashores, New York: Golden Press, 1955.
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- Activity-#30-

ECOLO* STUDIES IN.CEMETERIEs'

' by,Beth.Schultz

Focus: Cemeteries are open green spaces. Sometimes they are the only
open spaces in a city neighborhood. .Many kinds of plants ana aniMals
live there. Peóplé alAo use them as.parks and even-playgrounds. Why-.

not usea nearby cemetery for ecology-activities? .A

.A.14112Rgs!it Explore-a cemetery near.yehr home or'school. Find out
how many different piants and animals live in the demete'ryaor Use it
some of the time,. How do these'organisms use_the area? HOW are they
able to purvive there? -How,do'people'use the area?'

Uow-To-Do=-It:

,.

I) "Mtike a map of the cemeteryY Divideit Alto *small areas so that
grbups of youngsters can explore one arpa at.4 time, -This will
help kids keep more Accurate records.of theit'observatioT3,

.
. .

,

2)- Notice plantsgrOwing on, or near .0,11,stloWw*Ejsy-:- How''Maliy-ikinds
'7.,;'

of lichens, mpsses,' or other7,7SMarl-,:pfinitS:40.:ybipll.n0 .Db;they
growon all stones or only..olfsdme.kinas ofStiótieT.:::Compittel:Plamt

: ....:r.,

growth on stones in shady, damp placeslwith
-

$

3) flow many different kifids,of trees_and shrilbs 4re groWldg'in.phe
area? Which loo lc. adthoughsthey were planted by people- Which ,
look as though they grew naturally? What is y9ur evidence?
(Expected discoveries: You may see some berry-bearing shrubs
growing at the base (40lia head -stone; They probably yere 'plantecr!
by birds. 'Speculate:. Were the largest.trees there When.the
tory was.new? Look ae dates ow markers near the largest trees. .

kre any of the markers tilted by pressure from the roots?)

"15 1

4) Compare condition of trees along the,roadways with those several
feet.from the roati. (Hint: Look for .injuries on the trunk which
may have been caused by truckd.) Compare width'of road?ays in
the old part of the cemetery with that of roads near the newer

40 parts. If there are differences, what can you infer?

5) Look for birds and their nests (Caution: DO pm disturb nests
durihg spring and summer)., In spring you may hear more birds thai
you see. How many kinds do yotillear or see- In fall; when, the
leaves have dropped, you can find nests,more easily. Try't0 iden-
tify the birds that you See. What.kinds stay, in the area all year

.

,:Look for mammals. If there are large trees
Do.people feed the birds and squirrels? If

what they are eating. %

LI
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7)' Find 11nsec/s.0 There must e many kinds there because insects
Jive wharever plants gro..w.- Observe.their activities.-

.1(
.8) Finally, netlbe how people use:the cemetery. In one old emetelly

'in a ciey,'obServerS nôtdeed that peopld use the open spgce to
walk their dogs, to eat their lunches, or just to sit iethe sun
on warm days.

:
Ifur.s1-19.thaiies:

ii

1) Tstimatelthe age of your cemetery. What evidence could'You 1160

2). Estimae-ehe,nunihers Of 1;arious-planta and animals,livin0.n your
. .

4- cemetery, -__ - , _ _

-

References:

Hulsart, Mary'J. and Vivlan, V. Eugene. Cemeteries add Environments:
A Humanistic Approach. Browns Mills, New.Jersey:
:and(Environmantal Studies Centei., 1974.

conservntion

TOomas, J. W. and Dixon, R. A. "Cemetery Ecology." NatuEsliHtltala,
61-67, March 1973.
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Activity 1131

'PUDDLE POPULATIONS.

by David R. Strontk

Focusi Organisms:within a puddke go through a serills of successiorial
changes during the spring,months.

aialleragsA: Identf several different sPecies of plants and/or
animal's which Will appelir;j1ourish?, and-diaappeitr in'a large puddle
during the spring.months. Compar6 the variety of'specieskin a polluted

-these -in a -relatively clean .one. -Measure -some --of --the

environmental conditions which may favor the growth of populations;

Materials anciLE

Shovel
Large plastic sheets, e.g., from garden waste,bags
Cupful of any fertilizer
Small paper or plastic cups
Thermometer
Magnifyieg lenses
Rulers
White-boftomed pans (optional)
Microscope with glass slides and coverslips (optional)

4

How,To-bo-It: The study.site may consist of small naturally-occurring
41

ponds (puddles). If none:are conveniently4located,- dig out:a couple
of small holes in the ground. The suggested size of the'holes is about
three to six feet in diameter and one or,to feet deep at the deepest
point. Line both holes with plastic fromla large garden waste bag.
The purpose of the plastic is to keep th4 water from seeping into the

-- earth.

Encourage older children to heIp in digging-out the holes. IdeeAlly,

,the boles will be lsocated within a courtyard of a school where they can
be easily obsArved and protected. Even young children should assist in
covering the bottoms of the holes. One puddle should be telatively:
clean with only iags, rocks and 'pebbles added to the bottom.. The other
puddle should have a muddy bottom and a cupful of any fertilizer added
to the water.

Organize the youngsters into teams of at least three or more persons.
Each team should keep a log of developments in each puddle. 3he log
should record the follewing data:

1) date
f'"

2) time of day the observation is made

3) general state of weather 00 thfit day.(cloudy, rainy, stknny)



..r

00'

4) tethperature of the water

5) color and odor of the water

6) turbidity,
v4,

l

,1*

7) gqfteral appearance of a eupful of water from each puddle

8) a count and identifi6ation of-one or more species characte

tic of the,sample taken fl;om each puddle. (For example,, te

mosquito.larvae may be found wriggling in acup of,Aater
removed as a samge from One puddle.) .

. .1heinambers of.each team:should aCcept various_responsibilities for.

gathering'and rocordipg data fromboth puddles.

Turbidity is measured by loweeing the tip ef a ruler into a puddle and

recording the point at which the.tip disappears in the mudA or cloudy

water. For!axample, the tip may no longer be Seen when the ruler is
inserted.ten inches into the water. This depth of ten inches is

recorded as the turbidity measurement. %

Samples taken from eacb puddle should always be taken with the same size

cup, to allow direct comparitidns. Observations of the sample may be

d9ne by simply looking into the cup, and noting-the larger' plants and

animals.. More detailect work can Jae done when.the contents of the cup

are poured out ihto a large whieie-4bottomed pah. Using magnifying lenses,

roungsters may then see many smalranimals which may'be more''easily

counted. If microscopes are available, a wet mount will alLOW the study

of minute organisms which otherwise would remain beyond visibility.
\

Both.puddles will probably contain a wide Variety of plants and\animals

during the late.spring. The youngsters will be-able to.obserVe the
pattern 'of succession by which one type of dominant'speeies is gradually

replaced by another. For example, mosquito larvae maYlleurish for a

time but later entirely disappear. In the later.stages; backswImmers

may appear and increase in numbers.

The fertilized puddle.will support a more-concentrated Population of

algae and ether water plants. In this.environment, N419May anticipatq
that Most small_animal populations will also be relatively higher.

The data may also support the hyPothesis that higher temperature and

greater sunshine favor larger populations.*

The nuMerical data of this study can easily be represented on graphs er

histograms. Using the data, the youngsters Eamuld be able to-answer

the following questions:

1) When did thd population of recorded ,species begin to increase
rapidly? When did these populations kltabilize or begin to decline?

2) What temperatures favored the most rapid growth of populations?

10711 2
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3) What weather conditions favored

A

4) Contrast life in the.fertilized
lized puddle. What comparisons
unfertilized laWns?

Further ChAlianafts:

1) Contrast measurements made in artificial puddles with those froni
x naturally occurring ponds.,

2) ktaintain data on the same puddles during a comPlete year and for
several years. Note-the annual fluctuations of populations.

growth?
4

pt,iddle with that of thh unferti-
can be made to fertilized and

3) .0antrast samples from puddles with those from,floWing streams.

Reference:

Outdoor Biology Instructional Strategies (OBIS). Pond Guide. Berkeley,
Caiifornia: Lawrence Hall of Science, University of California,
1974.
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PLAY IN TIM Waal

by Wil1iiui sz)rerison t.
144

4e-

Ac.tivity,#32

Focus: Soil that has been tindisturbed for long periods of timePtends
to form distindt layers called soil horizons. These.layers vary in
color, thickness, and'compositiri-ETTit natural habitats. For
examplei soil layering.in a grassy meadow 0s quite.different,frdm that
found in a deciduous forest.

5

54-

iitll samplea Alse-fOrM-minihabitats for poplatiOns plantb
and small animals.

Challenser Find out if the soil is layered in your:schoolyard and in
otlwr aarby-study sites. Find out how fast your schoolyard soil
absorbs"water. Survey small schoolyard sdil samples for tiny plants
and animals.

Lifiti191.1111.2T1IX212222.91:

-
Pebbles
Shovels
'juice cans (remove both ends with a can opener).
Water measurlid into l/44iter portions (in jars or cans)'
WristwaCch,;stopwatch, or alarm clock-with second hand

, Jars about 3/4 foll of water (with..top6)
'Hand lenses

%

How-To-Do-It: Divide your class.inte dmall,groups and give e4c11 group
a pebble. Have a member of with group close his/her eyes and'throW the
pebble on your schoolyard (or other) soil Study site. Each group cans
then use'the soil immediately beAath its pebble aa the study sample.
(This procedure,allows for random sappling of the soil of your study

'site.)
s/

. /

The following activities can be d'one at eath pebble-marked loeatiOn:

1). Water absor tibn investi atien. Have kids puski a juice can(open
6n both endg) about one exil into the soil. Then they can time
how long it takes for 1/4.1iter of water, poured into the can, to
sink into the soil. Comparison of,water absorption times from all
groups can be used for later class discussion of relative soil com:-
paction and composition.'

2) Soil_pirofile study:. Each group can use o small shovel.to cu
triangular wedge of soil (about 30 cm wide anal' 50 cm deep) near
where the 'pebble fell. Ktds can exatine the wedge and look for
layers or regions of different/colots and textures. If layers are'
present, their Ihickness,can.be measured, and comparisons of parti-

. gle sizes, cola's, and texturescan be noted.

109
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For further investigaqiion
t

.can take a saiNple of each
qtey can shake the'lar an
deparat.' the arig na

of each soil layer dIscovered, kids
isar and place it in a jar of water;

et he contents settle. This will .

scompcnents. Ar' vame of the same component.found in all the
jars? Are edlcrs or textires apparva in the jars that wete
not observable in the original soil samples?.

3) Soil creature suevex. Youngst.Irs can use hand lenses to search
'each layer of soil in another sample for small plants and dnimals.
Each group Ixlight make a chart showlpg a cross-section of their
soil sample and the numbers and types of green plants, fungi,

., insects, worms, and spiders found at various depths in the soir.
---Mbete-are-Wat .,livitig-things-found in-the sail?- Which-creatures---

are.foUnd deepest in the soil? What adaptations do same of these
creatures have for liiring underground? 0

1) Hammer a wooden stake into the ground nea,F each pebble-marked soil
study lbcation. Compare the effort needed to drive the stake with
the' compaction results of the water absorptiOn study.

21 Cover one siide of a large piece of cardboard withrubber cement.
nace a soil sample wedge on the cardboard so one side ot the
sample makes firm contact with the cement. Dump the soil off

the cardboard. A soil profile should then be recor ed on the .

sticky surface:

0
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aTREAM STUDIES

\\.

Actiyity.#33

. ,

by JoAnne Jones arld William Sprenson

r-

Focus: A creek or streaN located nearby your school cah be a fascinat-
ing place for long-term ecological:studies, Both physical and biologi-.
cal characteristics of a stream change considerably dur.ing a year, Muth
can be learned by monitoring these changes. \

I:

.

921....11191es: Moni or the flow% teplperature, dissolved materials,.bank
_erosion and .depos ion of -0 -at-ream -during -an entire school year/ --Moni-
tor the populations of liming orgahisms found in a stream at different
seasons during a school year.

141,972.11.LnsLET.,....2d. nien :

Large- sheets of paper hnd felt-tip markers for maps!
Meter sticks'
Long wooden pole (optional)
Boots for youngsters
-String.
Thermometers
Ping-pong ball or cork
Stopwatch or wristwatch
Homemade aquatic collecting devices (see Appendix)
Large jars
White plastit basins Koptional)
Cameras (optional)
White jar lids

s'

4

How-To-Do-It: If you are fottunate enough to have a stream near your
school, your class can be organized for year-long monitoring of changes
taking place in the stream. At several times (perhaps three to el,ght):
during the year, kids can conduct the following activities, keep4Ti
data, and make interesting comparisons.

Mapping.and. Photographing: Groupa.of kids c,p be assigned to diqerent
sections of the stream. They can make a detailed map ot their stream
section including shape- and inclination of the banks, depth of the
water, rocks, .trdees, rapide.and still water areas,,ett. If the stream
is a shallow one, youngsterb with bzets can carry meter.sticks right
into the water to measur2, depths. ft-this is not feasible, perhaps
long sticks can be-obtained.from which measUring linesAnd weights pan
be dipped into the water.

-

If possible, youngsters should accurately measure the width of the
stream at several places and try to make a top-view map of the stream
drawn to s6Ale .if cameras are available, photos taken of identical
sections.of the streamat different times during the year can be quite
intriguing.,

S.
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: Kids can measure a distance of 10 meters
along the stream path. One youngster can drop a bright-colored cork
or ping-pong ball at the upstream starting point of the 10:-meter course.
He, should yell "start". as he drops, the float and another youngster (the
timer) starts a stopwatch or notes-tife position of the second hand on.a

"wristwatch. A third youngster should be positioned at the downstream
end of the 10-me'ter section and yen 'stop" just as the float passes
the finish line... The timer notes the eime, in seconds, for the 10-
meter journey of the float. i'The velocity of the stream can chen be
calculated as follows:

distance (10 meters)
(?) meterb per second

time of travel in seconds

To find meters per hour, do these calculations:

Velocttyi(meters per hour) to. (meters per, second) it 60 sec. x 60 min.

to determine kilometers 'per hour, divide the result of the above calcu-
lation by 1,000.

1,
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It is usually a good Idea to Neasure the time of the 10-meter journey of

the float several times and then use an averagje time for your other

caleulations.

_Ilatt.Lu_18._rixT, Kids can measure water tempe'ratureb at dWer-
ent Aspths of. water An their stream section, and.also measure soil
temperatures along the stream banks.' They might measure air tempera-.

.tures above the water.and the stream banks'and make comRarisons. These

measurements can be reeorded,on their.maps.

91...)a.ej_.vssoll: Kids can compare.the amount of materials
dissolved in stream water in two ways:

1) _Cbilect.four to five liters.of the water In'alarge_jarand_le...thP.._
sediment.settle.tb the bottom of the jar for aLfew days. Then
meaeure the thickness of the sediment layer.

2) Suspend a white jar lid from a string. Then lowdr the jar lfd into

the water slowly until it cannot be seen. The distance the lid is
lowered is the reltive measure of-eile amount of dissolved material
in the water.

0,1A9Ly.:14i_y_:_k_g_gratsi_itne: Youngsters Zaft use a variety of dip nets,

bottom strapers, and plankton nets to temporarily capture and observe.
creatures thatAnhabit the stream (plans for various aquatic collecting
devices you can build are included in the Appendix). To encourage a
"no damage'tb the environment" ethic, have kids collect eiganisms and
observe them ih jars'or whice plastic basins, and Chen return them

unharmed tp the stream. Small samples-of mud and water mayrbe,taken
back to your classroom for microscopic eNamipation if microscopes are
available. Kidb may. want to sketch or photograph some of the larger

creatures found. Ideritificati2n of.some of the organisms can be accom-
plishdd by consulting approptiate fieldguides and sourcebooks. Or,

kids can invent their
(

own names and classification schemes for the

creatures. ..,

118
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After a stream monitoring field.trip, one or more classroom sessions

can be devoted tO Analysis and comparison of the collected data. As

the year progresses, youngsters are likely to obierve dramatic changes

in the -Physical characteristics and biological populations of the

stream. ,Encourage.them to make-inferences to account.fo hese

changes, and'perhaps try experiments to test their ide41.

1), Find out how.to test the Chemistry of the'water in your stream.

Monitor changes in chemicals present.

2). Make plaster Asts of footprints of animals found on the banks

-,of your stream.

3) Try to estimate the volume of water flowing.in your stream.

4) -Try to estZmate the amount of sediment carried by your.stream.

5) Where does your stream begin? Eqe. Is the water used for any-

thing? Explore to find answers to these questions.

119
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE ACTIVIllfiS
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Activity #34 .

SCHOOLYARD STRiAMS, LAXES:AND DAkiS

by Miehael-it: Cohen
4

Focus: Miniature exaniples'ef"-itreams, lakes, and dam& can be found in

schoolyardS duringind'after tains. Thesd mini-examOles exhibit Most

of the geologic charattristics'Of their:larger counterparts, but they

are Much more aceesSible to,observation and'experimentation. 'They also
go thtough,geologie developMent and evolution mueh 'more qbickly. Kids.
dan witness strealerotlion; meandering, ahd the-life cycle of a.lake

in less- than an hour. .T6y ean also have ehe fun.a.bUilding Mihi-
dams 'and,witnessing.the, resulting effects on an:environment.

Observe and experiment with miniature streams, lakes, and
dams in your.schooiyard. Compare their characteristics to those of
large-scale geological counterparts.

Materials

Notebooksor,drawing paper, pencils
Sticks or spoons for mini-dam building
Small corks, bits of styrofoam, or other buoyant materials

How-To-Do,4t% Start with this question: .Where are the closest's.treams,
lakes, and dams to this classroom? This can lead children fo the unan-
ticipated idea that small examples of these geplogical5forms might be

found right,in the schooly,ard..

Immediately-after a rainfall, lead youngsters on 4, tour of your school-

yard in seerCh of small streams, lakes and dams. When some of these
have been located, children can Nork in grops' and make mote detailed

observations. Each group:can fnVent names for, make sketches of, and
tch the evolution'of a stream. and/or lake. Current flow rates of

different streams can be compared'by.obqervifig small corks or styrofoam
Pieces float with Ole currents. Encourage kids to look for signs of

:erosio6 and soil being tarried aV Ideposited by Ihe streams. If '

natural ,lakes Pre found, the following questions can be considered:

1) Where do lakes form? Why in one location,rather than another?

2) What causes lakes

3) Where does the w

to get larger? -Smaller?

er for a lakSqome, from?

4) What happens, in time; to lakes fed by sediment-bearing streams?

Children will enjoy using atones or mud to.dam up some of the mini-

streams. Have them Predict, before building a dam what effects-the

dam will ha/e. Will aclam completely step a stream? What.i3hape will

the body of water formed by a dam have?

A.
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It is also a worthwhile experience to have kids build dams along

'expect44-stream beds before.a. rainfall and then obperVej40Aur g.
or after the raih shower. ; Kids can study.the area behind 4414ir demi'

.As the water dr4s up. What type of material is found thefeT,)What

wo'Uld happen to,ihis al:ea over a long'period of'time?
A

.

Lots of variitións .of these-activities are conceivable, .If,water runti-

in a Ntream along a street or parking lot, it will often have a film

on top. The oil-films proVide obsbrvable patterns kids can use

to better understand streaM flow. Straight lineslim the surface oil-

films indicate smooth now, while swirling-patterns signal.turbulence.

Look for relationshipa between,strpam turbulence, erosion, and meandiar.-

ing. .

-
When lakes dry up, various sorts of materials are left behind ih the

dry lake beds. Try to find out where the lake-bed materials aame,from.

Have kids predict what happens to a lake,as material continues to be

AN, deposited (eventually it.becomes a marsh 'end tillen dry land).
,

, kider will better understand
ion, and rake life-cycle,,and some

And, it can be a lot Of fun!

As a result of activities like these
'patterns of strgrmflow, lake format
of the onvironm 'Affects of dams

-ti

1) How long does it take for schoolyard streams and lakes to dry up?

Does this var 'depending on the time of-year? Conduct observa-

tions to find ut. a

4 2) ConsUlt geology booka to find out how many.of the characteristics
. of'schoolyard.qtreams and litkds ap y to large-Scale bodies of

water.

A.

3) Which would carry more sedimenta fast-moving or a slowpfloving

stream? Do some experiments with schoolyard streams to find out.'
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APRo§s THE SMALL DIVIDE

by Michael R. Cohen

Aceivity -1/35

Focus4 A divide -is the line separating drainage systems. 'The top of/

.eveil hill or riseoin the landscape is, in effect, a divide. TheT'

Continental Divide does not separate a continent in half. It is the g

place where water flows in different directions. There are divaes _
which separate water iilow east and west and those that separate the flow ..-

north and south. The main idea is that a divide indicatbs the boundaries

Of a draidage- dysteb. The -draineka aould -be -as-smali-a-s-a vart.-ef-L4 isiAall-----------
valley, schoolyard or backyard or as large as half alcontinent. Drginage

basins become important when considering water.resources.

Challengl: Find answers.to these queations: How many divides did you

cross on your way to schOol? Where is the closest divide? Who,can

locate the closest divide?,.

n!..921i111.11.1.1(La4p2215L:

Plastic gallon jugs
Dictionary,. /-
Meter stick or other straight stici
CoMmercial leveror glass of water used as a home-ma40 level

How-To-Do-It: Most childremwill have treuble with the word divide.

It sounds like an arithmetic function. This is ail opportunity to die-.

cess the multiple meanings of:words (a dictiodary will-help). The

geologic divide is sim4ar to the arithmetic-division in that it
.

,

separates. twO areas, like dividing a pie.. But it .is different in that

the separatiop is eaused by height and not by size.

The idea of geologic divide is novel'to most children and helpful to

those who have heard of the Continental Divide. They will quickly

begin to find.examples of divides atound scho61. Hills are the easiest

place to start. Have children suggest various places around the school

or their homes they think AreAivides.

The next atep is to draw a map of an area indicating the dilYides. This

map may take two forms; a small detailed map of a specific area silch as

the school yard or backyard ef a home, or a leSs detailed-map of several

blbcks, a.section of the-city, coupty or'larger. area. The'children
should locate the di:Ades On the map and then indicate the direction of

the water-floW from:the crest of the divide. An example oC a map of the

.divides around a.ehild's home 1.1 allownt "
in Figure 1.

1.t iS possible that children Will have trouble indicating the direction

of water flow along some divides. There'are several ways student opin-

ions abouot the location of divides and water flow from the crest can be



substantiated. The simplest ts to have them pour water along the top of'

the divide and watch the way it runs down the sides. They can experi-

ment with a thin spray of 'water, a deluge of water, water in a wind, etc.

The'reason for this type of experimenting is tg.check their original

thoughts. In some cases the use of water still leaves doubt as to the
direction of the water flow. If that:happens, or if the children want

to check their original measurements again, it is possible to use a
commercial or home-made level. The children can'lay the meter stick ,

along,the crest of the divide and use a level,to indicate the direction
and extent of the alppe around the divide.

c.
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Figure 1. ,Map'of area arpund a .child's home with indication,fof divides

(dotted ,4fnes) tnd wAter fLow from the dtvides (arrows),.
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Youngsters can make their own levels using a glass of water (a clear

plaatic glass.is bast). Have them use thifi tape or'a marking pen to

make a line about four centimeters from the top of the glass. This

line mak parallel the bottom,oA the glass. If this glass level is

placed oh even ground and filled with water to the line, the water

will reach the marked line all around the glass. If the glass:is

placed on unlevel ground, the water will rise' over one part of the

marked line and fall below another section of the line.

As a resiat of this activity the children'may become aware that water

falling on the ground doe's follow a particular path. They will more

fully undeerstand the conditions that deteraine the flow of water into

streams'and rivers. This information is basic'to an understanding of

the drainage patterns in various parts of the United States, and the

effects of the drainage patterns Oh flooding; farming, irrigation,

highway and building sites, and flood control.

DartImECIALImarit:

l),'Visit a,constructApn site and observe various gullies cut into the

soil. Predict which gullies will grpw larger And where drainage

basins will form.

7) "Which would ilavb more ren-eff water-n.a paved parking lot or a wooded

area?-plake some observations to support your ansWer to this question.

Note otOafetx:, In this activity the children are likely to find sc'ee of

the divi-des on or near streets. .They should be cautioned to Stay on the

sidewalks at all times'and not to conduct meadurements in he street,
A number of containers for water, jegs and glasses may be used in this

activity. These,Kgaeld be made out of plastic and never out of breakable

mateiial.

1 6
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Activity #36

A VIENHOF THE MOON

by. Dorothy Alfke . .

Focus: This activity stresses the taportance of direct, concrete exper-
ielices as basic to true unders,tanding of complex interactions of bodies
within our solar system. Children are involvtid in a,natural outdoor

laboratoryobserving sky-..-to'Witneas patterns of change with time.
AfterAong-term observations and record keeping, the following ideas are
developed:

_

a. the moon appears to rise in the east, move in ap arc. across the
sky, and pet in the west.

b. the moon goes through an ol4erly sequence of.change In appear-

ance from full moon, through stages of gradual disappearance of
the right side portion until none of the moon is visible. Theq,

it reappoars as a right arcing crescent which gradually
increases to a.full moon.

c. this sequence of chtinge repeats itself in cycles of approximately .

four weeks.

d. the time when the moon is visible also follows an orderly and
predictable pattern of changei.e..:

6

- A full moon rises at about sunset and sets at about sunrise.
Ttie moon rises and sets about 50 minutes later each day.

- A, waxing quarter moon rises at about noon and sets at about
midnight.n.

- A waning quarter moon rises at gbout midnight and sets at

about noon.

Chal en e: Discover the orderly patt9rns of'movement of the moon through
our s y.

MAL.S14.1R4eUTEtTREaL:

Compasses
Hypsometer (see,Appendfx)

How-To-Do-It:. Launch this actiftty at a time when the sky is fairly clear
and the moon can be seen in the sky during at least half df the school
day. The moo4 should be in a phase between fftst waning "quarter" and
third waxing."quarter," preferably the waning quarter.

Take the class outdoors when you know the moon is visible. .Cantion the
children not to look at the sun at any timei Tell them to search the sky

and find the moon. .

.
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When all the children have found the moon, discuss its location.

1) is it directly overhead? Is it just abovethe horizon? Is it

:about 1/3, 1/2, 3/4 (etc.) of the *ay between the horizon and

directly overhead?

2) In what direction are they facing when they look .at the moon?

Draw on. any background the childreh have to estimate direction

(position of .sunorientation o school building, use of compass

if available).

Repeat the observatipre experience about one and a half hours to two

hours later. Include,in'the discussion the change in the moon's posi-

t-ion -from the -earl-ier-observ-atlon, Eetabllah a need and 'Interest fon

recording the information obtainedithrough observation.

Take the children back to the classroom and establish a method of keep-

ing records of theiPobservations of the moon.

Make an ongoing class assignment to- observe'tlie moon and record date,

-time, shape of moon, direction and elevation aboNae horizbn. After they

have been pbserving and recording tp identify patterns of change with .

time, have.them start listing qUestions that occur to them as they make

t1ieir .observations.

Wheneirer possible, take the class outdoors for moon observations:which
they-can incorporate into their cumulative record. Encourage xhe
chAdren eo include sequences duking 24-hour periods and sequences of

observations made at the same time for several days.

Incidentally, it is relevant to record time when the sky is clear and

no moon. is visible.
e .

Occasional class discussions are important to susta41 interest, to help

the children becote more skillf01 in keeping records and,to help them

identify the patterns of change with time.

As time goes'on, the children should be able to Ake predictions of hdn

and where the.moon can be seen in the sky. This will help them eval ate.
their.ideas of patterns of change as.they sather fnrther evidenCe.

Through experience they will become more efficient An their yiewing and

record keeping. They may figure out ways to reorganize their data to

show patterns :which support their ideas. They.also pill"grow in their

Concepts of the patterns of change' with tiMe i1n their view of-the moon.

4

Thisactivity should span at least two months so that the monthly cycle

is seen to repeat itself.- It may be necessary to extend,this period if.

there are too many eloudy days and nights for the patterns to become

opponent to the children.

a
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date

:

One Way for Children to Record Their Observations

(indicate a.m. or p.m.) shape of moon direction elevation

*Note: We suggest. tieing a coin for outline, live children draw in visible
f

portion shading paq.not visible.

Furthei4 ctiallsaas

1) Encourage the children to observe conspicuous features they can see
on the visible surface of the Moon. Have them include these In their
drawings of the moon in their records. This
tent evidence that the moon,always keeps the
the earth. Their cumulative evrdence.can be
examining photographs of the moon 1.1:1 various

4

will produce,the impor-
same aiae turned toward
.further supported by
reference books.

Plan ahead for a time when the moon will rise during the schOol day.
Arrange for the class to be outdoors at this.time.- .Establish with-
the classqthe idea that just over the curve4of the earth toward .the
eastern horizon, the moon is located in space. As they watch and
wait, the turning eatth will-carry.them aroun0 to a position.Where
they will.be able to See the moon. If,the motii does. not appear in
a short time, have individual children take turns "standing watch"
to aleit the class to when it "rises." The'rest of the class can
begainfully occupied with some othe'r outdoor education activitY or
playground activ4y.

Reference:

Science and Children, published 'by the National Scien6e Teachers,Asso-
ciption, has a regular C1endar feature. This will provide
information you need for moon-viewing.

,r1



Note: The rising time for your
stated in sky.ealendars for any
mountain on the eastern-horizon
risen higherthan the sea level
data is given.

"0"

T.

0.

location may vary from the times
of several reasons. A hill- or

will,blook the moon until it has.
horizon for whieri the sky.calendar
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Activity 1137
I.

AND NOW FOR 1HE LOCAL WEATHER REPORT

'by William Sorenson

Focus: When the weather forecaster announces that th temperature today -

is 20°C (68°F) and the. wind istmoving 221ph (15mph) from the southwest,

does this.mean these measurements apply Imayktat in your vicinity?

Probably not. The temperature, wind speed, light intensity, and humid-

ity can vary a good deal, even within ehe'immediate surro\mdings of a

school building.

Challenjos; Determine the ,temperatur-e, wind apid
ty and light intensity of a number,of locations. around your Ohool.

Make comparisons of data collected at ttle.various sites.

Wooden stake (about 30 cm. long)
Hammer
TheFmometers
Human Hair
Wind vane
Anemometer
Photographic ligh4 meter
Magnetic compass

kff

Howalo-D Divide the class into groups and assign each group to

reeor wea data at a variety of different locations aroUnd yeur

school gro 8. Select areas that:are 1Wely tobe different from each

other; 'corners of the school, an area under dtree, a 'paved area, a

grassy area, etc. Each,group can be issued (or they can build) a set

of measuring instruments, or this equipment can he shared among the

groups. At each study site, the followit% measurements may be made:

S.
Students can build thesp(see Appendix).'

tl

1) tem erature-push a wooden stakiiinto the ground to make a hole about

15.cm inches) deep. Place/la thermometer in this hgle. Locate

a second...thermometer on the iturface of the ground, and a third 15 cm

above the ground. Wait,three to four minutes and then record temper-.

atures.'

2) humidity-.:-use a human hair hygrometer to, measure the amount o

moisture in the air.

can be quite precisely measured with a photo-

'. graphic light meter.

4) ..FIALLITP..1°J.A.PAIIIIELt2,27-use_an anemometer to measure wind speed .

and A wind vane to determine the direction wind is coming from.
11--

--It will probably take kids about' 15-20 'minutes to gather the.data. The,

entire class may then meet to compare results. It is quite likely they

128
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will ffnd that readings will vary a fair amount from staEion to
Compare the reading:2,1:mm each station, one variable at a time,

youngsters suggest possib1e-sxplanations for differences noted.

the class might discuss the accuracy of weather forecasts made

ieographical areas.

LIEL-129.E.SIAILSER:

station%
and have

for broad

1) Compare local weather readings in diverse environments: paved

meadgw, woodland, biach, and streamside.

lot,

2) Experiment with ways to change the weather conditions at,your rocal
schoolyard measuremnt stations.

fa

4
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SUNEEAM TARGET PRACTICE

by Alan McCormack
/

Focus: Almost everyone has had fun reflecting sunbeams l',D3m. pocket

mirrors. Why not use this caimal pastime as. the basis for some good

outdoor investigations of the ecience of, light? Principleb of light

reflection can be learned in the guise of an outdoor target game.

Challenges: Find out, how the sizelof a mirror-reflected beam Of sun-

kightAelates_ to _the size of the mirror 'and the distance to a target.
Find out ii paper' shapes attached to mirrors are reflectdd as -dows.

Ity to determine how far a light beam can be reflected from a mirror.
Reflect the same light beam between two or:more mirrors and hit a

target.

'Activity 1/38

Materials and Equipment:

Small pocket mirrors
Tape measures

\ 2 cardboard boxes
Plasticene clay

\ Construction 'paper

Xlasking tape

Obtain a number of small pocket mirrors. On a sunnY. day,

issue a mirror_ tao each _stud,dnts or _ea h _pair of students. Go out to the.

schoblyard and' find a place-where a .shady area is .piadd-by-a-wall of
your school building.

MeasuOng,Sunbeams: Have kids. reflect light from the sun on to the

shady,\ school wall. Then'usqtape measures to find the sizes of the
mittots (perimeter or area) andthe sizes of the corresponding spots

of lilht gp the

A) Al th.g7"beflected light spots .phaped liket the Mirror or-like:the sun?

2) What happens 'to the size of a light spot as you ahange the distanee .

of ;the mirror from the wall?

3) _How\ far away from the wall can you get and still reflect a light-
.

beau\ an to the wall?

tr2,22,22.22.11211.2a: Suppose you cut out a star shape from

paper and attach it to the center of a mirror with doubled-ovelib masking
,

tape.

130134
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Will the shape lie projeceed as a shadow within qte,sunbeam? Try it and

P see:

"You can also maim construction paper, "ftames" in-different shapes for

the mirrors and investigate how the-ice.are Deflected.

paper WIth
cut-out'shape.

mirror
4-tape.

exposed
tape I mirror

surface

,t.,

CombIning Sunbeams: What happeris if lights from two or more mirrors are
shone on t e same spot? Is combinedylight brighter on the same .asAight
from a'single mirror?

Target 44ctivi_ties: Place a cardboard box in the shady area. Have kids try

try to l'hit" th6-box with sunbeam& from their mirrors. They will .find

this easy to do.

Now set.up a mirror on top of the box so the,shiny side of the mirror'is
qierpendicular to the top of the box and is.facing the youngsters. Plasti-
.!cene Clay works well as mirror support bases.

OWC017

80A?

i-600.04 60A

Now piaCe another cardboard box or a wooden stake on the ground som*where
tiear where the class is standing. Challenge the kids to reflect sunbeams
from their mirrors to the stationary mirror, and then'hit thq tar et!
This isn't (tasyl=but it can be done. If you are lost y my description,G

there is h setch of the activity set-up on.the,next page.
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Try to get kids to figure out the rekationship between the angle at

which the lightIfeam hits a mirror.ilnd the anglezthe beam reflebes

awayifrom it (they are the same--as physicists say,-"the augle of

inciaence:is equal to theangle,ofreflection").

You can vary the a4ie of the statiohary grrot ana the,pldeement
of the target and have some enjoyablotArget practice.

t11427A,27.11021-1E1.84

1) Try to hit a target after rpflecting a ligh't beam among ehree

mirnars.

2) Develop a signal code Par mirrors and light beam
e

.
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Activity 739

OUTDOOR PSUHEDELIC LIGHT SHOW

by Alan McCormack

4,
Fools: Though most kids .have played with reflections of sunbeams from

pocket mirrors, very-few have explored mirror reflections of colored

beams of light. With very simple materials it is possible.to prodUce
431.cent-colored light, mix and wove the beams, and even orthest e

your class's own psychedelic,light show!

Ch/allenges: Produce and reflect colored beams of li t from simple

potmt-mitrars. -Discover -the =colors resul ting trotti-mix

and green light beams. Put pn yourown psychedelic light show.

:

Small mirrors
Red, blue, and green transparent cellophane or plastic
White paper
Masking tape
Battery-operated tape recorder or radio (optional)

How-To-Dp:-It: On a sunny day, take your class out to your schoolyard .

, °and go to a wall of the school that is casting a shadow. Provide small

pocket mirrors and different Color,00f tYansparent.cellophane or plas-

tic to cover the shiny faces.of the mirrors. When kids reflect sun-
light from these covered mirrors,'they will find tIle reflected. beams

to be the color of the material covering their mirrors.

Iti.:_)2LC._21.gdamil(242y2a: As a scientific experiment, have kids systemati-

cally mix the light beams. They can ao this by reflecting two or-more
di4erent colors on the same spot on a white piece of paper tavad to

the shaded school wall. Everyone will be in for a surprise--beams of,
colored light do not mix in the same way that colored pigments lio! with
paint pigments, red and grben would blend into a browniS'h-gray. With '

light beams, they form yellow! The following diagram of overlapping
colored beams shows what you can expect"from this experiment:

1153 9
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Esalus1u_a_aghLjg.122: Now for some real fun. If.pessible, play

Setae music on a battery-operated tape player or radio. Have the kids

line up in a position where they tan rbflect sunlight from their

color-generating mirrors onto thi shaded wall of your school. Kids

can now move and bleild their light beams to the cadence of the music,

'resulting in a ht4e moving kaleidoscopeof colors--a psychedelic light

show! If you wish, prepare a script for the show, having blues and

greens take centey stage during slower or more somber music, and reds

'and whites take over for livelier numbers. Have kids use their imagi-

nations in developing the show,,and then invite another class tocbe

your audience. Try it, you'll like it!

Etts.L.,c1_,...la11n a2E: .

0

1) Mix paint pigments and compare results with mixtures of light

beams.

2) Try placing two or more layers of different colored transparent

materials in front of the mirrors. Do they mix?

3) Try reflecting colored beams from one mirrdi.to anoth6r. Can

it be done? Do the.colors Change?.

19.
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Activity #40

RAIMOW gPpTS

by Alan McCormack

'Focus: White light is actually a composite of all colors: red, .orange,

yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet. Most objects we observe do not
generate their own light, but reflect light to our eyes which our brain-

interprets as a particular color For instance, a green leaf appears
green because it absorbs all .other colors excepegreen from white sun-
light, and refletts green wavelengths of light to ourAres. The colored

wavelengths that are absorbed by the leaf tend to be converted to heat
euer y, a _ 1 e. All-objecLa expoaed to -surft±ght
are affected by this same principle--they absorb some wavelengths
(coliov) of light and become warm as 4 result; and they reflect some
wavelengths, giving them their apparent color.

This activity is one approach to helping youngsters investigate rela-
tionships between qolor and heat absorption. It woad be an excellent
follow-up to ,Hot S ots and Cold.S ot , Activity #46.

Challenge: Find out which colors absorb sunlight and become warmest.
Also determine which colors stay-coolest under the same conditions.

lytterkApLAELERmalmt.:

8 or 10 empty identical soda pop bottles
8 or 10 thermometers
Plaaticene clay. .

Spray paint, -tempera paint, or construCjtion paper in as many of the
following colors as you can obtain (red, orange, yellow, blue,

-green, indigo, violet; black, White).

How-To-Do-It: Paint, or attach construction paper to, your soda'
bottles so that you have a spectrum of different colored.bottles.
Place a thermometer in the mouth of Bach bottle, and secure it with
a lump of Plasticene claY so that'the bottle becomes air-tight.

(ZSMOIYMAZAr
Artoq:A~rtir
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Place all bottles in the same sunny place for one or two hours. Then
have kids'observe and, record temperatures of each bottle. liave kids
arrange the bottles ix: a series from hottest to. coolest. Discuss:
What would be the best colors to choose for clothing on hot days?
Cold days? What colgrs would be best for exterior house paints in

hot elimates? Which/color would be best for energy absorption in
solar energy deviCe0

ar_shtr...11.10:
1) Try a similar eXperlment us.14 colored water in transparent

bottles. Are the results the same?

Do a survey of 'the colors of animals found in hot and cold
Are,their colors" conararout-williMum-you-mIght faxpezti--

3) Gumdrops, Mfg jelly beans and other can:dies come in a' rainbow
of different colpis. Dg different colored candies melt at differ-
ent rates in warm sunlight? Do an exieriment and.,find out.

9
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Activity #41'

PATTERNS OF MELTING SNOW

by Dorothy Alfke and Michael R. Cohen

Focus:. Snow doesn't melt uniformly. Patterns are formed as, snow melts

on one side of trees, on dark surfaces; on prement, and on various

.parts of buildings. Whpre does snow melt first in the neighborhood of

your school? Do some rooftops melt snow more readily thpn others?
What factors are involved in melting of snow? ,4uestions like these can

be springboards for good outdoor activities during winter months.

,C4al1enges: Catalogue the spots whete snow melts first on the ground
in the neighborhood of your school. Make a school neighborhood map
recording snow-meltinvrates on rooftops of homes.and other buildings.

Develop reasonable explanations to account for observ6d dif6rences in

snow-melting rates.

Materials and Equipment:

Paper and pencils for maps
Crayons or colored marking pens
Cameras (optional)

How-To-Do-It: One way to begin this activity is by"o#serving youeschoglt
neighborhood 1?efore snow falls and make rough Maps recording youngsters'
predictions of places where they think snow-will melt first after a snow-

storm. They tan later compare their predictions with actual observations.

After snow has fallen, two main thrasts can be taken toward melting

studies:

Groupd Level Observations: Define some reasonable study areas for differ-

ent groups of three to five Children andidentify boundaries oteach area.
Have each group of youngsters make p rough m"ap of their study area, t44ing

sketches or symbols to identify prominbnt landmarks (buildings, trees,

pavement, etc.); Using &crayon or felt-tip marker of.a color contrast-
ing with that used.for:drawing the basic map, kids can then shade in

areas wtere snow,appears to be meltifig fastest.-



Each gypup can then ttir to develop hypotheses to'acco6t for the.snow-'

melting patterns they hhve observed. Some possibilities are:
0

1) The snow was not uniformly distribubed in the. first plece. Natural

objects deflect wind-blown snow causing it to fall unevenly.

2) The amount of sUnliglit falling on the ground varies from place to

place.

3) The color of the ground under the snow varies.

4) Melting snow patches result from hearby warm objects (walls of

buildings, metal pipes, etc.).

5) Soot or dust collects on the snow in some places causinit it to.

melt.

Elementary school children usually believe in one cause for an.effect

such as snow melqug, and then build a case to support their idea.

This activity'should help kids realize that several lectors may be

involved in causing an event,

itc_J21312mmtancal_l8: Be alert for a time following a snowtall when

rooftops show conspicuous differences in amount of stiow melt. Watch

for seme roofs, or parts of roofs, to be bare whemother roofs are

still snow covered. These differences may be observed-a day after a

snowfall or -several days later; depending upon several factors (i.e.

depth of snowfall, amount of sunshine following the apowfalli air

temperatures).

When condithns are right, take the Glass on a neighborhood field trip.

Draw the children's attention to the rooftops of the, various buildings.

Have them idatify dgferences in snow melt patterns on the rooftops.

You may want to dekvelop a map of neighborhood rooftops on which to

record the observdtions.
1.1

As children describe observed differences, encourage them to infer

cause and effect explanations for their,pbservations. Some of the

possible causes of variation in rooftop snow melting are:d

1) Roof slopes oriented toward the south often show evidence of snow

melt because they are exposed to the sun throughout the day.

2) Usually the more steeply sloping roofs will receive more nearly

-
perpendicular rays than those with less slope. Also consider

the effect of the steepness of -slope on snow slipping off the'

roof due tO gravity.

3) Often a difference in amount of snow can be observed between the

roof over a houqe portion and the roof over.an attached garage.

If slopes are essentially the same, the difference may be due 6

heat loss froth the heated house compared t6 the unheated garage,

141145



4) Differences may be observed due to shading yesulting from nearby

'trees or building structures.

.5) In cases where the snow wad light and dry and thpre mere heavy

winds, some differences might be explained bY wind direction

and Itind currents.
.,
J-.,,

,
..

6). Soot from chimneyd and otheksources may darken the 'fkow surfa4e,

increasing heatcabsorption. ''''

.7) The amount ef inulation varies in dgfilbent bujadingse

8) 'Temperatures Maintained in,buildings may val;y.

9---Co1o*--arMior -texture of rooftng-Materials-ArgOres-, affecting

.,,.., absorption and 'radiation of heat.

The inference Aspec.t.4 this kind of learning experience4s important.
For many of th'eobarvations, two or more inferences may 'bp equally

appropriate (or correct).i. In moat cases it is impossible to chek
such faotors as amount of insulation in'a-building_or temperature being

maintained.

But often when several inferences are stated, one or more can be elim-

inated through critical-thinking, further discussion and perhaps by

gathering additional Information.

Further Challenges:

1). Interview the occupants or owners of some buildings in your neigh-

borhood to try to find information about sndw melting on their
rooftops. (Are ceilings insulated? What temperature is main-

tained in the house? etc.)

2) Make a class collection of rooftop snor ilkelt photograph's. Havel

children write an 'flinference" story for each picture.

3) Develop a segies of proposals for saving 'héAt.energy'in local

hemes.

9
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COLORS AND-SNOW MELTING

by Man McCormack

%Ma

Activity #42.

FocNi4,: One of the factors involved in melting snow is color. Tbe-color

o objects touching snow and the color of surfaes underlying snow layers
can absorb solar-en rgy aid radiath it as heat, thus melting nearby snow.

Since differenp colored surfaces abserb and radiate different amounts of

enegy, they affect rates of snow-melting differently.

Which colcer on a surface would tend to melt snow most rapidly-eled or
-15-Ekir-YelLYW or black? -Mb can try this experiment and .finori6let-lbr.

themselves.

-

2.114.1.1111e: Find out which colors are moat:effective in absorbing,solar
fisnergy and radiating heat to melt snow.

Mater jscLU.t.li els#1.:

Colored felt or other cloth .squares (about 10-12 incfies square)

Paper punch or penknife
Large nails or small wooden pegs
Rulers
Materials for signs ter study site (optional)

,Obtain seme sqeares or rectangles-of colored felt (or

'other cloth). Felt squares are available in a variety of (ilors.in

fabric or hobby shdps and department Istores. These are quite inexpen-
.silie..'Try to get as many colors as ylou can, plus.white and black. If

epough felt is available, kids may work ip.groups of four-or five. Or,

the experiment may be sot up for the entire class to.observe.
:

HaVe the kids punch.a hole with a paper punch or penknife in each.corner
' of the felt square. Then insert a large nail; spike, or even,a small
wooden,peg through these holes (these will be used to anchor the sqUares

on the snow). After a new-fallen snow, have the class find an outdoor

area where the snow is likely to remain undisturbed. Tley may want tO
Rost stgns in the area indicating a sctenbe experiment is in-progress

41,,to prevent curious people from interfering with the experimental meter-

ialS.

Place one or more sets of colored felt.on the surfaee of the elbow. Each
felt square should be in a position,te receive the,samie.amount of sunA
light at all times during the day. Fa,sten the felt .to the snow with

corner spikes or small woodte :

Reiurn to observe the felts once a day,for several days. At each obser-
,vation kids should measure with'a ruler the depth to which each square
has hunkedinto the snow--this4s a good indicator of heat absorptioil by

the color of each felt. (The more heat is absorbed, the-more the snow



- melts under a particular felt.) Data charts or simple bar graphs can

be used to keep.track of the'observationw.-

A wrap-up discussion after completion of this activity should consider

questions such as:

1) Which color aksorbed the most sunlightl

2) Which reflected 'the mOst sunlight?
,

3) If a thermdMeter were placed on each dquarili during daylight Ildnrs,

on which one would the ttimperature be highest?

4) What colors would be best for-winter coatsV

hisiftES1222.1212mL:

1) Try S.vdriety of common objects .(aluitlinum foil, chalk, Seones,-

paper, leaves) on the snow.1 Which objeets absorb the*most heat?

(1

2) Free;e water colored with food colors-in ice cube trays. Use a.

variety of cOlors. Do the different colored cubes melt at
diffOrent rates when placed in sunlight op a windowsill? Tty

it and find out. , n-

,

p.
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Activity 1/43

SOLAR ENERGY ACTIVITIES

.by Vincent G. Sindt

!ocus: In light of today's energy situation, elemehtary teachers should
be continually searching for outdoor act* ities that deal w.ith the tre-
mendous potential of the sun as a source dC energy. Several.simple
activities can be done.with easily "scroun eable"paterials which will
help young people understand*some of th ba ic coticepts involved with

solaeheating.
.1 0.

aiMentary tetiati-rs
'the knaek of recogn
day iaterials Como
if poasible), blac
cans, bottles, and
meters of all shap
because of the br
experiments,

-bo involve student
zing valuable "junk'.
ly need are cardboar
paper, old newspapers

4iscarded aluminum pie
0-And sizes is helpful
ad number of comparison

,in.sfilar activities soon gain
that they can use. Some every-
totes, aluminum foil (recycled
clear plastid material,.tape,

pans. oA supply' of thermo-

for most sOlar experiments
that are made in these

Challenges: Build pie Pan selar energy collect6r6. Demonstrate the .

Itreenhouse'Effect." 'Find out which materials are-best for energy
'storage. Experiment to discover hOw angles to- the sun and insulat4:on
can affect efficiency of solar enerli:y collectors.

M teltals.ang E ui ment:

1.

Aluminum piePans
Spray paint (flat black)

I . . 1,

Thermometers .

... .

Masking tape .
. ..

Clear plastic fopd wrap
. r,,, i .

Cardboard boxes .,
,

Tin cans
A, variety of heat siorage materials (sand, sat; soil, water, etc. )

Insulation (newspapers:or styrofoam) ..-

C I

1iew-TeDo774: The,kollowi g activities are each designed to develop
;;;Ti-TIGM-63', concepts nvolved in opbration of solar eneqy'collec-

tors: -After'completing ese.activities, youngsters willbe ready to,'
build and test their collection devices.' ''

-:
.

4,

.

.. 0.

\,

-Ple Pan Ener Collett 're: Obtain two identical aluminum pie platob.
Paint one black and ve the other.shiny. Place a thermometer:in
eachand cover with e ual amounts of. W>ater. Then.,tput the pie platOse

ta :Ole sun and record their temperatures every 1045 minutes. Stddents
will.find thatialack suffaces absorb and radiate heat much more-effi7r
ciently than do Oiny, metallic surfaces.

\

4 / 0' V . .

4

t .

I n
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The Greenhouse Effect: The "Greenhouse Effect" is the idea.that light

energy can pass through trannparent materials (like glass of green-
houses) and be absorbed by dark-colored surfates (lite, greenhouse
potting soil) and be radiated as hesit energy. If transparent materials
completely enclose a space, the heat can be trapped in the space and
used to help grow plants, to heat water, or in many,other ways. ,

To observe the Grecnihouse Effect; paint two identical alulainum pie
plates black. Place a thermometer and identical amounts.of water in

each. Cover one pan with clearylastic food wrap and leave the other

Itncovered. Place both.setups in direct sunlight and record tempera-,/

ures very 10 minutes. Which pan heats up fastest? Which $ets hottest?

.S.21ax4.212m.isa: Different materials can be used to store'solar

(allergy. This is normally done by'converting sunlight to heat energy ,

and storing the heat energy in solid or lignid maitirials. Which
materials cap store energY.most rapidly? Which' materials store energy

for the longest,time? Try this experiment and find out. .

Paint sev'eral identical tin cans black. In each can place a different
material--sand, salt, flour, water, soil, vegetable oil or any other
safe material that is easily ,availakle. Di sure the leVel of the

materi4 in each can is the pame. Place all cans in sunlight and
observe the relative rates that temperatures increase in them. When.

ffcans hav'e"reached maximum temperatures, place them in a 661,, shady

place.- Thed observe rates of cooling.
4

Ask kids: Which material would be beet to use for storing solar.energy
in a hoese*Would the,material bejwactical?

'An.les of Solar 'Collect re: The anelAf.a.Solar colleeting devpe
.relative to t e pun.can affect the efficieneY of,thewievice. To demonr

strata this,.tapt thermometerb to the hiittoms oy 'two identical. biaek-

painted-pie pans. Cever the pans With clear plastic' food wrap. Use
books, bricks, or boards to prop the pans up at different anglece to the
sun and observe the temperatures.. See if yon can'find the ideal), posi-

tion of the polar collectors fdr your lot4lity.'.' . .

Insulation and Solar Collectorp: Obtain tma identical,cardboard boxes

and paint their interiors black. Use a ktlife to cut large windows on

one side of bach'box. Tape clear plastic food wrap over each window, "-
and tape a diermometer to the inside,hottom of each box. Close the

boxes and seal with tape: Cover oneboA (except for the window) with
an insulating material such as newspaper or styrofoam. Then place
both boxes in positions where equivalent amounts of Sunlight enter
their wfhdows. Compare temperatures of the bOxes.at sevdral times

during the day.

-Ead!ISE.S.,12A1LMIE:

1) Provide tardboar4 Voxes, neospaper, black paper, eliaar plastic'

'
:sheets; tape, thermometers, and 9ther Miscellaneous materials
fbr stuaents to use. Groups can leyrk on this chatlefige: Usfng.

, %
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the 'material available, see which group' can get the inside of

a box%hotrest when it is placed in the sun (burning take box is
not allowed!)..

You 'may be surprised to find that kids .can produce temperaturea
tagtiredough to boil water inside the boxes.

2). Make solartea. Place tea bags in water in a clear container
such 'an &teflon jug. Place in the sun. After aft hour you will

have'excellent hot tea.

a

.s

0

"1-

1

1'
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PURE WATER., PROM A SOLAR STIT,L

by Lorraine B. Ide
,

Activity #44

Foeue: Water that fias Avaporated and-then condensed-is very pure. It

ISidentical to:"distilled" water produced`by using the same evaporation-
condensation processes with expensive Scientific-apparatus. lihen water

moleeules,evaporate.frte.a body of-water, they absorb sufficient heat
energy to move away tromothiir water molecules and any impurities pre-
sent in ehe Water. The impurities are left behind. If these evaporated
wat-or-moleie-e-tou-oh-,a-ecto-D-sur-Lsme-t-hey' can 'collects_pare_water in

the protess e call condensation., N

,

These.principles can betapplied to prpduction of small amounts tk: pure

water in a "solar still" you can build in; or near, your sthoolyard.
It's an inexpensive and interesting out-of-classroom way to experiment
with water's properties and learn about harnessing solar energy.

,

0 .

: Challenge: Build a simple solar still that will actuolly produce pure

'. water. 4.

I
NO

00. Maeerials and Evipment:
. )4

A large sheet .0 transparent plastic
A digging tool"

, A smaiil stone .
,

.

Sexeral,large stones
A clean container for t011ectVn of water

How-To-Do-It:' Energy from the sun °can be used to produce pure drink-
ing water froma solar still constructed as follows:

r,

1) Find an"unpayed spot away iirom traveled paths. The.spot should-
be. in.suniigiit all day:and'An a place where it tan be roped off
so it will not present a hazard to people walking in the area.'

2) Ws A hole about 1 meterts4uare and 1/2 meter deep.

3) Place a water colection cbntainer in_the center of the.hole.

4) Cover the hole with a large sileet of transparent plastic. Place
some heavy stones around the edge of the plastic to fteep it in

place.

Poke the plastic down a little and place a small stone at the
center so this weight pushes the plastic down into the hole.
(Not far enough to touch the collection container below.) Your
solar still will now look like this (side view).

. ,
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Et) You may want to fence.off the area around your still with wooden
stakeg and rope and place a warning sign in a prominent place to
avoid someone accidentally stepkng into the-holes

When the sun shines, water will evaporate from the soil on the Wills- of
your still and saturate the air'inside the still. At night this water
will tondense on the underside of the plastic sheet, run down to the
lowest point, and drip into the collecting diki. This 'still will pro-

duce at least one pint of drinkable water per day,.And will work eVen
in a desert!

E,91094

1) Will a solar still work if it is Wilt inside a cardboard box
instead of in a hole in the ground? Try it and find out.

2) Would more water be produced by your solar still if leavps froM
Weeds or trees were placed-inside it? Try and see.

3) Place a dish of saltwater on the floor.of your still, as far away
ap possible from the collection dish., Find out if.the saltwater
evaporates. See if any salt gets into the collection dish.
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Activity #45.

DRYING FOOD WITH TUE SUN

by Vincent G. Sindt

0

Focus: As the conventional sources of energy become less abundant and

more expensive, students should be made aware of the potential of sun-

light to accomplish common tasks. Drying 0 food is an interesting
activity many individuals enjoy and use to preserve meats,'fruit and

vegetables for later use.

Elementary---teachers- eau-werk -with -s-tudent-s--w-bui-141-a-s-imple-solar-

dryer (see illustrations) atd use the dryer.to investigate several
interesting concepts.

Challen es: Build a solar food dryer. Use 'the dryer to demonstrate

which foo s'can be dried and how they-are dried. 'Make as many obser-

vations as you can,pf the changes occurring in the food. Experiment

with the dried foods to determine the best techniques to bring the

foods back tb:their pre-dried condition.

M...1.1.92119--LieL-PARIEPARL:

Plywood or Tri-wall cardboard
Spray paine (flat black)
Clear vinyl material
Wooden lathes
'Plastic or coated screen maierial
Nails
Hinges and screws
A variety of foods to dry (turnips, carrots, tomatoes, mushroolos,

bananas,.etc.)

How-To-Do-It: The following activities use a solar food dryer for

variety of experiments:

Build a Selar Dryer: A solardryer can be constructed from the plan
shown ott the 'following page. Cardboard may be substituted for ply- ""1"-.N a

wod in buildihg this dryer if, you wish.

150 54
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'boles drilled in top, sides and bottom
and covered with plastic mesh. This
provides air circulation apd heat control.

I.

/

Back, sides, top
and bottom,,3/4"
ylywood.

e "'
I ;

h)OD DRYER

1

I.

r- 7 k- ,77 777.7,777

.pouble 1" x 1" ftame for door.
. ,

Shelf braces,
1'1/2" x 3/4"

plywood. Width
varies

1" x 1/4" wood lath frame.
Width 17", length varies
according to placement'of
shelf in,dryer.

Entire dryer it4 painted flat black.

nr, k)
Plastic mesh stapled to top of-shelf.. Placing food on this mesh
allows freenair circulation'around food.

4
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PrepcAre ttlerFood: Obtain dlyfferent kinds of foods to dry and have the

youngsters-. try differ thIcknesses and shapes, and try cutting the
food in different di4ections relative to the ateinta tO see what differ-

ences' occur in the tiles of drying.

py the ibod: Make visual observations of the color changes and feel

t e -erences of textures otthe food as it dries. Weigh samples

'of vegetables before and after the drying to determine the amount of

water present.
At .

En the Results: Taste the different dried-foods to see how the taste'

has c tinged. Try several difffirent methods of cooking the dried foods

such as starting with cool water and then heating, placing the food

into hoe water, sloWly adding hot water, etc., to see what changes .

exiat in the taStas using different approaches.

.71.9ssMEA124lau_ies: Find out what you can about beef jerky, fruit
leathers and dry soup mixtures from your county agricultural agent,.

Have the students try these.

4.

4,

I
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HOT SPOTS AND COLD SPOTS

by M4.chael R. Cohen
,

Activity #46

Focus: When the TV weatherman announces that the temperature in your

town at noon yesterday was 600, does that meap it was the same temOr-
tature everywhere in town?" Not a chance--temperatures vary by many

,
degrees from place to place within a town and even within one back- ,

yard. In doing this acttvity, kids will discover that small areas

within any' larger study site have their own peculiar'temperature

characteristics. These small areas are Sometimes called Microclimates.$- .

Challen es: Find the hottest and coldest spots in your schoolyard
ot ot er study area). 'Plot temperature maps. 'Compare the tempera-
ture patterns of your study area at different times of the day and/or

-year.

Attal023.,,apkiatlipa:ttrA

Thermometers
Red and blue flags (made from popsicle sticks or twigs and colored

coAstruction paper)
Butcher paper, large-pieces of cardboard, and tape for class maps

of temperature readings

How-To-4o-4t: A good way to.launch thip acttvity"is to challenge
youngsters to try to fiUd the hottest and coldest.spots of a staked-

out outdoors study area-without using any instruments- other than

their own bodies. Provide small wooden stakes with red flags for

-hottest areas and blue for coldeat. .Issue groups of.tWo to three

children one of each type of flag.and have them place the-flags in

what they decide,to-.be-theThettest and coldest places.

DisagreeMents about where the hot and cold spots are will 'certain1Si

arise, developing a natural need for.some kind of measuring instru-

ment for temperature. At this point thermometers-may be made avail7
able, and it yould probably be worthwhile to review with youngsters

how to use them.

Make a map showing the boundaries of your study area (a large piece of

buigher.paper taped to cardboard is good for this). Invite the.groups

to measure the temperatUres of thetspots they flagged and write these
temperature.readings at appropriate places on the map. Then have all

groups do a hot spot-cold sp6t survey of the entire study area, again

placing all findings on,theouap, Kids will find factors such as sun-

light, wind, shadows, and, moisture to have.definite and interestin
effects oti temperatures of microelimates observed in the study site.

A good summary discuaSion could focus ot.1 the following questions: On

a hot day where would you stand to stay.cool? On a cold day, where

458
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wouleyouistand to stay as warm as possible? Also help kids think

about relationbhips between aolarenergy and the hot and coLd spots..

Hot.sOots are small places that are higher in temperature for one or

more of the following reasons:

1) Sunlight falls more directly on the spots or for a longer peridd

of time;

#

2) The hot spots are able to abserb and hold energy better than C91d

dpots (may be telated to colors,or textures of thd'spots);

3) Hot spots have less eyaporatio6 or fewer 4r. currents than cold

spots. :

. . . . . _ . .

A worthWhile extension of th1s activity is 6 repeat it at different
apes of the same day or during different seascins of the year.- Are .

the same spots relatively hottest and'coldeet all the time, or do

changes occur? Make comparisons of your hot spot-cold spot maps to

find out.

Further Challenges:

1) Make a temperature.map of your own back yard.

2) Visit a weather bureau and find out how they measure temperature.

3) Do a hot spot-cold spot map of your pwn home. Use it to decide how

energy could better be conserved.

Note on Safet :.,Certain areas of the home and Achool-shopld be declared

"off limits. These would be areas housing potentially dangerous appli-

ances: furnaces, hot water heaters, stoves or microwave ovens.

1 .54 .1 5 9
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IS WATER CLEANrNG MACHINES

'by Lorraine B..Ide-

Activity #47

Focus: Water found in smalVtreams puddles, or pends in the vicinity

of schools is often quite dirty. Dissolved soil, polluting Chemicals,
und'overaliundant algae and bacteria frequently Make water cloudy, dirty,
smelly, and quite likely dangerous.to drink. The skills and equipment
needed te make contaminated water-completely clean and Safe,to drink
are.ordinarily beyond what is available to elementary school youngsters.
But these kids can-do.a lot with otdinary scrounged and found materials

to bUiI4-simairratering machines. to ft-least remove 601104 of the sedf-
ment and discoloration from local "natural" water sUpplies.

Challen e: Build and test device that can improve the clarity o
-some peal dirty water.

kiSt.9.11-44.2...441LEaLia1211L.::

Large jars
Tin cans
Sand
Gravel
Cotton ,

Old cloth
Paper towels
Rubber or plastic tubing .

Old plastic detergent bottles
Old nylon stocking's

t,

Any other discarded materials kids might use for their 'machines".

How-TO-Do-It: Form groups of children and have each greup collect
about four liters (or about one gallon) of water from a puddle, stream,,
or other source of dirty water near your school. Rave the.children
examine the water with hand lenses. Ask them to speculate about what
sorts of things make the water appear "dirtyc" Then ask each group to
develop a device; using materials provided or others found at the stud,
site, that could improve the "clearness" of the water. How could at :

least some of the "dirt" be removed?

Encourage different.groups to experiment with various solutions to the
problem. If a variety of materials are available, a number of differ-

. ent filtering systems are likely to be develeped. Here are some
examples of devices kids have used:

160
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COTTON FILTER DEVICE

a

Kids should keep some water from their original samples so thpy can

compare water clarity before and after the wdter is treated by their

water cleansing machlnes. Also, be sure youngsters understand they
should never drink water that cotild be contaminated, even if Jt is

.filtered and appear@ clear. Bacteria,yiruses, and dissolved chemi-
cals are not removed by most filters, and these can 'cause human

diseases.

When all groups have built and tested their "machines,'! compare the

"cleaned" water.samples and have the class decide which cleaning

method imams most effective. Have the youngsters suggest ideas for

improving each group's device. If you have microscopes availabla in

your school, sample's of "dirty" and "cleaned" water might be compared
microscopically and any differences noted.

11.4,1a244121111.1g21:

1) Find a way to remove salt from a sample of water With salt

dissolVed in it.

;4,00,Aizr

2) Find out how your school's water supply is purtfied. 5

3) Find out if any industrial chemicals polluteibodies of water in

_ your, area. -7Ven find out what procedures are necessary to remove,
4.

these pollutants before the water is.drinkable.

44.
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WHEIE AM I COING?

by Mary K.,8owe

Activity #48
* R

I . .1. -
lob

'a
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at..,* . at '.

Focup: This is an exercise in learning how to use and trust a compact's

to get to and from one plactt to another in unknown country. It is an

introduction to the fast-growing sport of orienteering.

Students will learn how to use a compaps and measure distances so they
tan gat from 6ne place to another in wilderness areas without prob-
em. they -will -also -0111m=tresone' fattors-that-eau-eause -errors_ in -

the use of a compass.

ghaL12.9w Vse a compass to correctly navigate an orienteering tour

menci

Compasses wi61 degree gradations (trail compasses, if possible)
Waterproof felt pen
Ditto.copies of course directions
tape m6asure
Pieces of iron, nickel, cobalt, aluminum of. brass

How-To-Do-It: Students must firstlearn that distances can be measured
quite accurately if they know the length of their pace over a measured

distance. A pace is that distance covered when the heel of the same

foot strikes the ground for the segond

The teacher can lay out a measured distance of from l00.to 200 feet

with beginning and ending barkers. The students sh9uld then, using
ordinary,steps, count the number of their paces necessary to cover the

measured distance. (It would be.best to have the students do this two
or three times to arrive at an average.)

ahe teacher then p4,cks six youngsters at random. The kiids are

challenged to cover a measured distance in a specific compass direc-

tion. The teacher canjhen check to see if kids have read their
compass correctly.

Each student is then given a piece of metal from.the materials Aist and
told to hold it,close to Oe compasw. It will qUickly become obvious
that iron, nickel and cobalt serichiety affect the accuracy of a tom-

pass. This can then easily be related to problems with items of
clethi*g, such as metal .buttons, belt buckles, and pocket knives.

The teacher may now hand out dittoed instruction sheets pn which ilre

given compass headings and distances between stations of aa orienteer-

ing course. The course shduld have been lAid out so n6 tum stations
will beArt sight of,each other. A sample,plan for a course is included
with this write-up.

'14,0
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Now the studenttLare invited to find each stationn record its code and

return to.homa base AD quickay ap possible. The person or group'with

the shortest Utile andiaith. all the atationlaymbola is the winneki;

As eaa ierson of groupleasirts, note the time of departure. 1When each .

returns, the time is again noted and the elapsed timejs cpmputed.

Their score 'Sheets also need to be checkqd -fpr the correct symbol-of.

each station,.

The students will havt learned thk a compass,* used correctly, ,can. be

a valued tool for Charting paths through unknown territory.

.

A:good follow-up miereise,could be .to have students use a Contour map

. of the area with an "X marked on itas a.reassembly Grou'ps

of students can be dropped off at difierenCOlaces.and try to get to

the reassembly point as qdlckly as possible. .

.
Use simple materials to build a

tp
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Activity #49

A NATURE TRAIT. ON'YMJR SCHOOLGROUNDS .

'by JoAnne Jones

Focus: If you are fortunke enough to hOe some wooded _or non--.
1Taicaped land as pert of your schoolgrounds, you and,your students

, can develOp a nature trail that can be-used year-round as part of

your school's science program. Stations can be set up along the
trail at which youngsters can learn to identify trees or weeds, moni-

tor the weather, watch bird,or insect behavior, or see evidence of
--e-roaion-o-r-PollatIon_._,PoSsibilitiias are almaat_mnlitt

Challeng: Design a nature trail for'your schoolgrounds.. Develop a

number of stations for student activities along the trail. P

Materials and Equipment:

Ball ef twine
Brush-clearing tools
Wooden signs for Station markers
Ifiscellaneous equipment depending upon stations that'are set

.1;

Now-TO-Do-Tt: If.you have unused wooded or "raw"A.and.as part of ydur
school site, obtain permission to set up a permanent nature trail on

,the land. To lay out the trail, fIrst look for natural or, already-

existing footpaths. Use these as.pareof yoUr trail if possible.
Otherwise, try_te plan your trail so as to do as little damage:to the
environtent as possible while still previding aCcese to the,moat inter
eating or-educationally useful places of your school's ualandscaped

lands.

One way to mark the trail is to take a large ball of twine and maik the
trail by'tying 'the twine to trefes along the trail.. Youngsters and

.parents can help clear the,trail of obstacles and perhaps put wooden'
"edges" made from fallen logs along the path.

%Then, stations can be set up at appropriate places along the trail.
A guide sheet or activity sheet can be developed for,each station.to

provide direction for yoUngsters. Stations can vary tremendously in

their topics or activities. For example, a station might in4ite kids
4 'to aft quietly and watch a Pair ef birds building a nest, use special

homemade instruments to fineevidence of air pollution, identify some

tre or 'observe' the positions of shadows. Stations can be permanent

orlty tempi:wary... Cassette tapes-can be made for each atation so
klds.can.littOn to recorded commentary or instructions from a portable
audio-tape playA. ,Or, permanent information' can be inscribed on a

signboard at each station:

Many of the activities included in this Sourcebook would be suitable

as activities for stations on 'a schoolyard nature trail. Or, you may

\
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be able to get some ideas for stations from local naturalists, scout'

leaders* or biologists.

One last thingt be sure to involve the youngsters of your school as

much as possible in planning and construction of your.nature trail.

The more the kids are involved, the more thdy will apprpciate the

trail, and less vandalism will take place,

a.
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USING MATH T3 LEARN ABOUT NATURE

by Joseph .Abruscato

Activity 1/50

Focus: When we teach science to children, we tend to place a heavy
emphasis on the 1Mportance of careful obaervatioa and measurement.
The outdoors presents many opportunities for children to Ilan and
apply varioup skills that are "stressed both in science anemathe-,
matics. By applying matheTatics to.education in thilitou-t1Wore we give

children an_appo tunity 6 directly.Wcperience the relevance and'util-
'ity 9f mathematics.

gicillsm: Practice coUnting skills out-of-doors. Draw -bar graphs

to represent observed objects and organisms. Practide linear measur-
ing skills outdoors. Learn to estimate population size from a sample.

gfris.ariaiALAELal.aeL.nent:

Package pf blank PaPer
Crayons or pencils fpr each person-
A meter stick for each group

How-To-Do-It:
4

1) Young children.can practice their counting skills by making picture
charts in .whtch the number of various objects.or organisms Observed
in a given area is recorded. For example, if a child opserves.6
birds, 3 Squirrels, and 10 .trees Vrith rough bark, he/she 'can make
a chart in which'6 birds, 3- squirrels,'etc. are 'pictorially repre-

sented.

2) Older children can draw,bar graphs to represent the number o
objects of.organisms obierved.

3) On repeat visits to an outdoor setting children can makejMienr
meaterements of such things as the growth.of plants, the'depth of
shallow streams, and the length of brandhes blown down during
storms.

Children can learn how to estimate 1.hertotal number of objedts and-

.
organisms"from the number in a sample. For example, they can make
an estimate; of the number of wildfLowers in a meadow from the
number in a small area (assuminkthat the particular wildflowfv :
are grimding throughout the .meadow),.

.

..
t,

-\5), Have some dhildren being hand-held battery-operated calcUlators on

' an outdoor excursion so that tily can make rapid calculations of
y

\ estimated population sizes for observed .organisffis. -

.11
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6) Children can construct, Using string said a straight.twig, a simple

field balance to determine the relative masses of a'sampling of

,
such things as stones, acornsy and pine,cones..

7) Bring graph paper to the outdoor site and have some children uee
it to determine which of a given pair of diversely shaped leaves

has the largest area. (They can trace the leaves on graph wet
and count the number of squares included in each tracing.)

1) Make a graph that shows the amount of 1,teler in an outdoor area.
noes the graph.Lahaw. more or less_litter than 1?ou would expeet to

find in this outdePor area? t.,

Find a. way to estimate the heights of the tallest trees in thid
outdoor area.

3) Propose a way to measure the amount of harm people cause to an
outdoor area in one year.

4166. 170
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Activity 1/51

VARIATIONS ON A THEME

by G. Sue McCormack

Focus: "Variationuu-something which deviates,from the usual, the

expected. Most people think of a variation in terms of man-made items:

a slight change in lyrics in a song or poem; a word spelled sometimes
with au "i," another time with-a "y"; a wallpaper pattern Shown in

two different colors. But nature,,too, has its _variations, it$ \,

unusual objects. The larger itemS, like a split tree that has grown

around a rock., are eye-catehing. The smaller ones 'are often passed

by. Discdvering the unusual things in nfture is a test of-Observatibili,

and can also utilize the descriptive powers and reasoning.

' Challen e: Armed with your eyesight, curlosity, and imagination, what

could you find that is unusual in nature?

Mat'iriqt-tAITII:PET1L: 4°)/

Sketch pads
Pencils
Instant cameras (optional)
Various sized bags of boxes

4

How44o7Do7It: Divide the class intp small groups.of four or five kids.

Each group shoula have a sketch pad and pencils, and bags or,boxes for

collecting pddities. If small instant-photo cameras are available,

use those also.

Directions.to the kids would be:

1) Keep your eyes peeled for strange sites,

2) If it's too large to bring back, or if its removal would damage the .

environment, sketch it (or photograph it),:

3) . If it is small aneremoval woufa be possible, bring it back to

share with others.

4) If it is alhoncept and cannot be sketched or removed, write a

description.

Upon return, have each group present their findingb, perhaps eventually

compiling the sketches as a believe-it-or-not typebook.

Have,the class brainstorm as to how the variation could have occurred.

Remember to consider all ideas--even those that bre oadball.

168
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NATURE CREATURES

by G. Sue,McCormack

Activity #52

Focus: _Not all the creatures found in nature are allVe and scurrying!
Thare is a graying business.afoot.tbat markets wee dreatures made from
a variety of.nacural objects. Theta is, of course,' the Pet Rock whose

Apace depends upon its intelligence, good looks, ad amibii4ty, There'
Ilre little nutshells and pebble creatures who sport googly-eyes and
cute sayings. But why go to a gift shop and'spend money for a pet
-you- -could- yoUtself?

Challen e: Collect the parts of, and assem4o, your own Nature

reature.

li'age or shoeboxes for collecting
Quick-drying glue
Tiny bottles of "model" palilt.and bruphes
Googly-eyes--inexpendive and available in hobby shope

How-To-Do-It: If possible, display some of the commercially-made

natural object pets. Have the chil4en brainstorm.and discuss what
materials they might find in the area they will use (corn cobs, rocks,
nuts,*twigs, etc.).

Equip each child wdth a bag or box for collecting objects. Caution
kids not to damage plants in the-attempt to find patts for their pets.
Make glue, paiim, and googly-eyes available to the youngsters and
stand back -while-tiiey-createature -Creatur6s--you could even
try one yourself! Of course, they need names, and each child
could write a short whimsical story about his new, friend's eating
habits, dwelling place, family backaround, etc.

Further.Challenge:

VINC.C.Orta,

btrA. o,Azas
" twiter

Ku.stzr Rack.

Make another Nature creat!Are.using only natural items,., Sap or clay-

can be used for glue, plant or berry stains for "paint;It' etc.

169
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NATURE GAMES AND TC:YYS

by Hilma J. Smith

Activity #53

Focust Children need toys and down through history they have always

had.them. That doesn't mean the early American Indian children had

frisbees and skateboards,,or.that the pioneer youngsters played

Monopoly by firelight. Many early toys were made by parents and

even by the children themselves.

aditalm: Find the natural 'materials for, and make, taii-diames.

terials E mentz

Listed separately for each_toy

Ring-a-atick
Long grass or weeds
String
Straight, sturdy stick

Weave the long grass or weeds into a circle. Attach one end of the

string to the stick and the other to the grass ring. Object of the

game is to flip it up and catch the ring on the stick.

Woodland

Sturdy sticka for stakas
Sturdy forked sticks for "shoes"

.Arrange two sticks in the ground a suitable distance apart. (his
wIll probably have to .be worked out by trial and error.) The sq.cks

used as "shoes" should be fairly sturdy so they have enough weight

to carry when thrown. Proceed as in horseshoes.

Nature scramble

A suppl31 of distinctive items from nature, such as shells, galls,

twigs, acorns,: etc. (collect items thatmill not.easily disinte-

grate, or could be readil replaced irthey do).
0 0

Divide the group into teams of equal numbers. Have 'them face each

other Aross at least eight feet of fipace. Each child on one team

gets a number, then the otherteam gets the same nuMbers. (There

would betwo number sixeS--one on,teems4 ()Tip on team B.)

Place all the nature,objects in the center area between the two teams.

The teacher then calls out a,number and the name of an object. The

a.
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two children with that lumber run co the center and scramble to get 2

the item. The first.one to bring the object to fhe teacher gets a

point for his/her team.

The game cam be made mor4 complicated by naming the object indirectlyt
the seed of an oak tree (adorn).

GgIdenrod friends

Goldenrod galls
Sticks, leaves, etc.

-.Goldenrod galls are intere ting objects, Before using them to make .

aassion could bp.' held._ _kw ars. they

formed? What is a parasite Why are the galls f6und at the same

height on a.plant? You caul dissect a gall tp see what the. ibi54 W-7- --I-7 -7-
..

is like.

Now for the fun. The round shape of goldenrod galls lends itself well

to heads for dolls, stick puppee, or make-believe animal pets. U40

twigs for arms and legs or. ,tails leaves Ibr "clothes" and anything:

else your imagination might come u with!

Japanese knotweed toys

Sections of knotweed
Knives or sharp inatruMents .

Small styrofoam balls
Wire
Tiny nails

Japanese knotxeed (Vokygenum) is a useful pl nt to fashidn certain .

types.of toys because of its hollow spaces. ach knot or joint on the

plant has a small membrane. 'Between one knot nd the next is a sealed-
,

in hollow space.

Qut a piece of stem with two knots or joints pn I . When you toss this

in Tour fireplace, it will "ePo" due to the air se led between the'mem-,

branes. You have a firecracker!
4.

, A "flipperdinger",..ikan old.American folk toy origina ly made from

elder branctes or sumac. Yon can make one from Japane e knotweed. The

,idea is to form a blowpipe with A plugged end. Air .is 4iverted through

pother opening. .
A lightweight tiny ball.with a.hook i \then blown

into the7pir. The ball tends\to hover on the blown stream of air. The

object ts te hook this ball onto the wire loop as piCtured below.

1'
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Whimmydiddle ')

8-10 inch section of MI d400d branch, diameter of a pencil,
4-6 inch section of sa e,diameter
2 inch section of same diameter
Tiny nail

Often called a gee-ha or a hooey stick, this ip another early American
folk toy. You must be sure to use small branches from a hardwood tree;
and you will discover some woods work better than.others.

On the biggest branch, carve the bark away from, and smoo0 down, a
5 1/2 inch section, Make 12 small, evenly spaced notehos (see diagram).
Carve and smooth down the entire middle-sized branch. Carve the small
branch,as sEown in the dligGr(this is ehii-"rotdrwr.----Aftachat to
the end of the longest stick wilth a smaliilail.

\

To work the walmmydiddle, hold the stroking stick across the notched

stia, 1!ut tour index finget across so it rests lightly on the left
side of the 'notched stick. Rub quickly and lightly ? and watch the

rotor spin. To change the direction.of the rotor's ppin, let youx
thumb rub lii3htly on the right side (instead of your finger on the
left).

ELIstils..92a1LEait,m
10

1) Indian children had some clever and interesting handmade toys. .

Do some research on this topic and then make some of their.toys'.
_

5 Take a piece of Japanese knotwped with twd joints or knota and
experiment to make a whistle.,

.0
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GROda COOKERY 'illThe Gvogg ONien

b'y .Hilme J. mith

Activity #540

Pocusz' The Grogg is a wonderful creature who lives in'the great out-

doors. Re is ttie bi* ot everything: frog, glob, human, and mag-

ical mystery. ch,,of a Grogg's time is spentdn and around Oster.. .

Since they like to stay moist, they don't like spending time around

hot, open fires cooking their meals. Groggs are smart little,creatures
and they have invented new ways to cook outdoors.

9.had...19nia: Make a Grogg oven and cook something in it.

mt.91Aalt_!91....§33.ARmixist:

A TV.dinner aluminum plate or similar item
2 cardboard boxes--1 must hold the aluminum plate with 2 inches to

. spare all aronnd it; the other should beta bit larger

lissvY dutY.aluminum foij.
4 metal cans, soup.or fruit juice.size
2 pl,..pees of cardboard to make a double-thick len door-

5-7:Pieces of charcoal, matches '

&charcoal starter (optional)--see "How-To'-Do4140

Ingredients and utensils necessery.to the recipe.you 6ho4ise.
-

How-To-Do-It:

1) Line smaller box with foil and nest it inside the laTger b6k
8

2) Make a "door" out of two thicknessbs, of cardboard; cover the

inside section with foil and 'attach to box am shown:

Li rtciel
inner kbeztx.

elotlutzAwt -300(9
I 1 ne..c) u4 col

(o.tko.i.c.1-te

3) kace TV dinner plata on bottowand arrahge cans.to supportyour
baki-ng Pan.

las
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4

Put a small:Amount of tinder n the can, plug fire dtarter, and c ar-
coal (5-7 pieces depending on size of Grogg.oven, outside temperature,
and oydri'.temperature desired).. Light through:6ne of bottom holes.

Swing Itc!i helt3;.it along, ff mecelsany. DE 01417UL! .

T

4

Starting the charcoal--a fire-bucket:

4)474. 'Ncti\AVez..

i'arce.. can

V4,0\4.5

"tr

4

5) When the cOals are well-started, dump them Carefully onto' the Ty
plate, and pre-heat your oven five minutes.

.

in the oven;
the charcoal

(

Put:cone of thb following recipes
a tiny bit so the air will allow

General Notes: Allow oneA-half hour

cheating Oven. Have watei.handx for
when you are through.'

..qr(133-1911:

gapoovs - 10

y-',.1. 1.0. hot dogs
,,

r,.° .

2 pkgs...refrigerated biscu .

-1/4 lb. Cheese ...
r

, -,
.,

,

for starting
fire pafety.

4.

prop, the 'door open
to joiurn.

charcvl a pre-. .

Clean up thd ;Area

Slit hot dogs, but not all -thse way through, to epch end, Put a strip

of cheesd in the slit. Wrap each hot dog in two biscuits, leaving
'one bare not -at o'n'e end on aide where slit was made (so you' can keep
the chee side up.Y., place on shallow pan and bake in a hot ovep.
about 15 mi,puts .

Qr. until biscuits Are .brawned.
1

Riiie and Shine$

2 Tbiap margarine
1/3'cup .brrA/n sugar
1/3 cup raisins
Tbsp wbeat germ

'1/2 tsp4cirthamon

34 tsp fruit Suice or 'water°
1,pkg refrigarated bissidtS

f

j 8 Mix svgar and .cinriamOn ill'cake pan. Add:,ill'argarine ancrput/it in ,the
. . . 0

,

\ ,Grogwoven:Until it 'filelts, . (De c4reful.--it .burns quick1y4) , Rjamove

oven, 0 i't .and sprinkle' Vip,11, wheat germ and °raisin , gpl, Ice bis...
, ;

1 culls on' op d'i. Ice about. V5-20:111inutes in hot even./
,

ri4r. ;"
4ZEt 4, 14.

. 8
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, so-

Baked Applos - 8 apple#

8 apples

.
314 cup,brown sugar
1/2 tsp cinnamon
.1/2 raisins

S.

Wash-and core apples. 'Place in a baking pan. Put.raisins and sugar-

cinnamon'mix in center of each apple. Add enough water,to cover

bottom of pan. Baste occasionally-while baking. Bake about 30

minutes or until apples are tender. (Moderate heat.) /

E.P.X.t..44..SM1911,11.9.1V.

i) Invent your own recipes ,to use with the Orogg

) Make poaters on outdoor cooking safety.

A.4)1
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-GROGG COOK,gRY 1/2 - Tin Con Stove and Buddy Burners

by Hilma J. Smith

Activity #55.,

Focus: The Grogg-Oven (6rogg Cookery 1/1) is .4 neat thing,to cook in,
but the Groggs, being very versatile, also invented something to fr$
on. it's a tin can stove that fits over a "Buddy Burner." It has
sharp edges, and becomes hot immediately, so to use it you .must be as
coXitul-as .1 GA400. .

Ca

C4alien e: Make some Buddy Burners and. a tin can stove and cook some-
t ing on it.

A No. 10 con--a three-pound.coffee can or shortening can may be
substituted but they are not quite as satisfacto,ry

Punch-type can, opener
Pair of tin shears .

Pair of 4turdy work gloves
A hard rock
Tuna or cat fo6d cans
Corrugated cardboard strips
Wax--the kind usea' for homemade jellies or candles
A piece of string or Small stub of birthday candle for wick

3uadinq a Buddy

1) The,length of the cardboard strips used-in a Buddy Butner, depends
'upon the amount of heat you will need. Some examples: 4" for
breads 'and pautakes; 6" for eggs; 8-10" for hamburgers, hot doge,
etc.; 10" for baking,24" o mere needed for boiling..Cold or
windy days may, require more 1 at. Expeiriment with the lengths .

4 4 .

and.keep notes on what you use
Al

2) Melt wax in a. pan over hot water (double-boiler).'

3). Put the èrdboard in the shallow cAn so tha;:the holes in the ...

- corrugated strip. will 4 vertical. Pour the melted wai over the

cardboarch pe sure it.is thoroughly soaked, (Pour any exceps-

wax back.) A depth of abeut 1/4 inch in the bettom of a'can is .

enough to cook with.

Yvid a piece of string or candle stub to use as a wick for-eaSy
lighting.

-1 52
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Buildikg a Tin ,Can Stove

1) Have;:somep:ne 'hold' the cart with. the open, end toward yop while you

cut a doe'r with tin shears, Wear ,gleves! '.11fike the cuts about

two inches longza,nd three :inches' Apart. Fold this cut- portion

to the inside of the, cilia. Be careful because the edges are very

sharp.

2) Dull the cqt edges of the can with a hard rock.

4

3) On the closed end of the can, oppoisite the door.side, and Just

below the rim, punch three or foux oles. See picture:

Voing the 71'1:n Can Stove and Buddy Burner
1

1

. .

1) Pick as level a spot as possitle.-. It may be nacessary to evep the

ground out: a little. I; the "can is tilted at all, your food will
... slide off! If your. sptit 1148 sta or weeda$ use of 11 iectz 9f foil

. .

orlian aluminum pie tin under or t tove and burner.
-,; .

Z)

..6

3)

C.

A.."

4 ..,,
.

-

Light .the bdrtrr and p110 00 s ove over:it, DON'T TOUCH IT!

It gets hdt iTmediately.' ,,
.

?.

,
`

-..

* '''-\, .

-

If you Wish-to bake on youi' s. tov instea of ffying,"
make a trivet from san oldcart li .' Cut ondotted lines
as 'shown, but 4o not remove,atrips, box4 .them back .to

forM feet: under, the. ithet. (Wear' those, gloves!) S'et the trivet

on vii) of the tin can stove and set Another can to bake ,in pn top
. ..

of.the trivet.
111 A

What' to Cook: Anything you
favorites: eggs', hot: dogs,

t`

.can fry or 'cook,on a iriddle. Some old
*Iburgers, pancalqas, -grilled cheese, etc.

I.
For baking, try anything simple that do0sd't require' too mun top-
broNning, Gingerbread, 'torn muffOs and packaged ''ciike aliies work well.

4

The following reCipes are special favorites o.f. the Grogga:

Egg-in-a-Bcjg

L egg
1 strip of bacon-, cup in'half 0

1 tsp margariue cir bacon grease
14smal1 paper bag wieh

go

4:131

4. .

NO.

go

go

. ,
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e'
Open-paper bag and roll'dovn the'tep'until the bag is about 3 Anches

high. Put butte; in bag.. Start-cooking baconpon-Tin Can Stove,top.

Put bag diirectly on tep'of stove beside the bacon. When 4butter

melts, break egg 1,ntb baii,L and :qtir until tpoked-. Eat frord bag-44.

no plate to washr

Johnryte .Groggers

114 cup gingerbread
2 Tbdp Bisquick
1 Tbsp raisins

-

Xn,a cup, mix ginger.bread mix andsBiscidick. Stir in .raisins and- water.

Dough will be thick. Acrve stove hot.. Grease boish hands well.' Take

the glob of'dOugb and f1att0 tInch as possible. 'Pro*n on both

sides. Remove from stovee Cookslightly. (May fiost'with canna

frosting.)

Giogg Bread
t.

Take a commercial refrigerated baking powder,biscuit and flatten as

.430.sa possible. Put scimeHcooking oil on tbe.lin can stove: Brown

the biscuit al both, sides, Remove from stove, butter and sprinkle

Olttv.a annamon-sugar mix. For baking on a trivet;

Grogg Cabbl'er

1/2 cup Bisquick
3 Tbsp milk
1 tspCooking ail
berries or cut-up fruit
sugar and spices as desired

Grease'a clean tuna fish can.- Put 11n 'a, layer,of

fruit. Sprinkle with sugar and, spibes, if desired.. Mix5he Bislurek,
milk, and oil and put the battdr on top:of the.fruit. OW -40

minutes.

I

afr

.i) Invent more Grogg recipes for the Tin Can Stove.

Think up smile more uses for 04 Buddy Burners (scarfing fires

in.the fireplace', for charcoaf grills,

..1

t';.
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Activity #56

NATURE MOBILES

by JosephiAkruscato

Focus: An outdoor science experience for children provides many pppor-
tanities for the gathering, observing, and grouping of natural objects
on the .basis of similar characteristics. One'reason for teaching a
child to express himself or herself through artistic endeavors is to
foster an appreciation for the commonalities that transcend particular
objects adt them together.ln a pore meimiuttallWbile. Tha tLeat uu
of mdbiles by children can assist children.in achieving this end.

Ehanage: Collect and display natural objects as a mobile.

I.LsatjaAl2,1..Betl.tp:

Found objects
String
Dead twigs or

members
Tape

Bow-To-Do-It:

such as pine cones,

branches (1/2 meter

twigs, bark, atonea, etc.

te a meter long) to us4',.as cross

1) Upon arri4ng at an outdoor site, di,scuss With the children.the,typea
of natural objects and artifacts that they may appropriately gather
during their stay. For example, an active bird's nest wonld car-

whereas interesting stones or twigs might
be acceptable-objects to collect and reti1 ii:A6k-thet11l-drun---to.
begin making calections of objects that are appropriate to gather.

-
At some time in the outdoor exPerience have the children_ use string,

pe, and strong dead twigs to construamobiles that displaY.the
Ulings duly haye'collected. You may wish to create a 'model Mobile'

yourself-to as a referedce during the activity. -"toung children.

may. halle seine diffituIty 41-getting theid: mobiles to balanceand
will require Some assistan4p. Older childred silould be enci)uraged

to create. mobiies-vithin-mobiles.
,

/

3) -When the-ckildrenAvire dope..have them temporarily suspend their
.mobiles on trekbOplches and share with the rest of the class their

;

reasonsjor collecYilLig the various objects displaYed.

.
\ The fo1WWing.are.some ideas,for extending thid.'activity:

1) Enceurage'oWdren to create mobiles in.which stability is:achieved
counterala4cing less massive objegta with itlassive objects by

placing the less't,massive objects alt longer7#0t.ancea-from thk..
641crum (the pla.ce where a orossrmembeP susOended).

,
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2) Encourage groups of children to assemble giant mobiles'by inter-

connecting their smaller individual mdbiles.

3) Ha;re younger children tell a story that includes a reference to

-each object on their mobile.

1) Invent a mobile thdt would display living things in a way that

would not harm them, aril Make a sketch to show what it would look

like:

2) iald a mobile that wuld produce sounds as a breeze turned its

parts.

10 Plan a mobile you could mdke that would remind people not to

pollute the out-of-doors with litter.

4'
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PATTERNS POUND IN NATURE

/ by Al-an McCormack

Activity its7

Focus: Nature's architectural plan is generally based on repetition of-

Irai, shapes, and textures: patterns. Dicoiosaries define "Atterris"

ea "arrangements-or repetitions of forms or elements" and most any

environment is full of good naturally-occurring examples. Look at any

tree leaf and you can find patterns fo*med by veins. And, a closeup

view fa any snowflake wilI-provIde-atcanmiftul-immwts-of-repeated
geometric hhapes. A natural pattern hunt can.provide kids with a good
experience in close observation and more of an appreciation of the
intricacies of apparently common and uninterestihg local environments.

pylatstt: Seek and collect impressions of as..many different natural
patterns as you can find in a local envtrqninent..

jamivaat:

Plasticene clay
DisCatded jar lids
Writing, og art, gpper
Crayons or soft pencils
Cameraw(optional)

How-To-Do-It; Kids ean work either in groups or as individuals on this

activity. You can develop some interest by showing them samples or
pictures of some naturally-occurring.pattern& (honeycombs, bubble
clusters, snowflakes, rqptile skins, etc.),

N

Challenge the kids to seek out and make i ressions or sketches' of as

many items on the Patterns Challenge List s they can.

t!011109h4le,n$P 14.,11_4C.

Try to find natural examples:of some of thesetlerns:
.

Repeating Lines

-- parallel line patterns

-- intersecting '(crossing) line patterns

'L-4radiating lines

lines

ir a stv..

' i.,,R4eatingeircles ::g

COnCentric Circles

Triangle

. Hexagons

v.

.,-

. I ........................--....2,..., .........,

0

or,

. 184
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Spheres (round or ball-she ed)

Others

It is a good idea to instruct youngs ri; to avoid any destruction to_

the study site and to disceurage done tion of natural objecvi.
Instead, they can make re'Cords of their "finds" in several ways:

1) guma_ElAtiatThis works best with attbrne having a raised

'texture. Place a piece of paper on th surface of an Object,
and rub the paper with the side of-a cra on. A good impression
of .tle object may result without any daMa e to the objectv

2) Plasticeneim7ressionsPlasticene (or othe soft, oil-liased

modeling c ay ) can be Ifsed to make nifty "im ression plates."
To do this, fill old jar lids with Plasticene ;nd smooth the
clay to make a level, even surface. Objects f .;.ly pressed on

to the clay surface willleave a detailed three .imensional

impression.

3) Pencil sketchesSome patterns which lack texture ay .best be

7-4-G5INTIT7sTadhes.

4) .111212v4211LThe new breed of "ins.cant" cameras ate -deallor
this bit standard cameras requiring dark-room film developmeut
can provide beautiful images of nature!s patterns.

After ki,de have collected as many patterns as they can) have them .

present/their 4results to the class. Consider questions like: Which.

pattern's are most common? - Rarest? Are some patterns most sommon in

anima and others in plAnts? What patternd oetur in non-liking

natur
/
1 objects? Which naturftepatterns have people copied or

adaptedT

4-

Further Cht4lenges:

1) Make:a col1e6tion of impressions of people-made patterns and
compare with the natural ones.

2) Select one of your ndt,val,patterns 'and useAt as the basis for
. a work of art (mosaic, painting, scUlpture, etc.).

Y453-
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ROCK SKETCHING

by Dorothy Al4e

Activity #58

Focus: Small pebbles and stories are found almost eVerywherd. Children

pick them up and toss them, or scuff at them with eheir feet. But

pebbles as art? Certainly! Many stones leave colored marks when

rubbed Across sandpaper. Childrgn will di'scover that although the
mark most rocks leave is the same as its outside color, some rocks
leave different colored.marks. Some raki-reave no m-afks at aLE'
Some are soft enough to wear down froM being scratched on sandpaper.

These properties in various rocks'will be discovered by students
through trial and error,

Challenge: Find a good variety Of "sketchiug xocka" to create drawings
on sandpaper using rocks as pigments.

Sheets of,sandpaper, preferably fine grain
Paper bags, shoe boxes, or.something to collect rocks in
Egg cartons .

.
How-7o-Do-It: Before starting on a walk to collect "sketching ocks,"

hold a discussion on where 4re some good places to'find small r cks.
(around bases of buildings, stre4m !rads, gardens, etc.).

Give each child or small group\,a bagsor box to Collect.the rocks., and'

a 3 x 5 piece of sandpaper to tdA the rocks for "scratchability.t!
Show them liow to firmly stroke the rock acresa the sandpaper to produce

color. (Also'fcaution that mud or dirt on a rock will leave color

trades.) Encourage the children to find as many tocks'as possible

that produce.different colors.

When all the pebbles.have been coflected, they can be sorted, aecording
-.to the color marks they make and placed in pgg cartons. Each child.

:should have a sheet of 'sandpaper (full or half) and a small piece for

test marks. (lbe.art teacher may bi interested.in directing this.

activity.) The soft coiors.of rock marks determine the kinds of draw-

l:1gs best Anited to rock sketching: winter scenes., Indian or pieneer

- life, mushrooms, wild animals, etc. Some' completed rock sketches could'

.be exhibited ias.motIvation.
. 4 .

1) Children may be challenged to expan0 the range and assortment of--

. color, ebtaintad in the initial collectingtrip.. Fpr example, rocks
-44111-e41-13.44koarks-a-r-e---wmremely-4.tatyl-to-441144-4.44.--atost--4aletle-..----.
Children quiCkly recognize ene problems of.drawingvicturas wAth
no green pigment. ,

,
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2) Indians .used' finely ground crocks to make'-paints, Children
use their ingenuity.: to develop effective ways to....produce,. fine
powders from their reeks. Then, experiments. ciinade to
see which liquids produce the best "paints!'' Ihen mAtesie with
powdered rocks, (An, alternsi,ive woUld ,be tci's use lat
references to find methods for making .paipts' frdm rocks iteld
to find ways of powdering theiy .rocks,) .

(.

j
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Activity 1/59
1

CENETiiRI,E.5 - SITES FOR mut n "-DISCIPLINARY OUTDOOR EDUCATION

iay wiiliau Sc;rensen

,

Learning activ tips co.nducted intoemeteries con strengthen
students' skins in observing", graphing; ComPutatibn hypothesizing.,
and problem solving.

. .- Cemetery activiti es. can also be useful in values edudation when ques-,
.tions like these are cOnsideredi What id thepuipose. oT s 'tetneter7r7

. ....Why: Is. it located whete .it ia? .11ow do. burial 'rites. ,,,ati.d...procedures
.,

.

. .

.. vaity .among differerittp cultures and rellgiods? -How .earW t0.-111ba conb
. - r

. inscriptions and symbols be Inteivreted?,., , ...- , . .. m...., Ni-,,

1 atillaal :21t? Make inferenCes . about -language Patterns ,. .architectural
styles, and customs. -Of --past generations of. people .bY obeeryink a

.., ,

.,.cepetery. 'Make infortinces about 'cliseased and/or epidemic prevalent
in paat generations of lieople.. riterpret.syMbels founcl o teMbhtones...., ..

.1

Materials an S ui enti

Crayens or charcóal sticks
arge pewsprinti papeF
Masking tape
flanClenses
.Compap
Graph papel-
Cameras (optionab-,,

rt

"V
fltt

c
- 1

, ST7
How-To-Do-It: These ;a8ti,vities might b/e flone ap part' of,- either. 'social
stuAiesror seology

'1%, 4 of graphing, estimating, ,ctou
ley are aloe gooa ill, the patbematical areas

and' statitlit4s,;;,,

h set of rules should be establi ect.jejAt. taking youngsters to a
ceidtery. (No unnecessary shoutin)4,'play, wrdsqlibg 'or horiepLay
allowed Nonuments and 3.qndscaping\ should" not bq; dksturbe'd or defaced
in any way.) It is also wisia-tkobtaill fpr, your visit,f0m
the organization that iypetafes Ole cemetery. e. . ,

9 . .

When your pclasa arrives at 'the cemttery., luitt 'up, boun4aries for' study'
areas of appxoximately'equal size.7(Natura1 objects like rbsdp, treea,
and large 'monuments can be .tised as boundary Iiarrkers1..3t:4ssign groups oc.
.four or five youngstefs to each study area. Have.eadh group,, then study
as.many moAuments,.as they can afid te.cpd infoeimation nallt.JLI,m124$1.4.

- .

oMeets like tills omit.'
,

./

a
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Student's Name:

Name(s) on monument:

Date and place of birtg:

Date and place of death:

126:_cmpla

Age (years and months):

jamily relationships given:

Cause of Oath:

Type of monument (identify the shape on ihe
handout):

Size of monument (height, width depth):

Monument maerial:

Inscriptions:

Symbols' (Take 4 sketch):

Direction monument faces:

titrypes of Monuments"

T110. i/

Signs of agfng/an r deterioration:

Other observations: ,
_

.

4
7.

Aiter groups haVe colleCted data pn a reesonably large Sample of the
monuments of th4ir study area, they can conbolidatie-the data. .0ne

simple-way to do this i sort the informavion into'age categoriby
making tallies on a work heotike.this one:.

42i_ge (Years)

,

Al?A.....C.S.211P.13....!L.§-taa----1---.11b Ma,--.--"nents
..,..-,

Male Female Cause qf.death (if known)

.0 -

6.410,

.
4 0

0

11 15
.44

A

16 - i0

21 - 29 .

30 39

40 - 49
ft

50 - 59

60 - 69

70 -.79
* 89, 89

90 o'r more

I'

11.......07.4.0.49.
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Then have youngaters consider que,otions.like the follow),ng:

1) Which age groups have the greatesi numbers of deaths?

c- '2) Did males or feMales live longer?

3) Is ttle're an age group that had Lfar greater death rate for
females than for male's? Ii sot.why?

A

4) Is there any eviOnce of epidemic& of disease or other calamity?

5) Can you make intelligent guesses about the wealthAof people-bu4ee
. in_your atudy site? How'?

4 \ / 4
' 6) Are there differences in spelling or language styles from what yot(

-

are
,
accustomed.to?

11

1.`

7) 'Are ther4,ethnic groupings in the cemetery?

8) Is-there a relationship shown between time period and family pize:i

, 9) Where is the oldest section 4:.) the.cemetery? Who were some famous
contempOraries-of 'people-buried there?

10) Do most atones face,in the same direction? If so., is there p

reasoil?
.

An_enjoyable method for recording dptzt from monu.-
ments is by rubblings. These can be done as follows:

Pick.a monnment with an interesting escription of art work.

.2) Carefully pick aftyaoss or li:chens off the area.to be rubbed.

3) Tape a.piece,of newsprint or light paper over the area to be rubbed.

4) With a back and forth motion, rub the side of a crayon or charcoal
stick over the paper on the-stonia

_
5) Do thisuntil the tetters or art start to appear. Iif the.paper

rips, pase up on the rubbing.
.

.

\
..'

6) Be careful not to go over the edges of the paper onto the spone.

7). Practice first on a penny, tree trunk, brick oeille wall.

4

Aeference Information: The 'following information about,types-of monu-
.
meats and the inea of symbols msed-1;ight be helpful,:ito your students.
Ditto, copies of the data could be'supplied to eaph.group.

190 .
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A. Greases

B. Gothic

Any hei t or size and any type of material

.;

Dau4lly' marble. 'They had a pointed arch and were quite
pdpulai- into the late 1800s. The average height was
around 90 cm. 4

"'C. Obelisk DlOrma4y marble and
cal shaft up to 150
or other symbol. Abou

)

led from ancient-Egypt. A virti-
Sometimes topped with an orb

1890-1920.

a.' a.

TD. Lrasa4ault___ As. 4bove.but had.a yault roof,and no point.
Obelisk 1

'Tablet 'Vertical,llo point; to 70 cm. horizontal to 90 cm,\

Marble or granite with a round arch.top. Sometimes
found in pairs as _the ten commandments.

F. Pulpit Vertical lo 75 cm,,aversge.' There was a sla.ted top
c'ontaining the inscription. Theyi,were marble o):

granitt and sometimes the top was. an open book.r
G. 5croll Granite, sometimes opened out but always4horiiontal1

Average 30 cm.
,k

E.. Block A granite piece scrtimes wUh arounded /top. First

started tp be 'used around 110. geight averagi 60 cm.

1. iaised/Top Ueight 15'cm, Top is horizontal not flat 7as 4. pulpit.

InaCTiption

/Lawn iype Granite or metal; ,Flush to the ground. Since 1940.

Plaque

.1

Q

1 9 5
191
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11.1MenaLAKAII

Skull - with bones or wings "Death's Head" --death

Coffin r Open oe closed - death -

Hour glass -life ptIsses

Sickle or AX -Death, Grim Reaper

Lamp of Life r Extinguished -death/darkneSs

Weapiqg Willow For those left behind.to mourn,

Urn - Receives all that'is mortal

Utn"with TiAmb Soul'rising-

Wreath, - Mourning

Harp with-Broken Strings0,- No.longer working.

Flower Bud - To bloom in heaven, death of .-

Lamb --InnocenCe, death of a child

Cornucopia - Fullof life,.death_of a shifd

Broken Flower -j,ife cut in full bloom, death of aphild:

Cross
-

Bird.- .Symbols of Christianity

Dove

-Cherubs

Vine - Christ is vine, Christians are branches

Hand pointing.up - Gone to heaven

. Laurel -.Victory
a.

Furthey=CHallenge:' IntervieW some senior citizens regarding their
livAs and any information tfiey can provide on past disasters of the

'- town. Ask "How has the town, county, country, iirkid changed.sinde
-yoo Vere my ageM

19319 '7
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Activity 1/60

/ .

CREATIVE OTWOR EXPERIENCES,FOR PRIMARY CHIUDREN
-

by.Mildred Mosel-Nan

I.
Focitg Enjoyable outdoor activities for primary youngsters can cut
across disciplinary lines. In any one activity kids may be 4arning
scince, developing language skills, and learning how to work while
cool6erating, with others. They cian,also learn to useolmagination to V
m ke the outdoor world move lascinating.

-Challengeav Invent -stories based on-Cloud forma-tiqns;.- -Carefully
listen to all the solinds of an outdoor environment. Fied solutions

/ to "Treasures of Nature" dhallenge cards. Experience an outdoor color
hunt. Find out what it'is like to experience the world while 'blind-

t folded. Write an environmental riddle.

Notdpaper an'd pencils
Felt or construction paper bquares in a variety of colors
Bliridfolds

How-To-Do-It: Here are some activities I have found Occessful at the

Cloud Mthology--Divide children into groups anli have them estplish a
leader for.each group.. Have each group movc,0 to a dAffe_rertfLarezt_of---------
yourrschbol-lawl. -The Youngsters.can then-lie on their backs and.observe

the clouds abbve. Each group a'hoUld try to visualize people, animals,
pr objects in the clouds they obssrve. Then they can invent a.story
about what they see,.And present this later to the entlre class.

Sounds of Sil-ence--While lying (At their backs'in a pleasant outdaor
environment, htive children close their eyes for fiVe minutes. During
this period they shourd try to listen 6 all the.sounds they can hear.

:While doing this, they can think about.these questions:"
P

1) Whatiproduces loud sounds? &At sounds?
$ .

2) Which sounds are.happy? Which ones aro.sad?

3) Wh ich sounds are men-made?

4) Which sounds do4you like?. Dislike?

5) Do you hear sounds ydu have never heard Wore? .
#

,- ...

, An 'enjoyable class discuvalon'may follow as children share their listen-
;Lag experiences. .

. 4

..

r
r ,

4*-
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Tivazures of NatureWrite the namea of aifferent-matural objects and
organisms on cardi. Give groups 'of ehildrerk one or more cards and
challenge-them to find examples of what's written on theircards.
Here are some samples of challenges for the virdlo:

Find a blue leather.
, .k: Find something

's. Find-something
.,

Find somethinA
,..

v. Find something
.:Find something

that crawls.
that is wrinkled.
red thdt is not manmade. 4
thch'is both hard and sofl.
that is changing.

c94TLY4.?#.7-41i.4c.P._Pi.eq.PY.WfOlt ..Or. constructIon _Pf19.0r_141_4. v.40Y.Pf
coldrs On the' ground. Send childrea off to find both:natural and man
made objects that match the,coldrs. When they find a,colored object, .

they place it on the matching.felt-ot papbr.

This is an especially good activity during fall in areas having broad-'
leaf trees with leaves that change coler.

°

. You're My EyesZ-Obtain enough blindfolds so You have one for-each pair,
of children.. Have children, work together in pairs.and take blindfold
walks. One child is blindfolded and is led by the other to touch
plants, pebblies, seeds, pavement or any other non-harmful objects
available in the local environment. After. a short 'time the kids

, reverse roles.

Afterwards have childen share their fee).inis about the expiriencel Did
/objects seem different, frightening, or more interesting when experienced
while blin6folded? Oid you trust the gopor.girl who led you arodnd?
Were 3ftrou more aware of soupds'or,smells than usual?,

EnvironTantal RiddlesW.14de your class fhto groups and have each gt6up
survey a 'study site to find a living organism gr seme non-livihg object
that ty feel is interesting. Each group keeps secret its choice.and
makes up a riddle about it. *When all groups have accompl1she0 this; the
entire class 4alks to the various areas where groups found their selected

, Aaturalsobjects or organisms. At each site a group presents its riddle,
and kids try to guess the answer. Here is an example of this somof
riddle:

,N

I live in the ground.
have short brownrfur.
Am about as long as your Wind.
run in tunnels under the ground.

What am 1?

. , (Answer: a mole.) ,

,
,

, lo,"
. .

.

.

How Do ii, ieeli At the end of an outdoor actpities session, 1 have .

youngsters join hands and.form,a larm circle.. erhen 1 instruct thein
to close their eyes for one minute and think. a °happy thbught°.-about
the best thing-they feel has happened in our outdpor sdssion. After
opening thqit: eyes, 'boys and 0,irks share their thouglgs with the rest
of t,he etas.' Vas-helps .us finish on .n pleasant and po9itive note.

195199
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'Activity #61
.

,

SENSORY AWARENESS CIRCLES

'

't

R.-

by Alan McCormack

Ersc.m.si Most people, kids included, spend.most of their time in a'state
of vague awareness of the world around. Many rarely take time.te really
exploreeven a small portioe of the world with full aLtention And appli-
cation of all the senses. Si:) anexperience in total-immersion obaerva-
tion of some common object can be ertIwhile for almost any person:of
any age level,

. 0

.

-Challenge: Totally observe an objeca So that you can Adentify.it even
while you are blindfeld'ed.

/AS

-

Blindfolds (a torig.up old sheet makes man )
Rocks, pine eones, of other common objects found in your outdoor

study area
Paper or cloth bags (for optional challenge)

.How-To-Do-It: Visit ap outdoor study site wi your cass (any place
will do). Decide upon s4ple group of similar, o jets,f9Und at the sife
to use,fer this activity '(roCks,.1pine cones, cor cobp; treg
almost anything will 4o as long, as -the objects s ow some variation arid,
the supply, is adequate for eackyvngster to'have 'pa).

Divide the cl'as Into gfoupsof.dix to eight steden s. Each group then -

forms a circle, and rhe.kids,sit on the ground'. Eack yoengster iS given
one ohdect tà totally observe dilring a five-minute al otment of time.
Ihen, all objecti ard placed in the center of the ciic e an4 mixed
together randomly. Kids in each circle put on blindfol.s, piak objeCts
from tlie pge, and Pasp they around the.circle untilthe think they.

have found their "own" object., (It may be :wise to have kia.write
their initials ort their object before putting qn blindfoldir-thus avoid-
ing aguments later.) When everyone feels certain he/she .ts found the
correct oliject,liremove blindfolds. You apd the kids-may be azed at
how well they can observe and find ehe objects when a tipe e. ort is ,y

made at careful observation. ,

4

47;

LusIllez__.aa,,11.911g9A:
-ty

.1) Put:. single objects in'paper and cloth bags. Have.eachistuden
-observe one of these through sense of touch only. Then pot al
objects the,center of the sensnery awareness cirae ahd see .\

4 if they can identlly ttleir object through vision .alone.

2) 'Most people see'but do not óbserve." iscuss this statement wit
kids after partiapation In sensAy awarenesEr circles.

1.62,01)
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THE OUTDOORS AS A SPRINGBOARD FOR WRITING

,by Joseph'Abruktito

Activity #62

Focus: TheAmprevement of writing skills is .an important component of
elementary school language arts experienceé., OUtdoor science ictivi-
ties can-provide many opportunities for children to become interested
in expressing themselves through writing. SAnd, they cawmake.the.. :
writing More fun and relevant to adtual,'rather than vicarious, exper-
iences.

..gialleng.e.E.:" After outdoor ktiviEles dhildren can:

Write and draw posters that describe their otitdeor experiences.

s-- Write letters to others about some facet of Vieir outdoor
experiences. 1

Communicate observations made in the outdoors.
k

0 Keep a written log 'of their experiences.

-- Write a skit describing portions of their outdoor experiences.

Materials aadEt,.....nien.t:

Paper and pencil
Optional art supplies

.

r 0 How-To-Do-It:
e

. /
1) After children Visit an-outdoor education-site .they can write

letters to newspapers, community officials, and potential visitors'
conCerning such matters as observed pollution or the encourapment
of greater utiliiation of the.site by.the public.

. ;
2) Children can ,create a series of.'posters for.placement on school .

bulletin boards-that share the expriences that occurred during
. .

their outdoor work.

3) Young children can be elacouraged to dictate to older children, to
you, or to thefk parents," a story about an interesting observation
or. incidentthat occurred,during their outdoc.ir fAYork.' They can use
-the written transcription-of their.experienc6s as a source of new
vo'cabulary words..

a

4) Children who participate in an dutdoor field experience can(be.
entourage4 to.keep An ongoing wrtttdn log of their work. Young
c4ildren can .be encouraged to accomplish the saile.end by making
tape recbrdings of.their experiences,

Oildren can write skits qr p.ays that. depict 'various'observations
.and indidents that took Place uring theix outdOr experience.

\
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6) Some children may wi'sh to refine their written work to the.point
at which it.becomei apprepriate for-submission to a'Ichool or

coulmunity newspaper.

7) Some children may enjoy adding art work to the written products
that result from;pheir outdeor experiences. Such illustrated
written materials can then be Used for bulletidbodrds, school
displaya and even as "gift" books for parents.

1). Write a rhymed and unrhymed poem about something you observed dui.ing
your outdoor work. Which poem do you like best? Why?

(

'2) Write a short story 'about a liiklmg thing in t4e outdoors that'
receives the mggical power,to observe and talk to humans who come
to visit"an outdoor area. What would the plant or adital say?

°What questkons might it ask of the person who is writing?
-

le

6
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,I1OCKS-INIA-1W

by,iiilma J. Smith

... - 'a -

at

,

,1104ctivity 410

Foeus: An iictivity to open a young child.'s eyes te the fact that thnre

are many kinds of'rocks, Any place where small rock's can be found is

suitable. Knowledge f geology is not necessary for either the child
or the adult in charge,'

..W1(gR: Fill- each com_partment of an egg. carten witk ti specific type-
of rock you have found.

.1,4,11211.4ALIEDLEaunent:

An egg carton for-each participant or group
Small labels that can be glued to the bolc,

Penciks Or pens %

How-To-Do-It: /If desired,

they? 'Why are they here?

are made of?

A

have a brief discussion on rocks. What are
How:were they,f9rthed? C4 We tell, what they

'0
. .":

,

Encourage.yle childred to come ue with- "types oi rocrts;aueh-as 'flat.-41..

rocks, glittery rocks, round iocks, speckled rockg,-repXishalagg, like
animals, lucky stonea.(banded all the way around), etc. Write:each-

type-on a label and glue itfto the lid above a compaitAnt'..-

Now you are ready to search for rocks to fill the carton. A..time'limit

can be set on,this, or it can be an ongoing project. At the completion
of the activity, have,the g&m.tps or individuals share what they found

withjothers. liave.referenciwbooks available for those who wish to know

more, .

ChalJen. es
411

1) Use-the.':pretty" rocks in some art formrock mobiles; 'rock

collages, etC.

2) . Select a rock stiaped like
a story about it.

an animal, give it a name andmake up

20 4
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WaAT TO DO WHEN YOU HAVE TEN MINUTES LEFT

by Pa ricia thilton
a .

t

1

4

Foctis Havp you ever taRen your- clasS 6tiiside tor
but everyon e. was fi,nishod .in 30 minutps? "What do

is ail all-tww-familar question.;

,Activity //63

a 46-minute lesson,s.
we do now, i'dacher?"

What you need tb have Lis a repeqoire of yery short, worthwhile outdoor

.
games or Activities requir ng very preparation.. aer.eare some I

41 Tor tha expatted -but-IpTigtialsgant--ten iniuutes.

. Challenge: Parkicipate -in -an interesting game or activit); during the
s

last tan minutes of a class trip outdoors:

1

k

None required

How-To-Dp-It: Get right to-one of 'these qui-but-fun activities if
skids have finished with their major outdoor activity of the day. "Dead

time" with-restless kids can only lend' to problemse
.

,

.

The Perfect Observer Game: Have kids pit in t large circle. °Pass a

' twig, leaf, rock or othei ebject around the circle. As each student
receives the object, he/she states one observation of the object (using,

any,of the senses).
,

/ I

4
Rules:

1) Listen well. If you k-epeat an observation made:by 'someone e .you

- are e"out."

Only observations;,not inferentes, are acceptable. Sthtements about

an bbject's purposei, uses, or inside hon-observable structure are ,
not obse rvat; ions .

Pass the object around severta times. Everyone will be amazed at the

number of observations possible.

3,qpr Soil: Challenge student6 tee name iar find something that chnnot

be trace0, ii some way, back to Soil.- When an oblect is suggested, have
the class help you trace the material'making up the item back tc; soil.

k
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Txture Deatoripaons; 'Have student-a slit at least one arm's lpfigth'

away from eath other.. They then close their eyes and use thar hands

or bare feet to Idea the area around them, Aftor one or two minutes,

ask youngsters to write debtriptibna of the texture they felt.

A
(Instead of writing.the,names o:f objects. such as so 1, pebble,.stick;

grass,-they shotild Aescr:ibi the texture. This isn't so eaoy,,but it's

a good experience in using'arljetkives.)

1_mtartt12.4aatnalunt: Whenever geing'on a field ttip or outddors for

a lesson, have a set of file'cerds with you. Eath cdrd should have

one of the followihg.challenges written on A:

Finld sothething a ,bird.uses for neilting-inaterial,

Find-a7seed
five raeces of litter

Find-something that show's slgns of erosion
Find an oak leaf
Find something that makes its own food'

Find something red
Find something that is nocliving now and never was
Find a bird's feather
Find something a squirrel wolild eat
'Find something shoWing that nature recycles materials
_Find Something that shows change
Find an insect home

Caution kids to collect only very small quantities of materials, and

not to collect at all when doing so would damage an environment.

(They can.write descriptions in this situation.)

Pass out.one card to each student and challenge them to meet ihe

.challenge within 10 mihutes. Results can be discussed later back

in the clapproft.

4
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iiPPENDIX
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Plan s. for instruments your otdent4s, Can
build to use in.outdoor studies.'
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HYPApNE,TER)

.

A hypsometer is used for 'measuring heights of inaccessible objects'
(tree tops, clouds, model rockets 'in flight;ietc.).. A simple one
canl)e built froni a drinking .straw, protrapeor; siring and, a metal

'washer or other weight.

Tolniim-,Kihypsometer, measure a baseline (20-50 lusters) from the
Oritree or other tall Object you wish to measure.

through ake,straw to thei treetop 'and record tyie angle of revation
as' shownmin the protractor.. The angle on the protractor is identi-.

cal to OA angle of elevation the.,large right t.riansle shown
the "Using A Hypsometer" sketeth. to. find the height of thb tree,
plot the large triangle to scale on grapk.paper.- Then Srou cafi.- °

determine the height by simplylcounting the graph paper scale
-.Units :covered by the teee...

,s, .

/ /
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C4S.L.B2GICIa*1
N

1.1 hIt_is often difficult,to pik up small insilptdOp out Injuring
them. Here are two devicea.kigs can.use.to- Alleviate tht Rrdblem.

Type 1. Sticky-siae out masking,tape on the.end of a stick can make
a nifty- bug .ctcher. 1ily ,touch the sticky tape to a ?mall insect,
and you've got himi'. The insect can be removed'from the.tape by
gently prying hiM,loosewith.a toothpick.

I
. . . l.e

Type . Make two holes in. the top 'df a baby food jar: Place 'the

'Onda of-two-piece's of tabtier or plastic 'tdbAn?.-thYdUth-the ha-ea,
'and attach them securely wilth silicone cftent. Sciew the lid '

firmly onto'the jar. ,

i .

t
.

When you, inhale air through,one tube, yOu will .find the other tube
acts like a vacuum:cleaner. Theair stream moving into the tube.'
picks up small insects and deposits them in the baby fool jar.
(Don't worry! It would be pretty hard to suck one up,the tube
into your mouth.)

v-
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An anemometer, or wind speed ineitcator, can be.built from o etag,
1,4111, a-cork, a short piece of glass tubing, a nail,. and 4wood 411,
bane.

4 1
Begfhiconstruction by.making cone-shaped windcups from oaktag or
other heavy paper. ,'Cut semicircles frolu thd.paper,.fold and join

s,cVith eape as shown in the diagram. Use heavy wire to attach four-
- windcups toa cdrk, as-shown. Use a strong glue to secure the cups

to thq.wire. Obtain't short piece of glass tubing wh.l.ch has one
. dIoded end (the-end Can be Clocied-bY:ilieltingrin-d-flamd}:--Tnsert
the cloSed endlof,the tubing into the corkthit will form.a loW
friction bearing WhenTlaced on a nail fastened to a base.

To calibrate your anemometer, paint one windcup a bright color.
- Hold the anemometer out of the window of a car while traveling

at 10-mph. Count the number of turns oX61the c?lored cup. This
Ybu'the number of turns to expect from your anemometer

in a 10 mph wind. If the anemometer_turns twice as many turns in
a certain wind, then you know the wind is 20 mph, and so on.

I
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HAlR.HYGROMETER

This device will measure relatpre amounts of moisture in the atmo-
..

sphere (often called humidity).

To build one, use scrap wood and assemble as shown to form a base.
Obtain a long clean hair and tie°it to a piece of sharpened clothes
hanger N;lire. Wrap itlover the.dowel and attaq it to the wooden
upright with a thumbtaCk. 'When the sir is dry, the hair shortens
and raises the pointer. When the.air is moist, the. hair Absorbs'

moisturo apd'StretcheEl:

_

Suggestion: blond,hair workii better 046 dark hair.

.e,.
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